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Plus, Up to 11x17 Printing
Uses hi-yield ink cartridges
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Welcome to Plan B from Brother'." The smarter way to print business documents in color. The new, affordable Professional
Series All- in-Ones can easily and quickly produce reports. presentations and small signage. The line-up includes models'
that have network connectivity, wide LCD displays. high-yield ink cartridges. large paper capacities and the ability to print,
scan, fa x and co py up to 11 x 17 - features that can make a defini te impact on
your business. And they're all backed by a 2-year limi ted wa r ranty. So make the
sma rt er cho ice - Plan B from Brother. Visit us online at www.brother.com

at your side

Available at : Staples. Offi ce Depot. Office Max. Best Buy. Fry's Electronics. Costco.com. M1c rocenter. J&R Computer World. CDW.Insight. PC Connection.
PC Mall. Zones. Quill, PC Nation, TigerDirecl.com. Provantage. Amazon.com. Buy.com. Newegg.com and other fine resellers.
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"Estimated street price may vary. 1Featuresvary by model
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Web Drugs: An r·nvestigative Reporter Digs In
IF YOU'RE INVOLVED in questionable
activities on the Web, just about the
last person you want to hear from is
Tom Spring. The PC World senior writer
is a born investigative reporter. With a
nose for news, an impressive database
of insider contacts, and a dogged un
willingness to let go until he's con
vinced he has nailed the truth, Spring
isn't afraid to make people uncomfort
able. In his ten years at PC World, he
has ferreted out unscrupulous business
practices, exposed financial flimflam
mery, and laid bare more than his share
of bogus product claims.
This month, though, Spring shines a
light on a class of products that does
exactly what its distributors say. Nor
mally we'd offer praise for that kind of
behavior. But when the goods in ques
tion are highly potent, psychoactive
substances readily available to anyone
with access to a Web browser, deliver
ing on product claims turns out to be
problematic and possibly even deadly.
For "Online Drugs: Mostly Legal, Maybe
Lethal" (see page 12), Spring plunged
into the subculture of Web distributors
who offer Sa/{)ia di{)inorum and other
largely unregulated substances that
users-most disturbingly teenagers
are buying to get high.
When he began researching the story
last year, Spring assumed that he would
be digging into your basic online scam
-a classic PC World-style investigative
piece. Though he had identified scores
of sites selling these substances and
had found numerous YouTube videos
of kids acting stoned after ingesting
them, he was still skeptical.
"! assumed that most people were
getting hoodwinked," he says. "! didn't
believe anyone could buy an herb on
line that would produce strong opiate
like effects . I was guessing that people
were getting ripped off and were too

Just because a subst ance is "natural," easy to obtain online,
and most ly legal doesn't mean t hat it's safe t o put in your body.

L

embarrassed to call the Better Business
Bureau to try to get their money back."
To test his hypothesis, he ordered up
piles of herbs, seeds, and mushrooms
and contracted with the National Cen
ter for Natural Products Research at the
University of Mississippi to evaluate his
stash. Turns out, nearly everything he
had purchased packed a psychoactive
wallop. Some of the drugs were partic
ularly potent: "Some sites sell the same

REPORTER TOM SPRING: If he's on the other
end of the phone, you may be In trouble.

stuff that shamans in Central America
use to go into trances . Others sell herbs
that have had their potency increased
by 20 to 100 percent. " Even more re
markable to Spring, these mind-altering
substances are legal in some, though
not all, states and are not yet regulated
by the DEA, meaning that they are per
fectly legal in much of the country.

The Science I s Sket chy
That lack of oversight horrifies and infu
riates some parents, who blame herbs
such as Sa/{)ia, poppy seeds, and datura
for their children's deaths. Though the
parents' stories are heartrending, proof
that these substances caused their chil
dren's deaths is difficult to come by.

"Many of these herbs haven't been
studied yet, so it's not clear whether
they're dangerous ," notes Spring. The
dearth of data becomes critical as on
line vendors offer ever more potent ver
sions of these drugs. "There's simply
not enough science behind this yet,"
Spring says. Still, given the abundance
of anecdotal evidence, he believes the
feds will be forced to step in soon.
In the meantime, is Spring worried
that, by reporting on this story, he
might be introducing kids to dangerous
drugs they would otherwise not have
known about? "If you're experimenting
with drugs and want to get high, your
search engine will do a better job than
this article in PC World, " Spring says.
"My job is to give people accurate
information on what's out there and
what the dangers are . There is an over
whelming amount of misinformation
abo ut this. People deserve the facts, "
he insists-and the facts are sobering.
During his months-long investiga
tion, Spring spoke with two parents
who blame psychoactive substances for
their children's deaths. These parents
told Spring that they actually had known
what their kids were doing, but had
assumed it must be okay. After all, the
products were "natural," readily avail
able on the Internet, and-as far as they
knew-legal. "Some sites are marketing
these as lifestyle drugs to have fun with,
and the public is unaware of the poten
tial dark side," explains Spring. If these
parents-or their children-had been
better informed, who knows what
might have happened.
"Truth, " says Spring, "is the most
powerful drug. " •
Steve Fox is editorial director of PC World.
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Games for Windows·

PCWForum
A surefire topic for riling
up our readers is printer
ink and cartridges: How
many pages can you
get? How much ink is
really left when the print
er declares that it's empty? Tell us what
you think by .going to find .pcw orld .co m/
62166 and adding your comments to our
article on not-so-spent cartridges.
_/
More on 'How Much Ink Is
Left in That Cartridge?'
The one thing I always hated about
printers was the exact question this
article [Forward, January] addresses:
How much ink is left when I run out
of one color? Then I bought my first
Canon IP4000-series printer a few years
ago. These printers have individual ink
tanks ; the tanks are transparent so one
can easily see the ink level clearly, and
one can anticipate needing ink if a large
or critical printing job is coming up.
Why can't other companies use trans
parent or translucent cartridges? ls it
because they don't want you to see
how much ink you' re throwing away
when you run out of, say, yellow?
Being able to see the ink, and to re
place a single color independently and
inexpensively, was a big selling point
for me. The system also yields much
more ink because each color is in a sep
arate 13ml ink tank. The typical, expen
sive tricolor ink cartridge can't compare.
Greg Scholl, Middlebury, Co11neciiclll
Enjoyed the article in the January issue
on ink cartridges. It reminded me how
much the manufacturers use the Gil
lette razor model: Give the razor away
cheaply and sell tons of expensive

blades. The last time I bought an Epson
printer, the cost of a full set of replace
ment inks was greater than the cost of
the printer-which included a full set
of canridges (as opposed to "starler"
cartridges) . It would have been cheaper
to buy a second printer, keep the inks,
and give the printer away.
I'm writing this note, though, in re
sponse to the author's comment about
ink cartridges "contributing to the
toxic stew in local landfills." Rather
than throw empties away, I recycle
them through the United States Postal
Service via a supplied postage-paid
mailer. I assume that something more
eco-friendly happens to the empties if
we send them back by this means.
The mailers are available at most post
offices; you can also go to www.usps.com/
green and click on the Rcryclc link.
Joe Sykora, Woodland Hills, Calffenria

...And More on Windows 7
Regarding "Windows 7 First Look" Qan
uary]: It's obvious that Microsoft is try
ing to fix what it broke. But it just can 't
win with users. I heard of a woman who
stated that she didn't know she had to
have antivirus software; another user
claimed not to know that you had to
download updates for antivirus or for

Windows. Microsoft finds a way to help
them with warning bubbles in Vista
and now everyone is annoyed and they
want the warnings off again.
I agree that Vista was a bit overwhelm
ing for users on that level. But what
Microsoft needs to do is to create Win
dows 7 Smart and Windows 7 Stupid,
so that people who actually know how
to use Windows have their version and
dumb people have the other one.
TcchicXP, PCWorld.com commcms

Vista's Character Map
January's Reader-to-Reader discussed
how to insert special characters in doc
uments using Vista's Character Map .
For characters that you use on a regular
basis , it is easier to place the cursor
where you want the character and use
Alt-0-11, where 11 is the keystroke num
ber ~hown in the lower-right comer of
the Character Map dialog box.
If you insert special characters fre
quently, a shortcut to the Character
Map dialog box is quite handy.
Barry Pcarlma11, Chcswjicld, Missouri

The big question that needs to be
answered about Windows 7 is:
How will Microsoft compensate
all the Vista users for having paid
to be beta tes ters?

Jon45, PCWorld.com comments
HP Reliability and Support
In the wake of February's " Reliability
Report Card" on major tech vendors
and their support, how about a word of
praise for HP? Although it received low
marks in your survey, I had an excellent
experience . I initiated a chat with an
HP rep because I wanted to install XP
Pro on my SR5433WM tower, which
shipped with Vista. No XP drivers were
available on the HP Web site. The rep
went out of his way to find links to the
original manufacturers ' XP drivers »
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Save PC World

PCWForum
to save me the trouble of finding them.
And I had to wait only a couple minutes
to get into a chat. HP made my day.

Manin P. LaGrow, Kaukauna, Wisco11si11

Emergency Cell-Tower Power

Preserve, protect and organize your
PC World back issues. Slipcases
are library quality. Constructed
with heavy bookbinder's board and
covered in a rich flag blue leather
grained material. A silver label
with the PC World logo is included
for personalizing. Great for gifts!

Perfect for your home or office

One
$15
Three - $40
Six
$80
Add $3.50 per slipcase f or P & H.
USA orders only

The White House was right to reject the
FCC plan to mandate 8 hours of backup
power on every cell-phone tower in the
country (tind.pcworld.com/62302). Such a
requirement would do more to cripple
cell service than any natural disaster.
Did the FCC consider the immense
cost of the plan-surely to be passed
down to consumers-of providing
backup power to hundreds of thou
sands of cell towers? No, it didn't. The
FCC tried to implement the plan with
out receiving any public comments.
While cell service is stressed during a
disaster, the fact is that at least some
service is available even after the worst
storms. After Hurricane Katrina, mobile
phone carriers quickly swooped in with
portable stations to restore service.
Why? Because it was in the telecoms'
interest to keep customers connected.
That motivation, and not a heavy
handed government mandate, will suf
fice to serve the public.

James G. Lakc!J, Managing Editor
!tiforech 6 Telecom News

out more about their e-mail relation
ships, and that having an easy way to
share them-only when they choose
is a great feature. We appreciate the
honor it is to be so close to people's
inboxes, and we understand that the
data inside is extremely private. Xobni
will never use your e-mail data in unau
thorized ways , including sending mes
sages that you don't explicitly allow.

Marr Brezina, cef0u11dc1; Xobni
Editor's note: For the original review of
Xobni, see find .pcworld.com/62303.

Office 2007 'Missed the Boat'
I have to respond to Craig Tisinger's
letter in the January PCW Forom, where
he lauded Microsoft Office 2007 for
innovation with visual effects.
He misses the whole point of busi
ness software. It needs to be evolution
ary, not revolutionary. Microsoft totally
missed the boat on Office 2007.
No company wants to have to retrain
personnel. I can't imagine a company
telling 5000 staffers they must be trained
on a new version of Office because
Microsoft moved everything around.
Fancy visuals are a total waste when
one uses a spreadsheet or a database.
Microsoft needs to provide a "classic"
view to allow continued productivity.

JensJensen, Windsor, Vennont
Send orders to:

TNC Enterprises Dept. PCW
P.O. Box 2475

Warminster, PA 18974
Enclose your name, address and
payment with your order. (No PO
boxes please) PA residents add 6%
sales tax. You can even call 215
674-8476 to order by phone.
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Credit Card Orders:
Visa, Master Card, AmEx accepted.
Send your name, card number,
exp. date and signature.

To Order Online:
www.tncenterprises.net/pcw

What Xobni Does
In the October PCW Forum, a reader's
letter expressed some confusion over
what happens during Xobni's setup
process, so we'd like to explain exactly
what Xobni does after installation.
Xobni displays fun facts that help you
discover statistics about your commu
nications with contacts. For example,
Xobni may say, 'John Doe has the fast
est response to your e-mails. ' Each of
these facts can be shared, but to do so
you must click a 'Click to Send' button
that appears with each fact. Xobni
never has and never will send an auto
matic e-mail; if the button is not
clicked, the screen will continue to the
next fact without sending anything.
Many users have told us that these
fun facts are a convenient way to find
10 I WWW.PCWORLD.COM
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PC World welcomes your feedback. We re
serve the right to edit for length and clarity.
Share your thoughts in the Comments area
under each story on our Web site, or visit our
forums (forum s.pcworld.com). Send e-mail

to letters@pcworld.com. •

CLARIFICATION

IN THE DECEMBER Fact Check,
we discussed using wrist-strap
ground cords, such as those from
ESD Systems. Before connecting
the No-Doubt Ground Cord to your
electrical outlet, you should con
firm that your outlet is properly
wired, with the ground connection
running to a true and stable ground.

orwar
Online Drugs: Mostly Legal, Maybe Lethal
The Internet has
become a flouris hing
supermarket for
herbs, mushrooms,
and other substances
that will get you
high-but may also
make you very sick.
BY TOM SPRING
WlTH A FEW drops of a liq
uid hallucinogen under his
tongue and incense in the air
Frank Ramirez transports
himself to a different world.
With his eyes shut and his
legs crossed, he says, first he
feels warm and flushed. Then
the rush of the drug swirls
into his head, and he says he
becomes "one with the
room ,' able to see and talk
with long-deceased relatives.
"Sometimes 1 cry or
laugh," Ramirez says. "It's a
spiritual trip. A brief glimpse
into a beautiful world we
don 't even know yet ."
Ramirez is on drugs, but
he's breaking no laws in
Texas, where he resides. He
has been ingesting Sa/(Jia
di(Ji11oru111, a once-obscure
member of the mint family
that asce tic Central Ameri
can shamans have used for
centuries. Now the herb is

PC WORLD PURCHASED herbs and other supposedly mood-altering substances from a variety of onUne
vendors. University of Mississippi researchers then tested them to determine their health risks.

as easy to buy on the Inter
net as a book, and is cele
brated in countless YouTube
videos starring dazed and
confused-looking kids of
high school and college age
(see find .pcworld.com/62330).
Traffic to sites that sell Sal
(/ia and other drugs is rising.
When it comes to powerful
mood-altering drugs available
for purchase online, Sa/(Jitt is
just the tip of the iceberg. At
a time when authorities are

cracking down on the illegal
sale of steroids and prescrip
tion drugs on the Web, sales
of substances such as kratom
and prickly poppy, which
pack a narcotic-like and psy
chedelic punch, are booming
on the Internet. Authorities
are beginning to take note.

Legality in Flux
Many of these substances are
legal in much of the United
States, but the situation is

changing quickly, especially
for Sa/(Jia . At this writing, 13
states have regul ated it in
some way, and bills to regu
late the drug are pending in
others, including Texas. Fed
eral officials are also consid
ering Salvia regulations.
Online storefronts such as
Bouncing Bear Botanicals
(www.bouncingbearbotanicals.
com) and Psyc ho active Herbs
(www.psyciloactiveherbs.com)
sell a panoply of substances

Some medical researchers oppose the criminalization of Salvia
divinorum, saying its study could Lead to breakthrough cures for
cancer, HIV, and addiction. Read more at find.pcworld.com/ 62341.
12
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capable of delivering a pow
erful high. On Psychoactive
Herbs' site, for example, you
can buy kratom, described on
the site as a "substitute for
opium" and as producing
feelings of euphoria. As
recently as last fall, eBay sell
ers auctioned Sa/{)fa, a fast
acting and potent hallucino
gen that researchers say is
comparable to LSD, for about
$15 a gram (in September
eBay instituted a ban on the
sale of such substances) .

Substances Tested
PC World bought 19 of these
supposedly psychoactive sub
stances from various online
sources (see find.pcworld.com/
62331 for close-up pictures of
the drugs) . We then asked
researchers at the National
Center for Natural Products
Research (NCNPR) at the
University of Mississippi to
analyze what we bought and
to explain the risks of taking
the substances. Their verdict:
Most of the substances
assorted roots, mushrooms,
and leaves from all over the
world-really can get you
high. But some might also
make you very sick or even
kill you. For more on the
UM researchers' findings ,
visit find.pcworl d.com/62333.
"With some of these sub
stances, it's like playing Rus
sian roulette with your life, "
explains Dr. lkhlas Khan,
the NCNPR's assistant direc
tor. "With others the risk is
on a par with smoking one
[tobacco] cigarette. "
It's impossible to know the
specific risk without getting
a lab to test what you have,
he says. "There is a lot of
misinformation about these
substances on the Internet

tanicals has grown by 32 per
cent over the past year to as
high as 37,000 each month
about the same amount of
traffic that Frito-Lay gets to
its Cheetos.com Web site.

Seller Disclaimers

SOME ONLINE SELLERS of herbs and other drugs offer related
equipment, and post customer ratings of each substance's quality.

and what their effects are on
those that take them. "
If you search for "Salvia"
on YouTube, for example,
you'll find hundreds of testi
monials from people who
have taken the drug. Hands
on types can visit sites like
NeuroSoup (www.neurosoup.
com) to view step-by-step
tutorials on how to squeeze
venom from Colorado River
toads and extract a naturally
occurring form of a powerful
hallucinogen. Can't find a
B1ifo aloarius locally? Bounc
ing Bear Botanicals will sell
you one live toad for $150 or
an "adult male and female
pair" for $250.
The owner of Bouncing
Bear Botanicals, Jon Sloan,
says that sales at his site have
grown considerably over the
past year, but he declines to
share figures . Other sites,
such as Herbal Fire (www.
herbalfire.com) and Shaman's
Garden (www.shamansgarden.
com), did not respond to our
requests for comment.
Judging from page-view
records, the sites are grow
ing in popularity if nothing
else. Traffic-monitoring firms
Compete and Quantcast
show an increase in unique
monthly visitors during the

past year to several Web
sites that sell legal herbs .
According to Compete,
the number of unique visi
tors to Bouncing Bear Bo-

Sites selling these products
are careful to post disclaim
ers warning people not to in
gest them. HerbalFire.com's
notice is typical: "None of the
products sold are for human
consumption. " Rather, the
site says, they are "sold for
research, education, and
propagation purposes only. "
Lawmakers, drug-abuse
experts, and customers of »

PLUGGED IN
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ALAN STAFFORD

PALM PRE-SUSCITATED: New OS
revives flat-lining PDA- er, phone
company. But only on Sprint; once
again, Verizon is left pacing in the waiting room.
CAR·FREE PHONING: National Safety
Council calls for ban on phoning while
driving. What's the problem? My GPS
unit will tell me when I'm about to run you over.
GOOGLING BURNS CARBON: Report
says searches generate co2. I'll just
drive to the library. That's worse? Okay,
I'll call a librarian. No? Wait-smoke-signal chat.
DUDE, MY BAD: Dell settles with 46
states for misleading consumers about
financing terms, warranties, rebates.
The other four states? They're states of Dellnial.

9t}
~

DRIVING WHILE DISHED: AT&T will
introduce satellite-based in-car TV
service. Comcast is said to be consid
ering service, too, with a really long coax cable.
WON'T HURT ABIT: Microsoft says you

must download a tool kit to block auto
matic delivery of Internet Explorer 8.
That's right- a download to prevent a download.
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Forward
these sites say no one pays
much heed to the warnings.
"These disclaimers are a
joke," says Dr. Howard Sam
uels, executive director of the
Wonderland Center, a Los
Angeles drug rehab center.
Sites such as Salvia Dragon
(www.salviad ragon.com) post
testimonials to their prod
ucts. "I felt what it's like to
leave my body, and then
reenter it like it was a robot, "
reads one endorsement.
"This is a classic case where
laws are one step behind the
Internet," Samuels says. "For
many vulnerable people, this
is an open invitation to
experiment, and is an acci
dent waiting to happen. "

Not Your Father's
Morning Glory Seeds
Determined teens and thrill
seekers of all ages have long
experimented with legal
ways to get high-for exam
ple, eating morning glory
seeds or smoking catnip.
But experts say the Internet
has changed things: Just as
the Web has made previous
ly hard-to-find products
more accessible, it is making
stronger substances easy to
learn about, find, and buy.
Techniques used to in
crease herbs' potency have
also improved. Experts say
sellers have learned to iso
late and amplify many of the
psychoactive elements with
in the herbs, selling them at
10X or 30X potency. Sa/uia
is sold in SOX extracts and
kratom at 30X. "This isn't
the stuff that kids were buy
ing just years ago. This stuff
has been engineered to de
liver a much more potent
high," Samuels says .
Sloan of Bouncing Bear
14 I WWW.PCWORLO . COM
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MOST SITES THAT sell herbal products post disclaimers warning
against consumption, which experts say are largely Ignored.

Botanicals says that the In
ternet's reach to places such
as Central America has also
allowed tribes to go online
and sell native herbs to dis
tributors. "All of a sudden,
with a used PC and a dial-up
Internet account, these iso
lated tribes have a way to
sell plants they have easy
access to ," Sloan says.

Feds Watching Closely
What does the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Agency have to
say about all of this? Right
now, not much.
DEA spokesperson Rogene
Waite says that some of the
drugs in question are cur
rently "under review" by the
DEA but remain legal under
federal laws. Waite does
acknowledge, however, that
the DEA has Saluia in its
crosshairs and is currently
evaluating whether to use
the Controlled Substances
Act to make Saluia posses
sion illegal. "Just because
something is not illegal or
regulated by the DEA
doesn't mean it's not dan
gerous," Waite notes.
The Food and Drug Ad
ministration shares that

stance. FDA spokesperson
Michael Herndon says that
herbs, mushrooms, and seeds
sold on the Internet do not
need to be approved by the
FDA before they're offered
for sale. Nevertheless, Hern
don says, if the FDA receives
complaints that someone
has become sick as a result
of consuming what they
purchased, the FDA would
consider investigating.

Injury, Death a Rarity
Reported incidents of injury
or overdosing related to the
ingestion of natural stimu
lants and hallucinogens are
rare. "Emergency-room vis
its are infrequent," says John
Qaqundah, a practicing hos
pital pharmacist and assistant
clinical professor with the
University of California San
Francisco's School of Phar
macy. He says most ER visits
stemming from the use of
hallucinogens result from
bodily harm: Someone falls
down and bruises a bone.
Reports of deaths due to
Saluia are almost nonexis
tent, but the parents of
Brett Chidester, a Delaware
teen who committed suicide

in 2006, think his Salvia use
led to his death. "I believe
the use of Saluia was reshap
ing Brett's mind, distorting
how he viewed himself and
the world around him, "
Kathleen Chidester says. "I
think he just snapped." See
find .pcworld.com/62332 for
more details on Chidester's
crusade against Saluia.
The county medical exam
iner eventually agreed, revis
ing Brett Chidester's death
certificate to list Sa/uia as a
contributing cause of death;
the boy's parents subse
quently persuaded Delaware
lawmakers to classify Sa/uia
as a Schedule I controlled
substance in that state, mak
ing the possession, use, or
consumption of the drug a
misdemeanor.
Delaware was following
the lead of Louisiana, which
in 2005 became the first state
to criminalize Sa/uia posses
sion. As of this writing, Flor
ida, lllinois, Kansas, Michi
gan , Mississippi, Missouri,
North Dakota, Oklahoma,
and Virginia have followed
suit, classifying Saluia as a
Schedule I drug and giving it
the same legal status as
ecstasy and LSD. In Tennes
see, the ingestion of Sa/uia is
a Class A misdemeanor, but
possessing the herb is legal.
In California and Maine,
possession is legal but sale
to a minor is prohibited .
"My hope and goal is to
have Saluia regulated across
the U.S.," says Kathleen Chi
dester. ''To lose a boy so
bright, so warm, so intelli
gent, with so much to offer
the world, is incomprehensi
ble to me-all due to a mind
altering drug that continues
to be legal in many states."
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Forward
Dell Settles Lawsuit Alleging Misleading Practices
DELL WILL PAY $3.85 mil
lion to 46 U.S. states under
a settlemenc agreement fol
lowing allegations that the
company used deceptive
practices to sell its products.
Dell will provide restitution
to customers who ran into
problems with its financing
promotions, rebate offers,
tech support, and repair poli
cies, according to state attor
neys general. The company
will pay $1.5 million to a res
titution account and the rest
to the states to reimburse
legal costs and other expens
es, says Dell, which did not
admit to wrongdoing.

If you bought a Dell
product between
April 1, 2005, and
April 13, 2009, you
may be entit led to
settlement money
from the company.
States started investigating
Dell's sales practices after
receiving complaints. PC
World conducted interviews
and research regarding the
allegations in mid-2007 (see
find.pcworld.com/62325). Cus
tomer complaints ranged
from never receiving prom
ised rebates, to being charged
higher interest rates after

Online Sales Tax Survives
Latest Legal Challenge
EARLIER IN 2008 the state
of New York passed a law
(dubbed the "Amazon tax")
that requires online retailers
to collect state taxes from
their customers. Both Ama
zon.com and Overstock.com
objected and sued the state,
but now a New York judge
has thrown out the Web
retailers' objections.
The ruling, which essen
tially approves the "Amazon
tax," contradicts a 1992 U.S.
Supreme Court decis ion
that says retailers do not
need to tax residents of a
state where the company has
no physical presence.
Adding to the controversy
surrounding the latest deci
'sion is the Stream lined Sales
Tax Project (SSTP) , a collab
orative effort involving 15
states that's intended to
you guessed it-simplify the
16 I WWW . P C W OR L D . CO M
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collection of sales taxes.
SSTP helps its members by
sending tax-collecting re
sponsibilities to outside par
ties so that online retailers
don't have to crunch the tax
numbers themselves. The
organization offers online
sellers amnesty for certain
unpaid or uncollected taxes,
too. Basically, the SSTP is
supposed to ease an online
company's transition from
not paying assorted states'
sales taxes to paying them.
Now that Amazon and
Overstock's objections have
been thrown out in New
York, other states may fol
low the same course and
require their residents to ·
pay sales taxes on online
purchases-making shopping
on the Web a little pricier
for many more people.
-Brc1111011 Slanery

app lying for zero-percent
financing, to having trouble
obtaining warranty service
on their PCs , according to
the Washington State Attor
ney Genera l's Office.
"The dea ls Dell made and
the terms computer buyers
thought they agreed to
didn't always compute, "
said Katherine Tassi, Wash
ington assistant attorney
general, in a statement.
Customers are eligible for
restitution if they bought a
Dell product between April
1, 2005 , and April 13, 2009,
and have a complaint ad
dressed by the agreement.
The deadline for filing cla ims
is April 13; for details on
how to proceed, your best
bet is to check the Web

page of the National Associa
tion of Attorneys General
(find.pc~orld.com/62324 ).
The issues arose in only a
small percentage of the tens
of mill ions of Dell consumer
transactions in the states dur
ing the four-year period, Dell
said in a statement. "Dell had
previously addressed the is
sues directly with many of the
customers involved and many
were satisfactorily resolved
prior to the states' involve
ment," the company said.
Dell has also agreed to
provide further d isclosures
to make sure that customers
are fully informed about its
financing and service offers.
"This settlement ensures
that Dell consumers will re
ceive full disclosure concern
ing Dell 's promotional offers,
and provides for changes in
Dell's business practices that
will aid consumers in mak
ing informed choices about
purchasing Dell products
and services," Martha Coak
ley, Massachusetts attorney
general, said in a statement.
-AgamShah

VIDEO GAMES

Games No Murder Defense
VIDEO GAME ADDICTION doesn't explain or excuse Daniel
Petric's shooting his parents, ruled an Ohio judge in January.
Petric shot his parents after they took his copy of the Xbox
360 game Halo 3 away in September 2007. Petric- 16 years
old at the time-snuck out of the house to buy the game after
his father forbade him to. His parents caught him returning
home, took the game from him, and placed it in a lockbox in
their closet. which also housed a 9mm handgun.
A month later Petric grabbed the game as well as the gun,
and shot his parents. killing his mother and wounding his father.
Petric's lawyers insisted that the boy's age and "video game
addiction " exerted an inexorable grip on his ability to restrain
himself from committing the heinous acts.

-Mau Peckham
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AMO Launches Phenom II CPU, Its Fastest Yet
TWO DAYS SHY of a year
since Intel launched Penryn,
its first 45nm processor,
AMO finally countered with
a few 45nm CPUs of its own,
releasing the Phenom II in
January. But based on our
hands-on testing of two Phe
nom II-based desktops-the
Dell XPS 625 and the Main
gear Dash-the chip isn't
quite as dominating as AMO
would have you believe.

Phenom II Explained
AMO is positioning its Phe
nom II products between
Intel's Core 2 Quad and
Core i7 offerings. Phenom II
chips are available in two
versions: the X4 920 and the
X4 940 Black Edition, which
compete tit-for-tat against
Intel's highest Core 2 Quad
CPU frequencies at 2.8 and
3.0 GHz, respectively.
AMO bumped the amount
of shared L3 cache of the
Phenom II processors from
2MB up to 6MB, giving each
CPU a total cache of 8MB.
The move puts Phenom II
processors right in the mid
dle of Intel's Core 2 Quad
lineup for cache size, but
the result is still short of the
12MB caches provided on
higher-end Core i7 chips.
Though limited overclock
ing of the 920-edition pro
cessors is available through
AMD's OverDrive software,
the company is tipping its
hat toward the extreme
performance crowd with its
Black Edition processors.
These CPUs run multiplier
unlocked, which liquid
nitrogen-armed enthusiasts
have been able to push to
frequencies above 6 GHz,
18 I WWW . PCWORLO.COM

AMD's answer to Intel's Core 2 Quad and Core
i7 doesn't set any speed records- or even come
close- but it has advantages for upgraders.

l

surpassing the record for
Intel Core i7 processors ,
which stands at 5.5 GHz.

Peppy Performance
The Phenom Il's integrated
memory controller and
HyperTransport interface
give it a technical edge over
Core 2 Quad chips , which
lack those features . Intel
moved to an integrated
memory controller and be
gan incorporating its version
of HyperTransport, dubbed
QuickPath Interconnect,
only with Core i7 .
In comprehensive PC
World lab testing of Dell's
XPS 625 (find.pcworld.com/
62316) and Maingear's Dash
(find.pcworld.com/62326), the
brand-new chips failed to
blow Intel's Core 2 Quad
and Core i7 out of the water.
The XPS 625 earned a World
Bench 6 score of 108, and the
Dash posted a score of 117.
The Dash's score tied for the
fastest mark among value

MARC H 2009

MAINGEAR'S DASH produced
excellent graphics in our tests.

DELL'S XPS 625 performed well
relative to other value desktops.

PCs we've tested, but it's far
below the scores received by
systems competing for our
power desktop PCs chart.

Upgraders' and
Overclockers' Dream?
However, AMO is waging its
war against the speedier
Core i7 chips on price, not
performance-especially for
potential upgraders . Moving
from a Core 2 Quad CPU to
a Core i7 chip requires buy
ing a new motherboard and
memory, in addition to the
processor. Moving from a
Socket AM2+ CPU to a Phe
nom II requires buying only
the new processor. And if
you wait to upgrade to an
AM3-socket Phenom II, ex
pected to be out early this
year, you can still keep your
DDR2 memory, and possibly
even your motherboard .
But from what we've seen
so far, the price benefit isn't

substantial if you're in the
market for a new computer:
The two Phenom II systems
we tested each rang up at
$1499; three of our higher
performing power PCs (in
cluding both Core i7 and
Core 2 Quad models) cost
from $1600 to $1800.
AMD 's next-generation
platform is launching along
side the Phenom II. The new
Dragon platform (successor
to the Phenom quad-core
based Spider) consists of
790-series motherboard chip
sets and 4800-series Radeon
HD graphics cards. The plat
form focuses on energy sav
ings, thanks to a combina
tion of AMD's Cool'n'Quiet
3.0 software and the 45nm
architecture. Together, they
allow Phenom II processors
to reduce their heavy-load
power consumption by a
reported 30 to 40 percent
versus Phenom processors,
with a savings of up to 50
percent at idle.
Judging from our testing,
a Phenom II will require a
solid system backed by
strong overclocking to sur
pass the prowess of even a
midrange or high-end Core 2
Quad processor. If you're
looking to upgrade your rig
and you care more about
simplicity than you do about
high stock clock speeds,
AMD's single-CPU upgrade
is a powerful statement. As
for performance, perhaps
AMD's new products will
seem more appealing as
soon as extreme-system
manufacturers start pushing
their Phenom II chip sets
past the 4-GHz barrier.
-DatJid Murphy

Looking for a domain?
More ways to get the domain
name you REALLY want!
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Palm Pre Enters Smart-Phone War
PALM HAS ANNOUNCED
its long-awaited new operat
ing system, called Web OS,
as well as its new Palm Pre
smart phone. The Pre will be
available exclusively on the
Sprint 3G Network in the
first half of 2009.
The handset marks Palm's
effort to regain leadership in
the smart-phone market.
Aiming for the coveted
niche between iPhones and
BlackBerrys, the Pre with
Web OS attempts to meld
enterprise and entertain
ment functions in one de
vice. Palm has not released
pricing for the Pre.
The phone has a multi
.touch screen, a vertical
slide-out QWERTY key

board, and an accelerometer.
EvDO-capable and \Vi-Fi
enabled, it has GPS, Blue
tooth 2.1 with stereo sup
port, and 8GB of storage .
The Pre has a 3.1-inch dis
play with 320 by 480 resolu
tion. The multitouch support
extends beyond the display
to the center button , which
Palm calls the gesture area
for launching applications.
A 3.0-megapixel camera with
an LED flash is included as
well. The Pre is smaller than
the iPhone and other rivals,
and weighs 4.8 ounces.
The open-source Palm Web
OS home screen has custom
izable widgets at the bot
tom. Touch a widget, and
the corresponding app pops

PALM'S PRE PHONE and Web
OS promise to satisfy both busi
ness and entertainment needs.

up. All of your open apps
appear as a deck of cards;
you scroll through your
"deck" by flicking from side
to side on the gesture pad.
One key element of Web
OS is what Palm calls "syn
ergy, " the syncing of infor
mation from various sources.
For example, if you begin
typing an e-mai.l message ad
dressed to a specific contact,
Web OS searches your e-mail
accounts; if the Pre can't find
the contact, it searches your
corporate exchange database
and automatically enters the
name into your contacts list.

Palm also announced the
Touchstone, a wireless charg
er that uses inductive tech
nology. Put the Pre on the
magnetic Touchstone, and it
stays in place to charge .
-Gimry Mies

Zentact: Keep in Touch , Semiautomatically
If, like me, you're terrible about keeping in touch with old friends,
you need more than just a contact manager. You need a noodge,
something that will harass you about dropping a line to yo ur col
lege roommate or your ex-boss. Zentact does that, but not without
some work from you. First you have to import your contacts, and
then you must tag them with their interests (that's the only labor
intensive part). Then, as you browse the Web, Zentact suggests
pages that one or more of your friends might be interested in. If a
friend is looking for a job, for example. and you browse to a job
board, Zentact will recommend e-mailing that person a note with
the link, making the process almost automatic. zentact.com

!Phones and BlackBerry handhelds
let you take the Internet radio ser

Slacker: Music on Your Phone

vice with you wherever you go.

Slacker launched as an Internet radio service with a difference: It
also so ld MP3-player devices that could stream the radio service.

ScreenToaster: Online Screen Captures

But most people have another device in their pockets that can do

All teachers know that it's better to show than to tell. And showing

the job-a cell phone. With the launch of Slacker's iPhone and

other people something happening on your computer's screen

Black Berry applications, you can get the same lineup of stations,

doesn't get much easier than with Screen Toaster. Sign up at the

such as Classic Jazz or '70s Hits. The apps also allow you to

Screen Toaster site, press <Alt>-S, and you're recording . Once you ·

search for an artist and find stations dedicated to that performer

have finished recording , you can add captions. Afterward you can

and related musicmakers. It's a great way to get music- but

upload the video to ScreenToaster's servers or to YouTube- or

beware of what it will do to your phone's battery life. slacker.com

download it as an AV! file. screentoaster.com
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Starting a website
Special offers end
this year?
Choose the best.

February 28th!
BEGINNER PACKAGE

As the world's largest web hosting provider, 1&1 offers website
plans for every skill level and budget. As a 1&1 customer, you are
not only assured that your website is up and secure, but you'll also
get the tools that you need to maintain an innovative web presence.

Easy and affordable, it's the perfect way to get
started on the web. Includes a domain, website
building tool, photo
gallery, blog and
more!
I

HOME PACKAGE
Whether it's for a personal website or a small
home business, this package includes all the
basics - 2 domains,
site-building tools
and more!

BUSINESS PACKAGE
Everything you need for a successful business
website. 3 domains, E-mail Marketing Tool, search
engine optimization tool, search advertising
vouchers and more!

DEVELOPER PACKAGE
This premium web hosting package gives you 5
domains, 300 GB web space, 3,000 GB monthly
transfer volume, GeoTrust Dedicated
SSL Certificate and more!

Forward
GEEKTECH
The PC World Challenge: 72 Hours of Windows 7

TransferJet:
A Better
Bluetooth?
WATCH OUT, Bluetooth
here comes TransferJet.
Transfer] et wireless tech
nology, under development
by major camera makers, is
intended to make wireless
transfer of images between
devices easier. Now Toshiba
is getting behind the wire
less standard, having shown
off a laptop that uses the
technology at the Consumer
Electronics Show in January.
The companies pushing
the technology tout Transfer
Jet (www.transferjet.org) as
being more than 100 times
faster than Bluetooth, and
they say transferring data
between devices needs no
passcodes or pairing (as
Bluetooth requires). Place a
camera with TransferJet on
the Toshiba laptop's palm
rest, and it will automatical
ly sync files on the camera
with the laptop's hard drive.
The new technology can
achieve throughput of 357
mbps-fast enough to sup
port streaming video from a
camcorder, for example.
Toshiba says that it expects
some impact on battery life,
but not a significant one. The
company plans to embed the
technology in laptops and ex
ternal devices in the fourth
quarter of this year.
-Melissa]. Pcrenson
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HAVING COMPLETED 72 hours in Windows 7
i s it feasible for a geek to switch
(x64) beta land, I'm not about to bore you with
completely from Vista to the
Windows 7 beta? We find out.
a List of everything that's new. What I will de
scribe is what jumping to Windows 7 is Like
namely, how the new features affect everyday
mount .iso disc images of software I own (to
use. Would I buy it to replace Vista? Read on.
avoid scratched or lost discs). That brings up a
question: Will developers have to support XP,
Installation: Compared with Windows XP,
Vista and Windows Ts similar installation rou
Vista, and Windows 7 versions of their apps? I
venture to say yes, at least for Vista and 7.
tines are a godsend. But I'd Love to be able to
Using Windows 7: Sure, the taskbar is a little
set all the options I need up front, so I can just
different, Windows Explorer has a newer feel to
sit back and let the roughly 25-minute process
do its thing. I have a 3-GHz Intel QX9650- based
it, and the desktop has fun Little transparent
PC with 4GB of memory; I can only imagine how
gimmicks and what-have-you. But Windows 7
still feels extremely similar to Windows Vista.
Long the install might take on a slower system.
Getting started: One nice touch of Windows 7
That said, gone is the hideous network Lag
is that it installs with more configured drivers
that made me wait 30 seconds to connect to my
NAS. Windows 7 pulls it up as if it were just
than its predecessor had. My Windows Vista in
another folder.
stallation had five
unknown devices
I also appreciat
librarits •
attached, requir
ed that maximized
ing me to find and
windows are no
~~··------------------·
fl\'OrilH
install drivers for
Longer locked to
I >;; Doruments J
Mu<ic
mO..Ucp
my graphics card
all
four corners of
~ l!~ ~ l~•a<)
D~d s
and for my moth
your screen.
erboard's ether
User Account
librni<s
Control
(UAC) is
net adapter. Win
Docummts
V"!dtos
Ptctures
lihtJt)
back. Thankfully,
dows 7 set itself
JI Mu!it
~~ Pictures
to the highest
you can specify
I Vidtos
resolution my
different levels of
monitor supports, WINDOWS 7'S LIBRARIES are great for organizing files
annoyance with a
without having to maintain a traditional folder structure.
using what ap
slider, and that's
peared to be ATIthat. Windows
friendly Microsoft drivers. My Internet connec
Firewall has received a substantial upgrade, too.
tion worked immediately, allowing me to fetch
Finally, Windows 7 has the new ability to wipe
out a user's changes via PC Safeguard. It's a
what I needed without having to find the CD
that came with my motherboard. Nice.
must-have for anyone wanting to keep a system
Further inspection of the ethernet drivers re
junk-free when kids or pranksters are around.
vealed that they were less than stable for my
Early verdict: I Like the direction of Windows
PC. The machine froze whenever I tried to copy
7. An extensive firewall system, a new backup
files from my NAS device while downloading
and restore feature that would dissuade me from
Warhammer over Steam; I had problems doing
buying an off-the-shelf product, PC Safeguard...
anything other than surfing the Web. Resorting
they're all neat tools. But at this admittedly
to my motherboard's CD drivers fixed the issue.
early stage, I'm not sure that the intriguing apps
Compatibility: I had no problem using a bar
and pretty functionality (which a collection of
rage of common apps, such as Microsoft Office,
freeware can mimic) will drive me to pay for an
Steam games, Adobe CS4, Hamachi, UltraVNC,
upgrade. I think I'll stick with Vista- for now.
and Reva Uninstaller. On the other hand, Apple's
Visit find.pcworld.com/62323 for my full write
iTunes 7 hung during the installation. and Win
up and links to detailed feature overviews.
dows 7 didn't like Daemon Tools, which I use to
-DaoidMurphy

l
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Need a server for your

small business?
Look no further.
Introducing 1&1 Premium Servers, a powerful new line of
dedicated servers specifically designed for high performance
needs. Featuring energy efficient technology, these top-of-the-line
machines reduce costs and environmental impact with increased
performance-per-watt.

•
•
•
•

RAID
Plesk 8 with 100-domain license
FTP backup space
Serial Console: Connect directly to the serial port
of your server, even if the network is down.
• Recovery Tool : Load rescue image and reboot server.
• GeoTrust Dedicated SSL certificate (a $49 value!)
• Easy-to-configure firewall and morel

1&1 ENTERPRISE SERVER II
Quad-Core AMD Opteron1M 1356, 4 x 2.3 GHz,
8 GB DDR RAM, 2 x 1,000 GB Hard Drive

Forward
New TV Technologies Taking It to the Living Room
THE HD1V SETS below are
some of the most advanced
models announced at Janu
ary's Consumer Electronics
Show. Most won 't ship until
at least March of this year.

24

Several sets can connect
to your network and display
Yahoo Widgets, which offer
news, weather, and other
information. No 1V makers
at the show announced sets

with Tru2Way tec hnology
(the next generation of
CableCard), though ESPN
introduced interactive fea
tures built on Tru2Way.
Other innovations to

watch for: 240-Hz (and
soon, 480-Hz) LCD refresh
rates, more sets with LED
backlighting, and better
Internet connectivity.
- Ala11 Srajford •

THIN AND WIRELESS: With the LG LHX, you connect cables to an

THIN, WIRELESS, WIRED: Cables connect to the Panasonic Viera Zl

included external box, which communicates with the TV wirelessly.

via an external box, too; the Zl can stream HD movies from Amazon.

SEEING RED: Samsung, which has a line of computer monitors w ith

BUILT-IN BLU-RAY: Sharp introduced a line of sets that have built-in

a 'Touch of Color,' introduced new TVs that get the same treatment.

Btu-ray Disc drives. The S2-inch LC-52BDBOU is the largest of them.

GREEN TV: Sony's KDL-46Z5100 saves power with a 'zero watt'

TURNED-DOWN TV: Toshiba's Regza 47ZV650U is the first set with

standby mode, and by turning itself off when you leave the room.

Dolby Volume, which moderates audio levels for consistent volume.
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Acer recommends Windows Vista® Business.

ac.er

Acer recommends Windows Vista® Business.

Acer® TravelMate® 5730
• lntere Core"'2 Duo Processor
• Genuine Windows Vistal!I Business
• CD with Genuine Windowsl!I XP Professional1
• Microsoftl!I Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial) 2
• 2GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
• 160GB3 hard drive
• Integrated Super- Multi drive
• 5-in-1 card reader
• 15.4" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display
•Intel® Graphics Media Accelerator 4500MHD
• 802.11 a/b/g/Draft-N WLAN , gigabit LAN ,
V.92 modem, webcam
• Fingerprint reader
•One-year limited warranty4

Acer TravelMate 5730-6984

$899
Intel" Core™2 Duo ProcessorT5870
(2MB L2 cache, 2GHz,800MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista~ Business
(LX.TQHOZ.379)

Acer B273HU bmidhz

Acer B243W bdr

$445

$359

• 27" wide-screenm LCD
• 2048 x 11 52 maximum resolution
• 40000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 160°/160° horizontaVvertical
viewing angles
• VGA, DVl (HDCP),HDMI,
four USB signal connectors
• 400 cd/m2 brightness
• Sms response time
• Two 1.SW integrated speakers
• Height tilt and swivel adjustments
(ET.HB3HP.001)

Acer SignalUp
This technology strategically positions two PIFA antennas on the notebook's top panel
to generate an omni-directional signal sphere for superior wireless reception.

• 24" wide-screen m LCD
• 1920 x 1200 maximum resolution
• 3000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 160°/160° horizontaVvertical
viewing angles
• VGA,DVl (HDCP) signal connectors
• 400 cd/m' brightness
• Sms response time
• Height pivot tilt and swivel adjustmen1
(ET.FB3WP.001)

~11:11..., Acer DASP
Disk Anti-SOOck Protection is a technology that safeguards the hard disk against
knocks andprovides an unmatched level of protectioo.

acer.Com/US For the name of a reseller near you or ftJrther information, please visit our Web site or call 800-571-2237

Acer® TravelMate® 4730
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel® Centrino® 2 processor technology
Genuine Windows Vista® Business
CD with Genuine Windows® XP Professional1
Microsoft® Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial) 2
2GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
160GB3 hard drive
Integrated Super-Multi drive
5-in-1 card reader
14.1" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display
Intel® Graphics Media Accelerator 4500MHD
802.11 a/b/g/Draft-N WLAN, gigabit LAN, V.92 modem, webcam
Fingerprint reader
Three-year limited warrantt

Acer TravelMate 4730-6898

$999
Intel® Core'"2 Duo Processor P8400
(3MB l2 cache, 2.26GHz, 1066MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista'!> Business
(lX.TQ60Z.102)

Acer B223W B bmzdr

$239

m

• 22" wide-screen
LCD
• 1680 x1050 maximum resolution
• 10000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 170°1150° horizontal/vertical viewing angles
•VGA, DVI (HDCP), two USB signal connectors
• 300 cd/m 2 brightness
• 5ms response time
• Two 1.0W integrated speakers
• Height, pivot, tilt and swivel adjustments
(ET.EB3WP.003)

Prices shown are estimated street prices and do not include tax or shipping. Retailer or reseller prices may V"I'f.

Acer Bio-Protection
Gain an extra layer of security while eliminabng the need to remember passwords and PINs with the Acer
Bio-Protection fingerprint reader.

Acer B223W bdmr
$215

m

• 22" wide-screen
LCD
• 1680 x1050 maximum resolution
• 2500:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 170°1150° horizontal/vertical

viewing angles
• VGA, OVI (HDCP) signal connectors
• 300 cd/m 2 brightness
• 5ms response time
• Two 1.0W integrated speakers
• Heigh~ pivo~ tilt and
swivel adjustments
(ET.EB3WP.002)

Acer recommends Windows Vista® Ultimate.

Acer® Aspire® 6920
• .lr:itel®Core™2 Duo Processor
• Genuine Windows Vista® Ultimate
• 4GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
• 250GB3 hard drive
•Integrated Blu-ray Disc™ drive
• 6-in-1 card reader
• Acer CineCrystal 16.0" WUXGA
(1920 x 1080) TFT display

• NVIDIA® GeForce® 9500M GS graphics
• 802.11 a/b/g/Draft-N WLAN, Bluetooth®,
gigabit LAN, V.92 modem, webcam
• Fingerprint reader
• One-year limited warranty4

Acer Aspire 6920-6422

$1,699
Intel® Core"'2 Duo ProcessorT9300
(6MB l2 cache, 2.50GHz, BOOMHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Ultimate
(LX.APQOU.090)

Acer V223W bmd
$185

Acer V223W bd
$179

• 22" wide-screen TFT LCD
• 1680 x1050 maximum resolution
• 2500:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 170°/160° horizontal/vertical viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HDCP) signal connectors
• 300 cd/m 2 brightness
• 5ms response time
• Two 1.5W integrated speakers
(ET.EV3WP.002)

•
•
•
•

Acer QuickCharge

Found on select models, Acer QuickCharge technology enables the notebook's
battery to be 80 percent fully charged in just one hour.

22" wide-screen TFT LCD
1680 x1050 maximum resolution
2500:1 dynamic contrast ratio
170°/160° horizontal/vertical
viewing angles
•VGA, DVI (HDCP) signal connectors
• 300 cd/m2 brightness
• 5ms response time
(ET.EV3WP.001)

Acer CrystalEye

Enjoy all the potential of video conferencing with the integrated Acer
Crysla!Eye, simple to use and compatible with Internet-based video and voice
communication services.

acer.com/US For the name of a reseller near you or further information, please visit our Web site or call 800-571-2237

~cer®

TravelMate® 6493

Intel®Centrino®2 processor technology
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
CD with Windows®XP Professional1
Microsoft® Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial)2
2GB DDR3 1066 SDRAM
160GB3 hard drive
Modular Super-Multi drive
5-in-1 card reader

• 14.1" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display
• Intel®Graphics Media Accelerator 4500MHD
• 802.11a/b/g/Draft-N WLAN, Bluetooth®,
gigabit LAN, V.92 modem
• Fingerprint reader
• Three-year limited warranty4

The webcam shown in this Image is not Included on the advertised modal

.c er TravelMate 6493-6615

;ggg

te f1> Core'"2 Duo Processor P8400
MBL2 cache, 2.26GHz, 1066MHz FSB)
~n uine Windows ViSla\?) Business
X.TOLOl 001)
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$205

Acer 8193 bdmh
$195

• 20" wide-screen TFT LCD
• 1680 x 1050 maximum resolution
• 2500:1 dynamic C011trast ratio
• 160°1100° horizont!l/vertical viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HDCP) signal C011nectols
• 300 cd/m' brightness
• Sms response time
• Two 1.0W integrated speakers
• Heighl pivot, tilt and swivel adjustments
(ET.DB3WP.002)

• 19" TFT LCD
• 1280 x 1024 maximum resolution
• 2000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 160°1100° horizontaVverticaJ viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HDCI') signal connectols
• 300 cd/m1 brightness
• 5ms response time
•Two 1.0W integrated speakers
• Heighl tilt and swivel adjustments
(ET.CB3RP.002)

Acer B203W bdmr

Prices shown am estimatod stroEt prices and do not include tax or shipping. Retailer or mseuer prices mny v&y.

ia.=:m;t1' Acer GricfVista

1lsy-to·use software designed to automatically split the screen in up to
our separatewindows and make the most of available screen space.

Acer recommends Windows Vista® Business.

Acer® Veriton® M460
•Intel® Core"'2 Duo Processor or
- Intel® Pentium<!! Processor
• Genuine Windows Vista\!) Business
• CD with Genuine Windows® XP Professional1
• Microsoft® Office Professional 2007
(60-day trial) 2
• 160GB3 hard drive
•Intel® Graphics Media Accelerator 3100
• Gigabit LAN
• One-year limited warranty4
with limited on-site service5

Monitor sold separately

Acer Veriton M460-ED7201 C

$549
lnte~ Core'M2 Duo Processor E7200
(3MB L2 cache, 2.53GHz, 1066MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
2GB DDR2 SDRAM, Super-Multi drive
(PS.V520Z.056)

Acer Veriton M460-ED7200C

Acer Veriton M460-ED5200C

$459

$419

Intel" Core"'2 Duo Processor E7200
(3MB L2 cache, 2.53GHz, 1066MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
1GB DDR2 SDRAM,DVD-ROM drive
(PS.V520Z.055)

lnte~ Pentium®Processor E5200
(2MB L2 cache, 2.50GHz, 800MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
1GB DDR2 SDRAM,Super-Multi drive
(PS.V520Z.074)

Veriton Setvice Upgrades
Next-business-day limited on-site service5 for
years 2and 3ofVeriton L460 or M460 ownership
(146.AB769.003)

$173
Mail-in/carry-in depot repair coverage for
years 2 and 3ofVeriton L460 or M460 ownership
(146.AB769.004)

$68
AcerV193b
$159

Acer B193W bdmh
$169

• 19" wide-screen m LCD
• 1440 x900 maximum resolution
• 2000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 160°/l 60° horizontaVvertical
viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HDCP) signal connectors
• 300 cd/m2 brightness
• 5ms response time
• Two 1.0W integrated speakers
• Heigh~ tilt and swivel
adjustments
(ET.CB3WP.002)

~-~ Acer elock Management
ker elock Management locks and unlocks storage media
with password protection for additional security.

•
•
•
•

19"IDLCD
1280 x1024 maximum resolution
2000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
160°/160° horizontal/vertical
viewing angles
•VGA signal connector
• 300 cdlm' brightness
• 5ms response time
(ET.CV3RP.001 )

--~

Acer eRecovery Management
ker eRecovery Management is an easy-to-use utility to create
backups or restore from your archives.

acer.Com/US For the name of a reseller near you or further information, please visit our Web site or call 800-571-2237
I

Acer® Veriton® L460
•Intel®Core"'2 Duo Processor or
- Intel® Pentium®Processor
• Genuine Windows Vista®Business
• CD with Genuine Windows®XP Professional1
• Microsoft® Office Professional 2007 (60-day tria1)2
• 160GB3 hard drive
• Super-Multi drive
• Intel®Graphics Media Accelerator 3100
• Gigabit LAN, 802 .11 big WLAN with antenna
• Ultra-compact form factor
• One-year limited warranty4 with limited on-site service5

Monitor sold separately

Acer Veriton L460-ED8400C

$639
Intel® Core '~2 Duo Processor E8400
(6MB L2 cache, 3GHz, 1333MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
2GB DDR2 SDRAM
(PS.V570Z.057)

Acer Veriton L460-ED5200C

$499
Intel® Pentium®Processor E5200
(2MB L2 cache, 2.50GHz,800MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
1GB DDR2 SDRAM
(PS.V570Z.076)

AcerV193Wbd
$139
• 19" wide-screen TFT LCD
• 1440 x 900 maximum resolution
• 2000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 160°/160° horizontaVvertical
viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HDCP) signal connectors
• 300 cdfm' brightness
• 5ms response time
•Tilt adjustment
(ET.CV3WP.001)

Prices shown are estimated street prices and do not include tax

0< shipping. Retailer or reseller prices

Acer eDataSecurity Management

Conveniently integrated into the Windows® environment,f>cer eDataSecurity Management
provides one-dick encryption and decryption of your files.

may vary.

Acer recommends Windows Vista® Business.

'Acer® TravelMate® 6593
•, Intel®Centrino® 2 processor technology
• Genuine Windows Vista®Business
• CD with Windows®XP Professional1
• Microsoft® Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial)2
• 4GB DDR3 1066 SDRAM
• 250GB3 hard drive
• Modular Super-Multi drive
• 5-in-1 card reader

• 15.4" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display
• Intel®Graphics Media Accelerator 4500MHD
• 802.11 alb/g/Draft-N WLAN, Bluetooth®,
gigabit LAN, V.92 modem, webcam
• Fingerprint reader
• Three-year limited warranty4

Acer TravelMate 6593-6325

$1,499
lntelii Core'"2 Duo Processor P9500
(6MBL2 cache, 2.53GHz, 1066MHz FSB)
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
(l.X.TPXOZ.198)

Prices shown are estimated street prices and do not include tax or shipping. Relaller or reseller prices may vaiy.

Protect Your Investment with an Acer Notebook Service Upgrade
Quality is buitt into eveiy notebook PC Al:er makes. and each comes wrth a one-year or three-year standard limited warranty.• II includes hardware technical support via toll-free phone plus a
concurrent International Traveler's Warranty for travel outside the U.S. and Canada. For extra protection - and peace of mind - consider a warranty extension or. even better. the Total Protection
Upgrade. This plan covers the cost of a replacement unit ~. as determined by Al:er. your covered notebook cannot be repaired.
2-Year Extension of Lim ited Warranty (146.AB820.EX2}
for Notebooks with 1-Year Limited Warranty

$99
2-Year Extension of Limited Warranty + 3-Year Total Protection Upgrade (146.AD077.002}
for Notebooks with 1-Year Limited Warranty
(Total Protection Upgrade runs concurrently with limited warranty and limited warranty extension)

$199
3-YearTotal Protecti on Upgrade (146.AD339.004)
for Notebooks with 3- Year Limited Warranty
(Total Protection Upgrade runs concurrently with limned warranty}

$99
Each of these upgrades prepays freight from the Acer repair depot and excludes extension of the International Traveler's Warranty.
' Genuine Windows• XP Professional can be installed in place of. not in addrtion to. Genuine Windows Vrsta• Bu5iness.
Office Ready is available wnh Genuine Windows Vrsta• Busir>ess only, not with Genuine Windows• XP Professional.
' When referring to storage capacity. GB stands for one billion bytes and MB stands for one million b11es. Some utilities may indicate varying storage capac~ies. Total user-accessible capacity
may vary depending on operating environments.
• For a free copy of the standard limited warranty end-users should see a reseller where Ace< products are sold or write to Ace< America Corporation. Warranty Department. P.O. Box 6137.
Temple. TX 76503.
' For next-business-day response customer call must be received by 4:00 p.m. Central nma. Next-business-day response does not apply to service calls missed for reasons outside the
control of Al:er. such as airport closures or parts shortages. Next-business-day response and on-site service applies to the continental U.S. and Canada only and may not be available
in all locations. In those areas where on-site service is proviOOd, a technician 1·.ill be dispat:hed. if necessaty. following efforts to resolve the problem by telephone support.

' The 60-day trial of Microso

ac.er

C 2009 Aca Amenca Corporation. lntormatJon ;;rid pnce:s are SUO-,ect to dlange \\,..hou! notice. Pnc.ing is effective from Ma."Ch 1, 2009 ttvough ADrU 30. 2009 . Product rnagoo are representa!O'\S
of some of ~models 3V3.Jable and mav vary trom tne model you putt:haso. Al:;et, Asplre, Tra\'04Mate and Venton am regrstered trOOematk5 of k# Inc. <Akwon. Ceio'oo Inside. Centrino.
Centnno lnskie, Centmo logo. <Are lnsxie, lntof. Intel Logo. lmef Core. tntel Inside, Intel Inside Logo. Intel Vw. Intel v?ro. ltar uum. ltanll..m Inside. Pontium. Pontium lnsrde, VIN tnside. vPro
Inside. Xeon. and Xeon lnsJde are trademarkS o' Intel Corporatoo in lhe U.S. and other countnes.. MICtOSOft. Windows. the Wndows logo. 3tld Wnc».vs VisUI we Orthor registcrod trademarks
or trademarks of Miictosoft Col'poraOOn in the United Statoo nnd/or other countnes. Blu·ray Dcsc. IS n tr::ldem.lrk of Blu·ray Di$C N;.soc::btlon. 0th«~ '11'\d bmnd:> may be c13.irnod os tho
property of others.

acer.Com/US For the name of a reseller near you or further information, please visit our Web site or call 800-571-2237

Consumer Watch
Tax Software 2008: A Big E-File Freebie
BY YARDENA ARAR

If your adjusted gross income is $56,000 or less (which,
according David R. Williams, director of electronic tax ad
GIVEN THE STATE of the economy, the biggest news in tax
ministration for the IRS, applies to some 90 million people,
prep sofrware this year is something many people believe is
or 70 percent of taxpayers) , then you can simply go to the
long overdue: The ability to
IRS Free File page (at www.i rs.
prepare and file federal tax
gov) for help in choosing from
( Everyone can now use t he Free File e-fi ling
forms electronically, free of
20-odd tax-prep packages
program - but it sti ll has some li mit ations.
charge-regardless of how
available free to those who
much or how little you make.
meet the means and other.
If you prefer a more user
tests. Each tax-software ven
dor gets to identify eligible
friendly tax preparation and
filing experience, the usual
segments of the population
some will limit their offers to
suspects are back, led by lntu
it's TurboTax and its archrival,
college students, seniors, or
H&R Block's TaxCut, both
servicepeople, for example
with renewed emphasis on the
-so no single program is avail
Web versions, which last year
ab le to more than SO percent
attracted more customers than
of the population. That's to en
0
their desktop-software coun
sure that no single tax-software
0
terparts (see our reviews of the
company gets stuck with han
0
dling all Free File users .
top five tax-preparation sites
Also, all participating pro
at find.pcwo rld.com/62165).
0
For the freebies, thank the
grams
must now offer, as a
0
minimum, a core collection of
IRS and the Free File Alliance
24 key tax forms. In the past,
(the tax-software industry
Williams explains, a number of
group working with the IRS to
reach government goals on
would-be Free Filers dropped
out because the program they
electronic filing)-but be aware
had chosen lacked a certain
of their 1imitations. If your
form. The 24 forms that all programs must have should cover
adjusted gross income exceeds $56,000, you won't be getting
the vast majority of tax scenarios, Williams says.
the kind of tax-prep software you've known-so, no inter
view or context-sensitive help. And while the tax services
Pushing Tax Filers Online
that participate in the Free File program offer state tax prepa
Thanks to the six-year-old Free File program, the tax-prep
ration and filing, they don ' t do it for free .
software industry has managed to preserve a fairly lucrative
Still, for the first time, anyone can fill out and e-file federal
business (getting wealthier people to pay for software and
tax forms-electronic versions of the same government
electronic filing) by agreeing to provide free software and fil
paperwork you can pick up at the post office, complete with
ing to lower-income customers in order to help the IRS reach
IRS instructions-at no cost. The forms have been available
its goal (set in a 1998 law) of having 80 percent of all returns
online for some time, but previously you had to print them
filed electronically. Meeting that goal would save the IRS »
out and mail them in. It's the ability toe-file them that's new.

I

Thinking about filing your 2008 taxes directly with the Internal
Revenue Service? Read "Auditor: IRS Still Vulnerable to Cyber
Breaches" at find .pcworld .com/62339 , and you might reconsider.
M ARCH 2009 WWW . PCWORLD . COM
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Consumer Watch
money: The agency pegs the cost of
processing a paper return at $2.87,
compared with 87 cents for an elec
tronic return . But Williams says e-filing
doesn' t help just the IRS. "It has always
been faster, more accurate , and more
convenient for taxpayers," he says .
Still, the 80 percent goal remains elu
sive, although progress has been made.
A recent IRS report states that a record
60 percent of returns were filed elec
tronically during last year's tax-filing
season. But rates of adoption for elec
tronic filing are slowing-and reaching
the target level will be unlikely under
current conditions, the report says.
The lure of Free File is undeniable as
tax-prep and e-file fees creep up. For
this year, Intuit initially announced that
customers for its market-leading Turbo
Tax desktop software would now have
to pay to print out additional returns
(previously, you could create and print
out as many returns as you wished with
a single copy of the software). After
much user complaining and a PR cam
paign by H&R Block, Intuit withdrew
the additional printout fees.
£-filing fees are included in the cost
of Web-based tax-prep services, which
tend to be slightly cheaper than desk
top software fore-filers doing a single
return. In figuring out the costs of tax
prep, don 't forget to check charges for
a state return (assuming you file in one
or more of the 40-plus states with in
come tax). In some cases , a service will
throw in prep and e-filing for one state
for free; others charge separately and
sometimes steeply. Also, although you
can keep copies and import data from a
Web-based return for use the following
year, import and export options tend
to be limited, making it difficult to
switch to a new service down the line.
Transitioning between desktop packag
es is usually a lot easier.
Finally, watch out for IRS-related
phishing-e-mail that purports to come
from the IRS or a tax-software company
demanding sensitive information. Like
other fake financia l-services e-mail, this
threat has been growing in recent years.
26 I WWW . PCWORLD .C OM
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Brick-and-Mortar Markup Rip-Offs
WHILE VISITING MY par
ents in Florida recently, I
bought them an HDTV at
Costco. The price of the

I expect to pay for convenience, but
the markup on accessories such as
cables in retail stores is outrageous .

l

42-inch plasma set was right (in fact, it

owns): A typical CompUSA store stocks

was just two-thirds of what I had paid for

about 2500 different items, versus

a similar set 13 months earlier), and I

40,000 on the CompUSA/TigerDirect

couldn't bear to watch their old, smalli sh,

Web sites. So the stores carry only the

and increasingly dated-looking CRT one

most popular merchandise, and Fiorenti

moment longer.

no said the inexpensive cable was either

The Costco buy was a good experience.
But the search for an HOM! cable to hook
up the TV to their new HD cable box was
not. I'd priced the cables online and I knew

out of stock or didn't make the cut in
terms of customer demand.
When I decided to add an inexpe nsive
home theater system to the mi x, I didn't

that they run SlO to S15 for the short

make the same mistake. I got a second

length I needed (I wasn't looking for a

HOM! cable from Amazon for S11 (and a

premium cable) . But with the
set and HD cable box ready
to go, we didn't want to
wait for the cable to
be delivered.
Now, I know that
accessories such as

digital optical audio cable for
Sl3.20). Even with shipping,
I came out way ahead.
I don't mind paying
a little extra for the
convenience of being
able to take home

cables cost more in

my purchase for

stores than they do

immediate enjoy

online. But I wasn't
prepared for the extent
of the markup. Because
Costco sold only a cable bundle

ment (this all started
with a Costco TV pur
chase my parents are still
happy with). And sometimes you

when we wanted just one HOM! line, we

can score a nice deal by not buying on

drove to three other stores. Circuit City's

line: I got my Nintendo Wii at its list price

cheapest cable was S40; RadioShack had

(a good deal, for a Wii) when a Best Buy

one for $35. The best deal I could find

store received a shipment last summer.

was a S30 cable at a CompUSA.

But having to pay three times as much
for a simple cable irked me. And I've

Why the Steep Markup?

noticed high prices in brick-and-mortar

Since an apparently identical cable went

stores for other accessories, most nota

for S20 on CompUSA's Web site. I felt

bly flash memory cards. You can always

ripped off. I called Gilbert Fiorentino, CEO

find them for significantly less online.

of CompUSA's owner, Systemax, to ask
why the store couldn 't offer the Web deal.
Fiorentino said that unlike some com
petitors. the company never charges

I don't want brick-and-mortar stores to
go the way of the dinosaur, and I recog
nize that they have costs online stores
don't. But I'd patronize local retailers

more for the same merchandise in its

more often if I thought the markup for

stores than it does on th e Web. However,

the convenience was reasonable. Charge

he said, it's impossible for CompUSA

me $20 for the S15 cable, and I wouldn't

stores to carry the variety of merchan

be writing this column. But as things

dise offered on the CompUSA Web site

stand, I'm content to wait for Amazon to

(and on TigerDirect. which Systemax also

ship me accessories at reasonable prices.

OR $48/ MONTH FOR 36 MONTH S'

Stop doing those routine tasks that tie you up for hours .
IBM System x3350 Express monitors your infrastructure
from a single poi nt of control. Proactively iden tifies
potential problems. And helps you solve them quickly.

PN: 4193E2U

Let System x servers take on more routine tasks, so you

Featuring Intel• Xeon• Processors X3330 (2.66 GHz/1333 MHz) , 6 MB
L2 QC, 2x2 GB, open bay SAS 2.5"" HS

can take on more challenges .
From the people and Business Partners of IBM.

Predictive Failure Analysis and Light Path Diagnostics; redundant , hot
swappable power supplies and fans; and up to 4 hard disk drives

It's innovation made easy.

3-year, next business day, on-site limited warranty'

IBM has more way s lo l1elp you get more done.
IBM SYSTEM STORAGE DS3200 EXPRESS

$4,495

OR $117/ MONTH FOR 36 MONTHS'

PN: 172621X
Up to six 3.5"" SAS or SATA HDDs or up to eight 2.5"" SAS HDDs and internal tape backup option
for storage protection
Integrated RAID capabil ity, -0. -1 and -1.0; RAID-5 optional
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Comes with a 3-year on-site limited warranty' on parts and labor. 3-year 24x7 on-site repair
(PN: 21 P2078) with a 4-hour response is available for an additional $600

---
~ - -~-::
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at one time, your PC ran like a gazelle.
There's a better
Internet security solution ...
Make the switch .
•
•
•
•

'"I had !rouble try111g to locate ind remo•JC what

1·1as

Won't slow down your PC
Industry-leading virus detection
FREE 24/7 personal support
Jam-packed with useful extras

obviously a virus or spy\·;arc iilal .vas dc.iply root.;cJ

111

111y syslem and slowing it down. I tried several oilier suilware programs. including Norton and McAtee to no
avail. BitDefender immediately found and reclil1ed the issues w1t11 my syslem. I've l1appily been a 81tOefe11der
customer ever since." C/1eryl Moore

·

I

www.bitdefender.com/switch

a azon.com

MLL

-•P1ofess1ona1 slt1nl lurlle on a closed r.ourse. Do llOI al tempt.

-------- ----- ---------- - ---·- ·

Consumer Watch

IN AUGUST, I purchased a Samsung M520 cell phone from Sprint. It
worked for a few weeks, but then stopped receiving any signal. I took
the phone into the Sprint store, where reps told me that I should contact
Samsung for repairs. About a month after I received the repaired phone,
it stopped working again. I asked Samsung to replace the phone, but
they stated that they would only repair it. After a few months of going
back and forth with Samsung, I have had enough of this phone!

James Kirk, New York

express
advantage'

IBM System x3500 Express

1($1,625

OYS responds: The sales reps at the
Sprint store apparently misinformed Kirk
when he initially took in his malfunction
in g phone. Sprint encourages customers
to explore all available repair and re 
placement options through its authorized
repair-center stores before contacting
the original manufacturer. You can find a
Sprint authorized service and repair store
at find .pcworld.com/62 125.
In general , if your phone malfunctions.
first consult your carrier's tech support
before sendin g it to the manufacturer
even if, as in th is case , the manufacturer

information site, and on Alexa.com , a

Here's anot11er way you can become

otters a warranty. Repair service offered

Web informa tion site. A Genie-Soft sa les

more productive. IBM Syslem x3500

by a carrier tends to be quicker (Sprint

rep responded, saying that the company

Express affordably manages your IT

promises a one-day turnaround as

had e-mailed shipment-tracking informa

network from one location . identifies

opposed to seven to ten days for Sam

tion to Friedman. He received the soft 

potential problems before they happen,

sung), and you can deal w ith a customer

ware a few weeks after he ordered it.

and keeps your downtime to a minimum.

service representative face-to-face.

If, like Kirk, you choose to contact the

It's innovation made easy.

If addresses on a Web site don't pro
duce results. try search engines; some

manufacturer and your problem still isn 't

times you 'll find other addresses. As

resolved , we recommend notifying your

always, check your spam filters when

carrier immediately, as it may provide

you don't hear from a company, and co n

other means to resolve the is sue.

sider asking you r ISP if it is fi ltering mail

After we alerted Sprint to Kirk 's prob

from a particular company's domain .

PN: 7977 E7U
Featuring up to two Intel' Xeon• Processors
E5420 2.50 GHz/1333 MHz· 12 MB QC (BOw}
2x 1 GB , keyboard and mouse. HS SAS/SATA
1 x 835W power
Up to 8 hot-swappable SAS or SATA HDDs
or up to 12 l1ot-swappable SFF SAS or SATA
HDDs to support larg e capacity

lems with his phone, a member of its
and offered to replace it with either the

Product Recall: Coby
Rechargeable Batteries

same model of phone or a newer model.

The U.S. Consumer Produ ct Safety Com 

customer service team contacted him

ibm.com/systems/simplifyit
1 866-872-3902 (mentlon 6N8AHt 5A)

mission and Coby Electronics announced

Missing Contact Information

a voluntary recall of rechargeable batter

Larry Friedman of Miami purchased

ies sold with the TF-DVD 1020 series of

Genie Backup Manager from Genie-soft,

portable DVD/ MP3 players. The Commis

but never received the product. When no

sion st ated that the batteries can over

one responded to hi s e-mail, he contact

heat, posing a fire hazard to consumers.

ed us for help. Genie-Soft's site lists
e-mail addresses for sales support and
for its founder, Muayyad Shehadeh.
We did some searching and sent mes
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player only with the included AC adapter.
Customers can contact Coby at www.

~ '

·,•, .',V,

w ith the battery; they should use the

cobyu sa.com for a free rep lacement. •
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customers should stop using the player

sages to several e-mail addresses that
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Thou gh no injuries have been reported ,

we found on Soft 411.com, a software
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Toshiba recommends

the laptop expert believes

Windows Vista·
· Ultimate

when a laptop

monitors
itself,
you have more time
to monitor your business.

Sate llite Pro ®with PC Health Mon itor, industry-leading
2-year Warranty and Starting at $529. PC Health Monitor"' continually evaluates
battery life and system temperature, and helps protect the hard drive. So you're warned of problems before
they become problems. It's the newest addition to EasyGuard,• a fourth-generation technology that helps
keep our laptops (and your company) secure, reliable and connected. Such innovation further protects the
quality that results from Toshiba's designing, engineering and manufacturing its laptops. We're so confident
in the Satellite Pro" S300 and S300M that we've given each a 2-year standard limited warranty. Because
the Laptop Expert knows you have more important things to worry about than your laptop. For more info,

visit Explore.Toshiba .com/SatPro, or view our mobile site- text SatPro to Laptop (527867).

Monitors battery charge, power

Helps protect the hard drive from

System sensors give feedback on

consumption and capacity.

sudden shocks or vibrations.

temperature and fan efficiency.

Satellite ro and.EasyGuard are registered trademarks ofToshiba America Information Systems, Inc. and/ or Toshiba Corporation. EasyGuard technology
foatures availability depends on notebook model selected. See easyguard.toshlba.com for detailed Information. Windows Vista is a registered trademark of
Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Product specifications, config ura tio ns, prices. system/component/options availability are
all subject to change without notice. The terms and conditions ofToshlba's standa rd limited warranty arc available at warra nty.toshlba.com. 0 2009 Toshiba
America Informati on Systems, Inc. All rights re.served.
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Business Center
Optimize Your Web Site for Search Engines
BY CHRISTOPHER NULL

ucts? And how should a general-interest
site that covers a wide range of topics
decide which search terms to focus on?
For starters, base your decisions on
which terms people are searching for

ume for any term of your choice, and
they will recommend related terms that
WHETHER YOUR WEB site is brandyou might not have thought of.
new or ten years old, managing how it
Ultimately it's a numbers game: You
appears to search engines is crucial to
need to optimize for terms that drive
the highest traffic and are the
its success. The typical Web
These SEO tricks can help you improve the
most relevant to what your
site gets 61 percent of its traf
ranking of your Web site content in search
fic from search engine results,
site offers. So before you do
results on Google and other search engines.
anything else, carefully select
and 41 percent of aU traffic
from Google alone. For most
a few relevant high-interest
businesses , ensuring that the
terms for optimizing.
company's site ranks highly in
search results is a make-or
Tweak Titles and URLs
Experts agree that your pages '
break proposition-which is
why search engine optimiza
title tags should be central to
tion (SEO) is a multibillion
your SEO efforts . When index
do llar industry these days.
ing content, search engines
No one knows exactly what
treat the words in these tags
combination of tactics will
the text that appears in the
maximize a site's ranking, but
title bar in visitors' Web
people have developed some
browsers-as the single most
good approximations based on
important element on a Web
history and empirical evidence.
page. Load each title tag with
I asked three experts-Rand
keywords, and make every one
Fishkin of SEOmoz, Danny
of them on your site unique.
Sullivan of Search Engine Land,
Danny Sullivan suggests think
and Michael H. Fleischner,
ing of the tags as being like the
author of SEO Made Simplc
titles of hundreds of books
about what tips and tricks
that you 've published and
want potential customers to
someone just staning out with
SEO ought to know. Here are
be able to find: "If you give
the best of their recommendations.
most often. One way to gauge search
them all the same title, no one knows
term popularity is to use an online key
they are about different things. "
Optimize Your Keywords
word tool designed to measure what
Search engines today consider key
words in your URLs much as they do
general terms are searched for most
Search engine optimization is useless if
you don 't know what you're trying to
often. Both the Google Keyword Tool
keywords on the page itself. Though
most publishing systems make it easy
(find.pcworld.com/62305) and the SEO
optimize. For some businesses, picking
to use keywords in URLs, many other
Book Keyword Suggestion Tool (find .
appropriate keywords is straightforward.
systems (like WordPress) default to
pcworld.com/62306) can help you get a
But what terms should an online store
simplistic URLs that use numbers
»
quick, accurate sense of the search volemphasize if it sells all kinds of prod

!

Getting your site to the top of search results-and keeping it there
is an ongoing task. For tips on making the most of your SEO efforts,
read "Understand Google's Guidelines" at find.pcworld.com/ 62304.
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instead of keywords . Readable URLs
don't just help search engines, says
Rand Fishkin; they help users, too.

Know How Others Link to You
I love it when readers link to my movie

review site, Filmcritic.com, but a link
that reads "Filmcritic .com is cool " has
far more positive impact on t he ranking
my site receives in search engines than
a link that says merely "movie reviews."
Why? Because search engines look at
the anchor text used to link to a site.
If you want to rise in the rankings for
a certain keyword or phrase, you need
to encourage others to use the key
words in the anchor text for their links
to your site, instead of using just the
site's name. To make that easy, provide
the actual HTML code you 'd like the
linking site to use: Many linkers will
copy and paste it rather than bothering
to customize it themselves.

Spell Correctly
Your site (especially yo ur keywords)
must be free of spelling errors. Typos
can be a huge problem for eBay sellers,
who can' t figure out why no one is bid
ding on their "1lffanny" bracelets. On
the other hand, including the incorrect
form of words that are frequently mis
spelled can work for you. For example,
about 5 percent of searchers misspell
absimhc as "absinth, " so it may be wise
to include the misspelled version of the
word as a secondary keyword.

Don't Let SEO Get in the Way
A fina l piece of sound advice from Fish
kin : "SEO should never have to com
pete with user experience or usability.
What's good fo r users is almost always
good for engines, too, so building the
best Web site you can-with the best
content, design, and architecture- will
go a long way to bringing you success
with search engine rank ings. Just make
sure that whatever you build , search
engines have easy access to it, and
you'll be miles ahead of the pack. "
(For more SEO tips , read our com
plete article at find.pcworld.com/62307 .)
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Create Great Charts Online Without Excel
A simple-to -use Web-based business
NUMBERS MAY BE the
way that businesses
graphics t ool can take the hassle out of
keep score, but present
crea t ing and sharing smart chart s.
a report laden with rows
want to display all the data in one view,
and columns of raw data, and your col
select just the columns you require.
leagues will soon exhibit what I call
MEGO syndrome, as in "My Eyes Glaze
After you're satisfied with the resu lts,
you can invite others by e-mail to view
Over." I've seen that telltale MEGO look
around many a boardroom table. and it
the chart and add their comments.
ain't pretty. So when I have the misfor
In the future Vizlytics will permit
tune of presenting to a group, I try to
data import from other sources, such as
make my information
QuickBooks. A paid ver
understandable with
sion of the service,
clear, simple graphics.
planned for launch later
Of course, we're not
this year, will add support
all Excel experts, and
for workgroups.
sometimes the number
Vizlytics' graphics op
crunching featu res of a
tions may be too simplis
full-blown spreadsheet
tic for some users. If a
app get in the way when
chart isn't working out for
you're simply trying to
your needs, you may be
create a smart, snappy visual aid for your
best off abandoning it and starting over
complex data. With a single-purpose data with a different format. You might try a
visualization tool like LogiXML Vizlytics
line chart rather than a bar chart. say.
An online service I've looked at previ
(vizlytics.com), you can skip the math and
ously. EditGrid (find .pcworld.com/62309),
get down to making pretty pictures.
Vizlytics is a free service, currently in
provides more spreadsheet-graphics
beta, that lets you create graphs and
options. EditGrid is a particularly strong
share them with colleagues. You can slice choice if you want to display financial
and dice data in different ways and then
data originating from other online servic
visualize the results to help everyone
es, such as stock-price charts and fo reign
make better business decisions.
exchange rates. EditGrid supports mash
Signing up for a free account is easy.
ups from sites such as Google Charts,
Reuters, and Yahoo Finance.
Sample data sets let you put Vizlytics
through its paces to see what it has to
One of the best ways to prepare better
offer. You can make bar and pie charts or
graphics is to understand what works in a
a numerical table, and you can customize
chart and what doesn't. A pie chart that
the layout and hide or display columns.
doesn't add up to 100 percent. di stortions
created by unnecessary 30 effects, and
Un li ke Microsoft Excel. Vizlytics does
not help you create or even organize your
cluttered charts that obscure the results
are just some of the visual elements that
raw data. Instead . you import data from
an Excel workbook, a Google worksheet.
you should avoid in your creations. You
a CSV file , or the Salesforce.com custom
might not be a chart-making wizard. but
er relationship management service.
you can still create good grap hs that help
A~er importing your data, you can cre
people understand numerical results.
ate the style of graph you wish. I like the
And in times like these. when the bottom
way Vizlytics lets you drag and drop dif
line has to come under even greater scru
ferent visual styles, such as line and bar
tiny, better data visualization can help
charts, to see how they look. If you don't
lead to better business decisions.
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Business Center
Collaborate Online With the Fuze Meeting Service
YOU ' RE PROBABLY ALREADY using
online meeting software to bridge the
gap separating you , your customers ,
and telecommuting colleagues . Offer
ings such as the popular WebEx (webex.
com) are out there, but often they come
with hassles, requiring, say, a separate
voice call or a software installation.
CallWave Fuze (fuze111eeting.co111) stands
out, especially for businesses that rely
on video collaboration. Clients-and
even hosts-need only a Flash-enabled
Web browser and a Webcam to use it.
Whether you 're sharing PowerPoint
slides, photos, high-def videos, or other
files, the Fuze servers act as a capable
intermediary. The playback is smoother
than when you use your PC to host,
because in self-hosting the limiting fac
tor is your upstream speed. With Fuze,
you need only a moderate downstream
speed for everyone to stay in sync.
Meeting participants can annotate
fi les or frames of video. Fuze isn't a
fu ll-fledged editor, but it does offer sev-

THROUGH THE NEW Call Wave Fuze service, you can conduct video and voice meetings that
extend to colleagues and clients using PCs, IPhones, and BlackBerry devices.

era! collaboration and marking options.
You can draw simple graphics , too.
Initially Fuze was made to run video,
and in that respect I saw it work in sync
across devices, including an iPhone . (A
BlackBerry version is available, wit h
Windows Mobile and others coming.)

But its other features make it a great
collaboration environment. It'll even
bridge its chat tool across IM platforms.
Following a 14-day free trial period,
Fuze runs at $29 monthly for a single
host and unlimited client devices.

-Zack Stem

Accept Credit Card Payments on the Go
TAKING CREDIT CARD payments on
the road- whether on a trade-show
floor or door-to-door-can be a frus 
trating experience. Old-fashioned
mechanical readers (known as addresso
graphs) are bulky, and generate a mass
of paper to contend with at the end of
each day. Dedicated electronic card
readers, mean
while, tend to be
even bulkier, and
frequently those
models require
both a power
source and an
Internet connec
tion to function . Such
hass les make the ProTHE COMPACT PROPAY MlcroSecure Card
Reader stores up to 71 transactions at a
time and fits easily In a shirt pocket.
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Pay MicroSecure Card Reader (find .
pcworld.com/62340) look pretty inviting.
The Micro Secure Card Reader weighs
a scant 1.4 ounces and fits in a shirt
pocket. Its internal battery lasts for up
to 8 hours of use on a single charge, let
ting you store up to 71 transactions
until you get back to your PC to upload
and process them through the service at
ProPay.com. Connect the USB-driven
reader to your laptop, and you
can use it to process live trans
actions as long as you're con
nected to the Web.
1he ProPay card
reader sells for $150
and requires a $5
monthly service fee
in conjunction with
ProPay's fairly stan
dard account charges and transaction
processing fees, which are in line with

the corresponding fees of the major
card-processing companies . A bas ic ac
count with ProPay costs $35 per year.
Though the card reader performs ad
mirably connected to a laptop, where
you can enter transaction details direct
ly into your business's customized Pro
Pay account page, it has no screen or
keys of its own. So when you're on the
road, you need to keep a receipt book
nearby for handing out transaction
records and keeping track of the trans
actions. All the reader records is the
card-account data; when you get back
to your PC, you must key in the rest of
the information for each transaction.
But that minor hassle seems like a pret
ty reasonable trade-off for a tiny reader
that offers your customers the assur
ance that their credit card details are
secure when they buy from you.
-Robc11 Strohmrycr •
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7" Wireless Internet Camera
and Photo Monitor
TV-M7
Real-Time Video Security Monitoring
The fi rst pr oduct ever, t o wirelessly stream lnter'net camera
video independently of a computer. Monitor up to 4 TRENDnet
IP cameras on one screen or scan between cameras.

The Power of Wireless
Place the TV-M7 where you live or work. such as your
kitchen, living area or home office.
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Full Photo Frame Funct iona lity
Plays photo slideshows from the built in 512MB memory a
camera memory card or from your Flrckr account..
It also plays stored music and videos.

Visit trendnet.com or call 1-888-326-6061
No purchase necessary to win. Void where prohibited by law. Sweepstakes is open to legal residents of the
United States who are at least 18 years of age. Entries must be received from September 16, 2008 to
March 15, 2009. One entry per pelSOn. For a complete set of rules, visit www.trendnet.com/giveaway.
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TREnDner®

Most Internet security suites are designed to protect your computer and your
files. but you have to sacrifice too much speed for that protection. That's why we
created Webroot Internet Security Essentials. It's everything you want. and
nothing you don't.
With Webroot Internet Security Essentials you get antivirus, antispyware. and
protection from hackers - plus it guards your privacy and automatically backs up
your digital photos and other irreplaceable files. There are none of the confusing
features that slow you down and do little to protect you against today's most
common threats - which means you can move at the speed of the Internet and
still stay safe.
Get the protection you need and the speed you demand. Start running

Webroot Internet Security Essentials today. Visit www.webroot.com/wise
or call 1.866.612.4268 today.

Web root'
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~ Webroor
~ Internet Security
EssentlalS
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The Best Secur ity
in an Unsec ured World '"

© 2008 Webroot Software, Inc. All rights reserved. Webroot Is aregistered trademark or trademark of Webroot Software. Inc in the Umted States and other countries.

Security Alert
Will Microsoft Corner the PC Security Market?
BY ROBERT VAMOSI

an enhanced version of the McAfee Internet Suite. The next
year, Symantec introduced Norton 360, a more unified prod
uct that added online backup to Norton Internet Security.
MICROSOFT PLANS to offer a free antivirus product, code
named "Morro, " in the second half of this year, when the
Yet in 2007, AV-Comparatives.org's Andreas Clementi wrote
that OneCare didn't meet the minimum requirements to partic
company removes
Windows Live One
ipate in his organization's antivirus testing. Hence, "its inclu
sion in future tests of this year [will] have to be re-evaluated. "
Care from the retail
market. But cautious consumers may want to keep their cur
Performance has improved. Microsoft hired Vincent Gullotto
from McAfee to head Microsoft's Security Research and Re
rent antivirus programs, given Microsoft's dubious track
record with antivirus apps.
sponse team, and it later added
Back in 1993, in versions 6.0
experts from other major anti
T he company's decision to provide a free
through 6.22 of its MS-DOS
antivirus product may not change the names virus vendors to its roster. In
operating system, Microsoft
of the security products on your desktop.
the latest AV-Comparatives.org
provided a free, no-frills , non
On Demand scanning test,
updatable version of Central
Microsoft's OneCare 2.5
Point Anti-Virus rebranded as
scored as well as McAfee's
Microsoft Anti-Virus.
VirusScan Plus 2008 did.
Ten years later, Microsoft be
All is not perfect, however. In
gan buying antispyware and
May 2008, OneCare mistook
antivirus companies, and in
Skype, a common Voice-over
2005 the first beta of Windows
IP application, for a piece of
Live OneCare appeared. Issued
adware, an embarrassing false
as a stand-alone security prod
positive. Microsoft has not
uct in May 2006, OneCare
dominated security software as
included a revamped GeCAD
the antivirus community once
antivirus engine (which Micro
feared, either: Current esti
soft had acquired in 2003) ,
mates put Microsoft's share of
Microsoft Windows Defender
the retail desktop security
antispyware protection, and
product market at 2 percent.
the Windows Firewall, plus
In its press-release announce
ment for Morro, Microsoft
system diagnostic utilities,
states: "This new, no-cost
backup capabilities, and a
home-networking monitor.
offering will give us the ability
OneCare felt less like a suite
to protect an even greater
than like a clever repackaging
number of consumers , espe
of free tools that were already available; consumers were
cially in markets where the growth of new PC purchases is
essentially paying $50 for antivirus signature file updates.
outpaced only by the growth of malware."
OneCare did force changes within the antivirus community.
Microsoft says Morro won't have all of OneCare's features
McAfee responded in late 2006 with its McAfee Total Protec
the diagnostic tools, for example, and probably backup. Mor
tion system, a suite offering home-network monitoring and
ro will protect desktops against viruses , spyware, rootkits , »
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Does the Internet need its own police force? See what the experts
think, at find.pcworld.com/62129 . Also, find out how to avoid falling
victim to social networking malware, at find.pcworld.com/62128 .
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and Trojan horses, but whether Micro
soft will offer it to all users via Windows
Update or make it standard in future
OSs such as Windows 7 is unknown.

Zap Zero-Day IE Attack Before It Zaps You
I FEEL SOME nostalgia as I

38

Absence of Malice

write this column because,

Microsoft currently provides a Malicious
Software Removal tool with its month
ly updates , though most people aren't
aware of it. lhe tool targets specific mal
ware, and has had an impact. In 2008,
experts cited Microsoft's quick removal
of bots associated with the Storm worm
as a major factor in the botnet's declin
ing infection rate. Whether Morro will
complement or replace the Malicious
Software Removal tool is unclear.
Even if Morro proves to be a first-rate
antivirus program, commercial vendors
may not suffer. Windows Defender,
Microsoft's antispyware program (and
originally a repackaged version of Giant
AntiSpyware, which Microsoft bought
in November 2004), has been available
for download since 2005 and ships with
most versions of Windows sold today.
Windows Defender is one of the few
major ant ispyware apps still available,
but not because Microsoft cornered
the market. Instead, antivirus compa
nies bought up the other solo players .
The built-in Windows Firewall (for
merly Internet Connection Firewall) is
another free Microsoft tool. Though it's
better than nothing, it blocks only in
coming Internet traffic. Vista 's firewall
can block outbound traffic, too, but
this feature is switched off by default.
(To learn how to turn it on and make
other security tweaks in Vista, see page
94.) Many people find the free , two
way firewalls from Comodo and Zone
Alarm easier to use and more effective.
Neither Windows Defender nor Win
dows Firewall has displaced commer
cial packages. Is a free antivirus product
from Microsoft likely to fare differently?
For the past eight years, antivirus ven
dors have coexisted with the free ver
sion of AVG. If Microsoft's product
simply prompts other companies to
offer free versions of their antivirus soft
ware, that might not be a bad thing.

after penning Bugs & Fixes
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Plus: Snag a pile of new pat ches for a
cascade of Microsoft software glitches.

L

for eight and a half years-102 columns

set to ma ximum would have stopped it.

total- it's time for me to sign off. I've im

Microsoft's developers rushed out an

mensely enjoyed writing for you through

out-of-cycle fix to plug the hole, rather

all those years, and I'm grateful that PC

than waiting for the next "Patch Tuesday.''

World gave me the opportunity to do so.

But the company's heroic effort took a

Besides helping you ward off current

week. and meanwhile the attacks spread.

threats, I have tried to describe how se

Since it needed to get the patch out

curity holes and attacks on them work,

pronto, Microsoft didn't offer the IE fix as

so you 'll be better prepared to deal with

a cumulative update, another indication

future problems. Now. as my dad back in

of how dangerous it considered this bug.
Attacks have occurred , so Microsoft

Montana used to say: "nuff said .''

urges you to download the patch

The bugs keep marching
along, though, and this

ASAP (if you don't use auto

month is no exception.

matic updates); get it at
find .pcworld.com/621 20.

Despite recently
patching more bugs
including 23 critical

23 Skiddoo

vulnerabilities-than

What about the other
23 critical bugs? Before

it has at any other sin

the zero-day attacks hit,

gle time in the past five
',

years, Microsoft got blind
sided by a previously unknown

Microsoft released a cumu

-----

lative patch for IE to fix four criti

bug present in all supported versions of

cal holes in IE versions 5.01 (o n Windows

Internet Explorer (including IE 8 Beta 2).

2000 SP4) up through IE7 (on Vista SPl).

That bug quickly spawned a wave of
zero-day attacks online, as bad guys

Several of the weaknesses are techni
cally similar to the zero-day attack hole.

struck via the Web before Microsoft had

But unlike the data-binding flaw, none of

devised any patch or workaround for it.

the 23 vulnerabilities have been attacked

The bug affects a key function known

yet. Just be sure to keep your updates up

as "data binding" that IE relies on in

to-date. See find.pcworld.com/62119 for fur

dealing with a Web language called XM L;

ther information and a link to the patches.

the hole involves a failure to free memory
properly when it's no longer needed.

Microsoft also corrected two vulnerabil
ities in Windows' graphics device interface,

A malicious program could exploit the

which allows programs to show text and

bug by loading its own code into the sur

graphics in the Windows Metafile format

plus memory in order to take over your

(see find.pcworld.com/62123 for details and

PC. If you'd visited a booby-trapped site

a link to the fix); two holes in Windows

or clicked on a poisoned link in an e-mail,

Search for Windows Vista that leave you

not even having your IE security levels

susceptible to a rigged search file (see
find.pcworld.com/62121 ); and a slew of

BUGGED?

bugs in Office. including a critical one af
fecting Word 2007 (consult find.pcworld.

FOUND A HARDWARE or soft
ware bug? Send us an e-mail on it
to bugs@pcworld.com.

com/62122 for a discussion and patches).
That's it for me. I hope to see you all
again sometime, farther down the infor
mation superhighway.

Security Alert
Browser Bug Could Allow Phishing Without E-Mail
IN A TRADITIONAL phishing attack, a
scammer sends out millions of phony
e-mail messages disguised to look as if
they come from legitimate companies .
But researchers at security vendor
Trusteer say that "in-session phishing,"
a new type of attack, could help crimi
nals steal online banking credentials by
repl ac ing the e-mail message with a
pop-up browser window. Scammers
might hack into a legitimate Web site
to plant HTML code that looks like a
pop-up security alert as~i ng the victim
to enter log-in information and to an

swer other security questions that banks
use to verify a customer' s identity.
For attackers, the hard part would be
to convince victims that the pop-up no
tice is legitimate. But because of a bug
lurk ing in the JavaScript engines of all
of the most widely used browsers, there
is a way to make this type of attack
seem more believable, says Amit Klein,
Trusteer's chief technology officer.
By studying how browsers use Java
Script, Klein says, he found a way to
determine whether someone is logged
in to a Web site, provided that they use

a certain JavaScript function. Kl ei n has
notified browser makers and expects
the bug will eventually get patc hed.
Until then, criminals who find the naw
may be able to write code that checks
whether Web surfers are logged in to,
say, a predetermined list of major bank
ing sites. "Instead of just popping up
this random phishing message, an attack
er can get more sophisticated by prob
ing and finding out whether the user is
currently logged in to one of 100 finan
cial institution Web sites ," Klein says.

-Rohm McMillan

Extortion Manhunt Highlights Need for Privacy Controls
WHY DO WE need overarching pri 
vacy and security rules governing
how companies deal with our most
sensitive data? Consid er the case

Threatened exposure of millions of personal
records reveals flaws in our current system .

L

A few years back, an FBI agent told me that computer crime

of the ongoing million -dollar man

hadn't yet had its "Enron moment"; she meant that there hadn't

hunt for extortionists who threat

yet been an attention-grabbing crime splashy enough to prompt

ened to display millions of stolen

real action by lawmakers and regulators in response to digital pri

health records-complete with

vacy and security threats. Since the Express Scripts case deals

prescri ption information- online.

with sensitive health records and privacy that, once violated, can 't

The continuing investigation. backed by an offer of a Sl million
reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the

be recovered , it may become that Enron moment.
For the potential victims' sake, I hope that the extortionists don't

crooks. stems from an event made public in November. Express

follow through on their threat. But if th ey do, maybe the ensuing

Scripts, a large company that manages prescription-drug benefits,

political firestorm wi ll result in strong, sane national laws and reg

reported that both it and its clients had received letters threaten

ulations over personal information. Rules proposed by the Center

ing to reveal personal information about customers- Social Secu

for Democracy and Technology ca ll for transparency (so that each

rity numbers, addresses, dates of birth, prescription information,

of us knows which companies hold what data of ours} and choice

and more- if certain extortion demands were not met (for addi

(so that we can opt out of allowing a given company to hold it}.

tional information, see find .pcworld .com/62171 ).
Neither th e FBI, wh ich is continuing to investigate the matter,

Because privacy protections alone won't ensure that companies

john. Express Scripts' vice president of public affairs, says that the

protect our data adequately, we also need to standardize data 

nature of the sample records the extortionists offered in their let

breach laws-which don't exist in all states- so that companies

ters "correlates to data" held in the company's database. Littlejohn

must promptly report stolen or lost data, and thus have a strong

acknowledges that Express Scripts doesn't know how the crimi

incentive to adopt appropriate security measures.

nal s ob tained the customer records, including whether the data

40

Standardizing Data-Breach Laws

nor Express Scripts has released many details. but Stephen Little

Storing and transmitting records in digital format can yield huge

heist was an inside job or an external break-in, nor is it clear

cost savings and may promote health safety, since quick access to

whether the thief or thieves actually have the millions of records

drug data can help prevent dangerous prescription conflicts. Bu t

they claim to have stolen. Littlejohn reports that the company sub

the Express Scripts debacle should serve as a wake-up call that

sequently instituted "enhanced control s" on its systems.

we need to get serious about how our personal data is handled. •
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" ScanSnap's ability to take paper of differing sizes
' ·and the fact it will simultaneously scan both

" No more lost or misplaced documents.. .

ScanSnap has simplified mylife ... "

sides ofa document is priceless!!! "

Jeff, Columbia, SC

Carl, Wilfiamsbu1g, l'l1

" ScanSnap eliminates the fax machine...with a
fax machine documents become unreadable... Best

i
\
t

" I am making the paper-free office a reality.
\

thing I have ever used in my business. "
Ron, Real Estate Agent, South Lake Tahoe, CA

" It is totally user-fflendl~ l19ye t}le w:ay
it effortlessly turns files into PDF formats that-are
small enough in size that they can be easily ston~d
and emailed. "
Kim, La Mesa, CA

Forget about keeping bills or important corresponclence.
Those are now PDF files. Thank you, ScanSnap! "
john, Syracuse, NY

" My little ScanSnap does suoll a w0nd<U'ful job;

I

quiet, tinyfootprint,lightweight, produces
1
·
excellent scans with never a paper jam! Bravo to
r · the Fujitsu Company... "

Mary, North Litt!e Rock, AR

Ever see a scanner blush?
The ScanSnap S300 is everything you want in a document scanner to easi ly unclutter and de-stress your life at home
and at your office. With the touch of a button , the ScanSnap S300 's automatic document feeder lets you quickly scan
both side s of a docu ment - directly to searchable PDFs for filing or emailing .
Visit http://us.fujitsu.com/scanners/pcworld and tell us how you'll ScanSnap.
You might win a $100 American Express gift check.

scan.Snap
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Portable Data Defenders Keep Your Files Safe
BY NOW, THE horror sto
ries about missing external
hard drives holding sensitive
information have lost their
edge. Whenever I hear that
another 20,000 customers of

in the war against lost or stolen information.
encrypted drives are the special forces .

L

for businesses, universities,
and government agencies to
lose so much. But it's also
understandable: Until
recently, encrypting
data on a hard drive
was a cumbersome process.
Now, external hard drives
can take care of the encryp
tion for you. They obviate
sophisticated software, and
assume the heavy lifting from
the PC. Hardware-encrypted
drives offer a performance
boost over encryption that
relies on software running on

SECURITYSPECIALRE~T
some company are at risk of
identity theft, I just roll my
eyes. Yes, it's irresponsible
MORE ONLINE

For additional reviews of hard
drives and network-attached
storage devices. browse to find.
pcworld.com/62308.
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TESTED ENCRYPTED HARD
drives, from left: the Data Locker
Pro AES Edition, Lenovo's Think

Windows. Whereas software
asks the PC's CPU to do the
number-crunching, encrypt
ed drives use special proces
sors, built into their housing,
that scramble data as it's
written to disk. Seagate's
Maxtor BlackArmor puts the
chip on the hard drive's cir
cuitry, in what's called full
disk encryption. (Full-disk
encryption drives are popular
in corporate laptops, but are
just now becoming widely
available as external units.)
Either way, the drive's per-

Pad USB Secure Hard Drive,
Seagate's Maxtor BlackArmor,
and Aprlcorn's Aegis Bio.

formance is barely affected,
such that (lacking bench
mark testing) the effect is
hardly noticeable in use.
Encryption is also far sim
pler with these devices:
Once you set one up and
you enter a PIN or pass
word, you can copy data to
the drive normally, through
Windows Explorer or by sav
ing a file to the disk within

INSIDE

48 DELL 3130CN

an application. Some of the
devices I tried permit you to
enter the passcode by means
of physical buttons or keys
located on the exterior of
the drive housing, while oth
ers require you to enter a
password into a small Win
dows app that launches
when you connect the drive.
If you plan to use your de
vice on one or more non
Windows operating systems,
consider the Data Locker
and Lenovo models, which
each offer a physical keypad.
As with all encrypted
drives, the data on the plat
ters (or, in the case of flash
drives , on the memory chip)
is unreadable to anyone
short of cryptanalysts who
work for certain three-letter
government agencies-who
lacks the password or the
physical key. Even if some
one tries removing the plat
ters (or memory chips) from
the housing and scanning
them with forensic data
recovery tools, the recorded
bits will appear to be ran
dom garbage data, unlock
able only with the right key.
Most encrypted drives use
one of several standard, well
known algorithms . The most
common is AES (Advanced
Encryption Standard},

51 HP MINI 2140

which several branches of
the federal government and
the military use. FIPS 140 is
a very general government
encryption standard that
ensures that products follow
certain security protocols.
Level 1, the lowest of four
levels, basically means "no
glaring errors or omissions
were present. " Anything
that uses AES-128 or -256 is
FIPS 140-2 Level 1 compli
ant. Less common are drives
that use the older DES (Dig
ital Encryption Standard) , or
its cousin, Triple-DES-both
are significantly weaker algo
rithms, though they're effec
tive if you're simply trying
to prevent casual snooping.
I evaluated eight models,
including hard drives and
flash drives. My pick for
Best Buy is the Seagate Max
tor BlackArmor. Regardless
of which model you choose,
if you inadvertently leave the
drive holding all the nuclear
secrets behind on the train,
you can be confident that
the schmo who finds it won't
be able to retrieve them.
That is , of course, assuming
you haven't attached the
password to the drive on a
sticky note, or left the de
cryption key plugged into
the back. These devices can

56 NOKIA BH-804

58 COWON02

fingerprint reader plus software
that works on PCs and Macs.

eliminate a lot of security
worries, but they can't pre
vent careless behavior.

Seagate Maxtor
BlackArmor
The Seagate Maxtor Black
Armor ($135 for 320GB} is a
marvel of simplicity. It's the
first external model with full
disk encryption-the encryp
tion chip resides on the hard
drive's circuitry. According
to Seagate, all of the data is
encrypted on the drive, so
even if someone removes
the drive from the housing
and takes away the chip set,
the data is inaccessible .
When you first attach the
BlackArmor to a Windows
PC, the drive loads a read-

only partition with the setup
software. Initializing the
drive and setting a password
takes only a minute, after
which the drive loads the
encrypted partition and
Windows shows it as a drive
letter. Thereafter, every time
you plug in the drive, the
autorun settings will ask you
to enter the password.
The BlackArmor also fea
tures a Secure Erase option
(which overwrites data areas
of the drive with zeroes), as
well as a backup utility.
This model is our Best Buy
for its value-it offers one of
the best cost-per-gigabyte
rates we've seen-as well as
for its simplicity and its full
disk-encryption security.

Apricorn Aegis Bio
The Apricorn Aegis Bio
($300 for SOOGB) not only
has hardware encryption »
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but also is one of the few
drives with a built-in bio
metric fingerprint reader.
The reader lets you bypass
creating a passwo rd for ac
cessing the drive; instead,
you register your fingerprint
and then swipe your finger
across the reader. Using
such a drive is a lot easier,
since yo u have no password
to memorize (or forget,

which would render the data
useless). Apricorn takes the
biometric security up a
notch, too: The bundled
software (licensed from
reader-manufacturer Upek)
lets you scan your finger
print to log in to Windows.
Another tool automatically
enters saved passwords (and
other data) into forms when
you swipe your finger. All of

that added functionality
makes the Aegis Bio one of
the handiest hardware secu
rity tools I've encountered.

LaCie d2 Safe
The hefty LaCie d2 Safe
($350 for 1TB) external
drive features a fingerprint
reader and can connect to
your computer over Fire
\Vire 400 and 800 in addi-

PC WORLD TOP ENCRYPTED HARD DRIVES
MOD EL

Features and specifications

ll!il Seagate Maxtor
. _ BlackArmor
$135
find .pcworld.com/62130

• 32008; AES-128 encryption
• 2.5-inch USS 2.0-powered drive
•Cost per gigabyte: S0.42

•
m
m

Notable features
•Setup software preinstalled
•Locks upon disconnect
• "Secure Erase" feature built in

•Requires Windows

BOTIOM LINE: The BlackArmor is tops for its intuitive out-of-the-box experience, good utilities bundle, and reasonable price.

2

Apricorn Aegis Bio
5300
find.pcworld.com/62131

SOOGS:AES-128 encryption
• 2.5-inch USS 2.0-powered drive
•Cost per gigabyte: S0.60

• Embedded fingerprint reader for log·in.
password management
•Drive ships unformatted

tion to USB 2.0. I found
LaCie's software setup more
time-consuming than some
others , but it has an obvious
benefit: LaCie's built-in fin
gerprint software allows you
to plug the drive into either
a Mac OS system or a Win
dows box and to work in the
encrypted partition. The
drive also features the stur
diest housing I've seen, plus
a Kensington lock port so
you can secure it to a desk.

Apricorn Aegis Vau lt
Take the Aegis Bio and re
move its fingerprint reader,
and you have the Aegis Vault
($260 for SOOGB) . The two
models are virtually identi
cal, but in this case you
must submit a password to

•Requires Windows

BOTIOM LINE: The Aegis Bio has a fingerprint scanner and software that secures both the drive and the contents of your PC.

3

Lacl' e d2 Safe
$350
find .pcworld.com/62132

,

•1TB;AES-12Bencryption
• 3.5~nch externally powered drive
• USB 2.0, FlreWire400 and 800
• Cost per gigabyte: S0.35

. housing
• Sol'd
1 , rugged cast-aluminum drive
•Fingerprint reader built in
•Works with multiple operating systems

BOTIOM LINE: The solid, relatively inexpensive d2 Safe is one of the few drives suitable for both Macs and PCs.

4

Apricorn Aegis Vault
5260
find.pcworld.com/62133

II
II
II

•SOOGB:AES-128encryption
• 2.5-inch USB 2.0-powered drive
•Cost per gigabyte: S0.52

•Cannot mount drive without installing
software first

• Simple password-entry mechanism
• Requires Windows

BOTIOM LINE: Apricorn's slightly more expensive al ternative to the BlackArmor sports a built-in USB cable.

5

Sandisk Cruzer Contour
SlOO
find .pcworld.com/62135

•

•

'''

•16G8flashme morydrive
• Dnve "locked" via U3 menus
• USB 2 O U3
•Cost ~e; gigabyte: S6.25

•U3softwarepreinstalled
• Rugged stainless-steel design
•Least-expensive flash option
•Requires Windows

BOTIOM LINE: This U3 drive can take a licking a nd still maintain your data, but it lacks high-end encryption.

6

Data Locker Pro AES
Edition
5340
find .pcworld.com/

62136

II

• 320GB; AES-128 encryption
• 2.5-inch USB 2.0-powered drive
•Cost per gigabyte: St.06

•Embedded LCD touch screen for entering
passcode and toggling encryption

•

•Works with multiple operating system s

BOTIOM LINE: The touch-screen controls on this drive look like a gimmick, but they make common tasks far easier.

7

Lenovo ThinkPad USB
Secure Hard Drive
5220
find .pcworld.com/62134

II

• 320GB;AES·l2Bencryption
• 2.~nch USB 2.0-powered drive
59
•Cost per gigabyte: S0.

6-to 16-characterpassword
•Attached,embeddedUSBcable
• Second USB cable required for power
•Works with multiple operating systems

BOTIOM LINE: Lenovo's cool, capable data-sharing device will appeal to business users and techies alike.

8

Kingston DataTraveler
Vault-Privacy Edition
5173
find .pcworld.com/62137

•

•

'''

• 4GBflash memory drive
•AES·256 encryption
• USB 2.0
• Costpergigabyte:S43.25

• Setupsoftwarepreinstalled
•Locks upon disconnect
•Mounts encrypted drive to second partition
•Requires Windows

BOTIOM LINE: Kingston's model provides ultimate data protection in a portable flas h drive, but for a steep price.
CHART NOTE: Prices and ratings are as of 12/30/08.
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APRICORN'S AEGIS VAULT has a

convenient built-in use cable.

unlock the drive. In many
respects the Aegis Vault is
a decent, slightly pricier
duplicate of the BlackArmor
and its basic features, but
with a built-in USB cable.

Sandisk Cruzer
Contour
The Cruzer Contour ($100
for 16GB) isn' t so much a
security tool as it is a speedy
flash-memory t humb drive
with a nifty mechanism to
retract the USB connector:
1he piece recesses inside »
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a sliding cover that you can
manipulate with just your
thumb. Inside, it's a high
performance U3 drive with
all the benefits: the ability to
run programs from the drive
itself, a feature that stores
your documents on the
drive automatically, and the
U3 Lau nchpad, a clone of
the Start me nu for the drive's
installed applications.
In the Launchpad menu is
the check box to "lock" the
AES-encrypted user-writable
portion of the drive with a
password . While the protec
tion isn't enabled by default,
it can put a password be
tween anyone who finds your
lost drive and your files . As
long as the NSA isn't after
your data , this setup will
probably provide enough
security for casual use.

Data Locker Pro
AES Ed ition
If you want to use a drive on
several computers with dif
ferent OSs, you need a way
to enter a password through

KINGSTON'S DATATRAVELER VAULT-Privacy Edition {left) uses a 256-bit AES encryption key for greater
protection, while Sandisk's Cruzer Contour offers some security through its U3 software menu settings.

something other than Win
dows software. That's where
the Data Locker Pro AES
($340 for 320GB) and its
to uch-screen LCD come in:
The Data Locker gives you a
numeric keypad for entering
a six-digit passcode that lets
the drive mount in an oper
ating system. You can also
use the LCD screen to change
the passcode, dismount the
drive, toggle the encryption
on or off, or wipe the drive
clean. One annoyance, how
ever, is the loud beeping
that it emits when you press
the screen (a nd you can't
turn the sound of!).
The Data Locker's relative
ly high price factors in the
cost of the additional hard
ware, but the touch screen

is defi nitely slick, and this
drive is worth considering if
you need to move sensitive
data between machines.

Lenovo Th inkPad USB
Secure Hard Drive
In the same vein as the Data
Locker, Lenovo's crypto
drive ($220 for 320GB) takes
advantage of a numeric key
pad on the drive housing.
Interestingly, this drive's
housing more closely resem
bles a burglar-alarm panel.
Pressing and hold ing numer
ical combinations allows you
to change the password or
modify other settings, with
out having to run software.
This model produces no
sound when you press a key,
which is better than the

ENCRYPTED ALTERNATIVES

Other Ways to Protect Your Data
WE 'VE REFERRED TO the devices in this story

and RadTech (www.racltech .us) make "kit" hous

as encrypted hard drives, but a more appropri

ings for either 2.5-inch or 3.5 -inch hard drives.

ate nomenclature might be "encrypted portable

Th e housings offer 128-bit or 256-bit AES hard

storage devices," because, except for t he Sea

ware encryption wi th USB 2.0; some also have

gate Maxtor BlackArmor. the encryption hap

FireWire 400 or 800, or eSATA connectivity.

pens on the external housing, not on the drive's
cont roller board. In most cases the drives in

Hitachi has recently joined Seagate in manu
facturing hard drives that have both the encryp

side aren 't any different from the drives in non

t ion technology and the encryption key built

encrypted products (a nd, as a result, are essen

right into the drive, wh ich helps solve the prob

tially interchangeable). The drive housing holds

lem of sensitive data remaining on disposed

additional hardware and firmware , as well as

drives. Without th e encryption chip and your

processors made to handle crypto operations.
Several manufacturers sell bare housing, into

password, key, or code. no one can get anything
off the drive. To dispose of your drive, you sim

w hich you can install your own drive. Compa

ply delete the key. Once the key is gone. the

nies like Addonics Technolog ies (www.addonics.

encrypted data becomes unrecoverable, and

co rn). Enova Technology (www.enovatech.net).

you can format the drive normally for reuse.
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obnoxiously loud Data
Locker-but unlike that
competing product, it offers
no visual feedback that you
have pressed a key, either.
The drive demands a lot of
power to do its thing, so t he
box includes a second cable
that you're supposed to
plug into a second, free USB
port and then feed into the
drive's power port.

Kingston DataTraveler
Vault- Privacy Edition
Kingston 's DataTraveler
Vault-Privacy Edition ($173
for 4GB) is a good but pricey
option for anyone who needs
an encrypted drive small
enough to wear aro und the
neck. A blue, metallic tube
with a cap on one end, it's
among t he bulkier USB
models we've seen. But
what's inside is what counts:
This drive's embedd ed en
cryption engine scrambles
data with a 256-bit AES
encryption key- a key that's
twice as long as what other
products offer. The longer
key means thieves must take
that much more time to try
to crack the encryption.
Like the BlackArmor drive,
the DataTraveler opens its
utilities in a read-only parti
tion that Windows inter
prets as a CD-ROM drive .
Once you have created your
password, the drive mounts
the encrypted partition.
- Andrew Brandt
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New Dells Smash Price Levels, Speed Records
DELL'S LATEST CROP of

PC WORLD TOP 10 COLOR LASER PRINTERS

l'.Itij't1Jll' color lasers .shake

.~~~
..............-._.. up our rankings.
The company's big, very fast
3130cn debuts at the top of
the chart. It posted the fast
est graphics speed to date,
and one of the best text
speeds. Add its great output
quality and economical toner,
and you have a winner for
small to medium-size work
groups. A sibling, the small
er 2130cn, premieres in
third place; it's fast, but its
toner is expensive. HP's
Color LaserJet CP2025n fol
lows in the fifth spot with a
reasonable price and very

Performance

MODEL

• Text quality: Superior
•Graphics/photo quality: Very Good/Superior
• Tested speeds (ppm): 25.3 textl5.7 graphics

[]ljJ Dell 313Dcn
~ Color Laser
S549 NEW
find.pcworld .com/6197 1

Features a nd specifications '
• 31 ppm text
• 26 ppm graphics
• 600·by-600·dpl maximum
resolution

BOTIOM LINE: This printer's speed and great quality will please workgroups, while its cheap tone r will make the boss happy.

2

•Text quality: Superior
•Graphics/photo quality: Good/Fair
•Tested speeds (ppm): 19.3 text/4.2 graphics

Brother HL-4040CN
$349
find .pcworld .com/57915

• 21 ppm text
• 21 ppm graphics
• 2400·by-600·dpi maximum
resolution

BOTIOM LINE: This competent printer balances good pricing, speed , and print quality, but has a sometimes-awkward design.

3

Dell 2130cn Color
Laser
S349 NEW
fi nd.pcworld.com/61881

•Text quality: Superior
•Graphics/photo quallly: Very Good/Superior
•Tested speeds (ppm):16.5 text/4.9 graphics

m

• 20 ppm text
• 16 ppm graphics
• 600·by·600-dpi maximum
resolution

BOTIOM LINE: Small workgroups will like this capable color laser: users must open their wallets when replacing toner, though.

4

Dell 1320c Color Laser
NEW
299
find .pcworld.com/
57973

5

•Textquallty:VeryGood
.
•Graphics/photo quality: SuperoorNery G.°°d

•

,

1

, ,

•Tested speeds(ppm): 12.4 text/4.2 graphics

• 16 ppm text
• 12 ppm graphics
• 600·by·600-dpi maximum
resolut ion

BOTIOM LINE: A low price and great-looking photo quality help this model stand out, but its toner cartridges are expensive.

5

HP Color LaserJet
CP2D25n
S499 NEW
find .pcworld.com/61877

•Text quality: Superior
•Graphics/pho to quality: Superior/Superior
•Tested speeds (ppm): 17.5 text/4.2 graphics

• 21 ppm text
• 21 ppm graphics
• 600·by·600-dpi maximum
resolution

BOTIOM LINE: For the price, you get solid overall performance-albeit in a somewhat less solid-feeling package.

6
THE DELL 3130CN offers fast

Konica Minolta
Magicolor 2530DL
5399
find .pcworld.com/56555

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics/photo quality: Good/Fair
•Tested speeds (p pm):17.3 text/2.6 graphics

• 20 ppm text
• 5 ppm graphic s

• 2400·by·600·dpi maximum
resolution

BOTIOM LINE: The compact 25300L can print directly from a digital camera and offers competitive costs per page.

print speeds and great quality.

nice print quality. Lexmark's
new C543dn offers standard
automatic duplexing and is
$100 less than the HP.
Another record-breaking
Dell is the 1230c-the small
est and least expensive model
we tested this month. Un
fortunately, its subpar print
quality and pricey toner kept
this Dell off the chart.
-Melissa Riofh'o

7

Konica Minolta
Magicolor 4650EN
$599
find .pcworld.com/ 61205

•Text quality: Superior
•Graphics/photo quality: Very Good/Good
•Tested speeds (ppm): 23.l text/3.9 graphics

• 25 ppm text
• 25 ppm graphics
• 9600-by-600·dpi maximum
resolution

BOTIOM LINE: The Magicolor 4650EN color laser is a decent performer: it's also both well priced and well made.

8

Lexmark C543dn
S399 NEW
find .pcworld.com/61876

•Text quality: Superior

•Graphics/pho to quality: Very Good/Good
•Tested speeds (ppm):19.8 text/2.8 graphics

• 21ppm text
• 21 ppm graphics
• 1200·by·1200·dpi maximum
resolution

BOTIOM LINE: This low·cost laser's standard duplexing is a bonus, but its graphics capabilities are limited.

9

Xerox Phaser 6180/N
$399
find.pcworld.com/56551

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics/pho to quality: Fair/Fair
•Tested speeds (ppm): 23.7 text/1.9 graphics

• 26ppm text
• 20 ppm graphics
• 600-by·SOO·dpl maximum
resolution

BOTIOM LINE: The Phaser 6180/N prints high-quality text at decent speeds; it finds color images more of a challenge.
Oki Printing Solutions

MORE ONLINE

10 C5800Ldn

S799
find .pcworld.com/52626

For in-depth reviews of all the
printers in thi s chart. and for

M ARCH

• 28 ppm text
• 24 ppm graphics
• 1200-by-600·dpl maximum
resolution

CHART NOTE: Prices are as of 12/16/08:ratings are as of 12/23/08. Printer speeds are in pages per minute (ppm).

go to find .pcworld.com/62318.
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•Graphics/photo quality: Good/Fair
•Tested speeds (ppm): 26.3 text/5.5 graphics

BOTIOM LINE: GOl·based printer has a built·in duplexer and offers the fastest text performance on our chart.

information on how we test,
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•Text qualit y: Superior
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Sony's High-Priced,
High-Powered Laptop
SONY'S VAIO VGN-Z598U
Ii~- starts at $1499
C? but our fully loaded
test unit costs $4450, thanks
mainly to a pair of 128GB
solid-state drives. This unit
also crams a 2.53-GHz Intel
Core 2 Duo P9500 CPU, 4GB
of RAM , and a dedicated

VAIOVGN-Z598U I Sony
Powerful multimedia business ma
chi ne has lots of expensive options.
Li st: S4450
find.pcworld.com/62161

THE SONY VAID VGN
Z59BU is an impressive
ultraportable, but it
can cost up to $4450.

nVidia GeForce 9300M GS
GPU into its small (12.4 by
1.3 by 8.3 inches) frame.
Its \VorldBench 6 score of
107 is the highest we've seen
from an ultraportable, yet it
weighs only 3.3 pounds.
The VGN-Z598U 's beauti
fully backlit 13.1-inch wide
screen display is crisp and
clear, even in direct sunlight.
(Consider springing for the
optional Blu-ray drive.)
The unit's keyboard design
creates good key spacing
between buttons and pro
motes solid tactile feedback.
The mouse is large and sensi
tive; its two slim buttons

(wi th a
fingerprint
scanner between
them) are like landing strips
for gnats, but they're firm .
The laptop includes two
USB 2.0 ports, a four-pin
FireWire jack, a PC Express
card slot, and an HOM! out
put (the base unit has a mod
est VGA port) . Like most
ultraportables, the VGN
Z598U has a rather puny
audio system: two tiny, tinny

speakers (and no subwoofer).
The preloaded software in
cludes Microsoft Works and
a couple of basic video edit
ing and exporting programs .
If you opt for a platter
based hard drive in place of
the dual SSDs, you can trim
$2000 off the top-end price.
-Danw Gladstone

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT

•

.

o data: Two words no one wants to hear or say, knowing that for every minute, hour
or day your computer is being serviced by a professional data recovery service, that
means no data access for you. Time spent at a data recovery service translates into
added expenses and lost productivity for you and your company.

N

R-Tools, the leader in world-class data recovery so lutions, puts professional data recovery tools into the hands of even

novices. For the ultimate in recovery, R-Tools provides R-Studio, a family of powerful and cost-effective undelete and data
recovery software for Windows and Vista, and R-Studio for the Mac. In addition, R-linux 3.0 is a free file recovery utility for the
Ext2FS/Ext3FS fi le system used in the Linux OS and several varieties of Unix.

POWEHFUl DATA RECOVERY

FOR EXPERTS AND NOVICES

The upgraded R-Undelete is an inexpensive, easy-to-use and powerful fi le
undelete so lution for FAT and NTF S file systems. R-Undelete Version 4.0 now
features file recovery from damaged and/or deleted disk partitions. An improved
wizard-style interface makes it easy for even inexperienced users to recover data.
For those who need the mission-£ritical capabili ty lo completely restore their

systems after a major crash, R-Drive Image allows users to quickly create a compressed disk image of a hard drive and easily
back up images in various removable media such as CD-R<W>, Iomega Zip or Jazz disks. R-Drive Image also saves t ime and

R·TOOlS OfHRS
WORlO·ClASS RECOVERY ANO
PROTECTION SOlUTIONS TO
All USERS, fROM THE MOST
INEXPERIENCED TO
PROFESSIONAl SUPPORT STAff

expense by allowing you to set up one system manually, then create an image of that system
for deploying the identical system on multiple computers.
Ease of use is also a highlight of R-Crypto, the R-Tools data encryption system utility that protects a user's confidential information and personal data against unaul110
rized access, whether on a desktop, notebook or removable data storage device. R-Crypto
encrypts and decrypts data in real time and is fully transparent to the user. R-Tools also offers
R-Wipe&Clean, which automatically keeps applications free and clear of harmful clutter.
To learn more about R-Tools business continuity solutions, visit www.r-tt.com.
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HP's New, Improved
and Pricey-Netbook
HP'S MINI 2140 is a grown

l!I'@'p up v.ersion of th~ ,

.~
....~"'°'m"'_.._
•.. M1m 1000, and 1t s
pricey for a netbook. In its
stripped-down, $499 form,
it comes with Intel's 1.6
GHz Atom processor, lGB
ofRAM, a 160GB hard drive
(spinning at 5400 rpm) , a

Mini 2140 I HP
A better Mini, but it with the same
awkward mouse-button positioning.
List: S529

find .pcworld.com/62164

three-cell battery, and Win
dows XP. An extra $30 gets
you a six-cell battery (as in
the unit we tested). And
$629 buys a three-cell unit
with 2GB of memory and a
7200-rpm, 160GB hard drive.
Unfortunately, issues with
Photoshop yielded a score
of 26 in WorldBench 6. The
only other netbook that has
scored as low is the equally
pokey Dell Inspiron Mini 9.
But the 2140 deserves some
extra credit for lasting al
most 7 hours on one charge.
Its keyboard is fairly large
(only about 10 percent small
er than a regular laptop 's) .

HP'S MINI 2140 Is a grown-up netbook-with a grown-up price.

The right and left mouse but
tons flank the mousing sur
face instead of sitting below
it, making navigating and
editing documents harder.
The Mini's 10.1-inch back
lit LED display stands out,
with a native resolution of
1024 by 576 pixels.
With the three-cell battery
in place, the unit weighs 2.6

pounds but remains svelte, at
1.05 by 10.3 by 6.5 inches .
The speakers sound a bit
tinny but can fill an office or
hotel room. The machine has
an SDHC flash card reader,
VGA-out, an ethernet jack,
and two USB ports.
Still, the top price is close
to an all-purpose laptop's.
-Dairen Gladsrone
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Backup Rules Among External Hard Drives
A PRICE DROP helps propel

Ii~- CMS Products'

C(

speedy 1TB Veloc
ity2 Series Backup System
to the top of our chart. This
unit couples CMS's Bounce
Back Professional software
with a 1-terabyte, 3.5-inch
hard drive. You restore data
as needed; if your system
fails, you can remove the
hard drive from the CMS
unit, put this drive into your
desktop, and be up and
computing again in no time.
Hammer Storage's More
space slips onto the chart
this month. Its performance
is sluggish, but it offers an
undeniable value: The unit

PC WORLD TOP 10 EXTERNAL HARD DRIVES
Performance

MODEL

lm:I CMS Products lTB Velocity2
. _ Series Backup System
$181
find .pcworld.com/62152

• Overall performance: Superior
•Copy files:71 seconds
•File search: 100 seconds

Features and specifications '
• lOOOG B
•7200rpm
•eSATA-300, use 2.0
•Cost per gigabyte: S0.18

BOTIOMLINE: This top-flight performer provides a software/hardware combination for creating a bootable backup drive.

2

SimpleTech Duo Pro Drive
$280
find .pcworld.com/62155

II

•Overall performance: Superior
•Copy files: 69 seconds
•File search: 112 seconds

I

m

• lOOOGB
• 7200 rpm
• eSATA-300,use 2.0
•Cost per gigabyte:S0.28

BOTIOM LINE: Terrific design, speedy performance. and versatile backup software make this drive a strong contender.

3

Apricorn EZ Bus
Desktop SATA
$129
find .pcworld.com/57139

•Overall performance: Superior
•Copy files: 76 seconds
•File search: 105 seconds

I

• SOOGB
• 7200 rpm
• eSATA-300. use 2.0
•Cost per gigabyte: S0.26

BOTIOM LINE: This fast, inexpensive drive comes with three basic backup, file-copy, and encryption utilities.

4

LaCie d2 Quadra
$170
find .pcworld.com/57127

•Overall performance: Superior

•Copy files: 87 seconds
•File search: 108 seconds
•

I

• 500GB
• 7200rpm
• eSATA-150, USB 2.0, FireWire
•Cost per gigabyte:S0.34

BOTIOM LINE: For a slight price premium, you get the flexibility of USB, eSATA, and FireWire 400 and 800 data interfaces.

5

•Overall performance: Very Good
•Copy files:83 seconds
•File search: 118 seconds

Western Digital My Book
Home Edition
$210
find .pcworld.com/62156

• lOOOGB
• 7200 rpm
•eSATA-300, USS 2.0, FlreWire
•Cost per gigabyte:S0.2t

BOTIOM LINE: Reasonably priced for a single lTB drive, this model lacks the performance oomph of some of its competitors.

SIMPLETECH'S ReDrive comes

6

WiebeTech ToughTech FS
$206
find .pcworld.com/62157

with a bamboo top panel.

II

•Overall performance: Very Good
•Copy files:85 seconds
•File search: 104 seconds

1

• 500GB
• 7200 rpm
• eSATA-300, USB 2.0, FireWire
•Cost per gigabyte: S0.41

BOTIOM LINE:This fast drive has a sleek, accessible (via tools) chassis, but it comes without bundled software.

carries the lowest cost-per
gigabyte-just $0.12-of any
drive on the chart.
Meanwhile, SimpleTech's
ReDrive (pictured above)
proves that green can be com
petitive . Its performance is
even more sluggish than the
Hammer drive's, but its West
ern Digital green drive and
its fanless design help keep
power consumption down.
-Mdisst1]. Pertnson

7

SimpleTech ReDrive
$140
find .pcworld.com/62158

•Overall performance: Poor

•Copy files: 146 seconds
•File search: 107 seconds

• 500GB
• 5400rpm
•USB2.0
•Cost per gigabyte:S0.28

BOTIOM LINE: Elegant, original, and ecologically friendly design inside and out highlights this external hard drive.

8

Seagate Maxtor
One-Touch IV Plus
$149
find .pcworld.com/62159

•Overall performance: Poor
•Copy files: 135 seconds
•File search: 107 seconds

• 500GB
• 7200 rpm
•USS 2.0, FireWire 400
• Cost per gigabyte:S0.30

BOTTOM LINE: Seagate's slow performer lacks an eSATA interface: Integrated backup software makes one-touch backups easy.

g

CMS Products 1.STB Velocity2
Series Redundant Backup System
$701
find .pcworld.com/57120

•Overall performance: Very Good
•Copy files:78 seconds
•File search: 115 seconds

• ISOOGB
• 7200 rpm
• eSATA-300, USB 2.0
•Cost per gigabyte: S0.47

BOTIOM LINE: This large-capacity drive has multiple RAIO options, good but not exceptional performance, and a steep price.

MORE ONLINE

Hammer Morespace

10 $120
For additional testing data
and specifications on the
drives featured here, visit fi nd.
pcworld .com/62328.
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•Overall performance: Poor
• Copy files:135 seconds
• File search: 110 seconds

• lOOOGB
• 7200 rpm
• USB2.0
•Cost per gigabyte:S0.12

BOTTOM LINE: Hammer's basic hard drive has an unattractive, boxy design, but it includes a power switch.
CHART NOTE: Prices and ratings are as of 12/30/08. FOOTNOTE: 'eSATA is external SATA.

Bose QuietComfort®2 Acoustic Noise Cancelling®headphones
QuietComfort 2 headphones deliver an unmatched combination of
noise reduction, lifelike audio performance and comfort. This is a
result of our continuous research, over a period of 30 years since our
original invention in 1978, to steadily improve the
performance and comfort of our noise reducing
headphones.They have now become the most
highly acclaimed headphones worldwide.
Reduce unwanted noise. Bose patented noise
reduction technology fades irritating distractions
with the simple flick of a switch. With less noise, your world becomes
peaceful. You'll find flying more rela xing, in-flight entertainment
clearer and more satisfying. TechnologyReview.com says, "It's as if
someone ...found the volume control for the world, and turned it
way, way, down."
Enjoy music more. Even when you listen to music at home or in the
office, Bose noise reduction lets you hear more of the subtle details

that make it so enjoyable. And our patented Tri Port acoustic design
enables a level of lifellke performance that has made Bose the most
respected name in sound. Travel+ Leisure Golf explains, "Forget 'con
certlike' comparisons; you'll think you're onstage with the band." Or just
unplug the audio cord and relax as Bose noise reduction envelops you
in tranquility.
Experience a uniq.uely comfortable fit. Bose patented ear cush
ions, our choice of lightweight materials, minimal clamping force - these
all add up to a fit that stays comfortable for hours. And that's a real
difference you won 't find in conventional headphones. Rich Warren of
the News-Gazette reports, "It's easy to forget they are on your head."
Yours for a month, risk free. To fully appreciate the •
difference, we invite you to try Bose QuietComfort 2
•' '
headphones for a full 30 days  when you fly, when you
'
work, when you relax at home.The more time you spend
' '.
with them, the more you'll appreciate how different they really are.

Use your own major credit card for low monthly payments with no interest charges from Bose.

01008 Sol< Cetporatioo. Patent r'Jh~ o>ued and/or pending. The dislir<tivt desig1 of !he headphone O'lal ring o a trademaJ\: of Sol< Corporation. Fl!l.'KlCing and Ir,. !hipping offn not to be coroomed With othel off"'°' applied Ill pi?Vioos pur~ and IUbi«t to
chatlge w11M<it notk>. Rill. Ir,. refei1 to lo--0.rt tnal Ol'i:y and does not include return !hipping. Delivery ii l<Jbjecl 10 product .,,;ia~lil'f. Q\Joles reprinted Mth p<fmillion:\11n100 Garfinl.el, Tedrndog,l/M'IV.Clll'l 719103: Jolha H~. Tr....i +lfisure (,di, 7103; Rich Warren.
"""'·Gamr., l/ t9/0l.
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Tuneup Utilities Offers
Easy PC Optimization
YOU CAN'T GO wrong with
the latest version ofTuneUp
Utilities. The software does a
comprehensive job of sys
tem cleanup-more so than
most programs of its kind
to make your PC run faster,
more smoothly, and without

Tuneup Utilities 2009
TuneUp Softwa re
Tool suite offers an easy way to get
comprehensive fixes for your PC.
List: S50; free trial
find.pcwo rld.corn/62163
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problems. Tools include a
startup optimizer, a driver
defragmenter, an overall
speed optimizer, a Windows
Registry cleaner, and more.
They are organized intui
tively, with their consider
able features in easy reach.
You can use either one-step
optimizers or in-depth op
tions to pick and choose
among recommendations.
Even if you think you have
already whipped your PC into
shape, you 'll likely find some
additional help here. The
Quick Optimization feature
found half a dozen programs
1didn't realize ran when my

Start page
lnai
Frtt
CINn

Notl!

Note

Sct.e

Evtry Friday 1t 17:15 your

Cust

PC ~II undergo
•utomabc b...:k"gn;und
m 1inttnance.

Addi

HHlth

Spffd

Malntll>ilna>

~ OJ>llmi=f

Check ovt th~e ~
r" .. mm1.n:Wt1tint for

3 pra blrm~ fcund tlut
might ntg1tiwfy imp.ct

spttding up yow PC.

your syuem's hulth.

• Details

•

o ~tads

TUNEUP UTILITIES OFFERS an interface that's helpful and easy to
use. Note that you get a 30-day free trial before buying.

system started . The tool can
stop these programs from
running automatically; this
sped my boot-up and cut
down on RAM use.
Also, an excellent Rescue
Center lets you undo any
changes the program makes

to your PC (and provides
access to System Restore).
Should you buy it? Many
separate, free utilities do
what TuneUp Utilities does.
But no one freebie does
everything. That's its appeal.
-Preston Gralla

SiteAdvisor Adds Tools for Even Safer Searching
McAFEE'S POPULAR Site
Advisor alerts you to poten
t ially risky sites among your
Web search results. The latest
version, with a new feature

ca lled Secure Search, is de
signed to make searching
even safer-but the restric
tio ns it places on surfing may
be too severe for some users.

The browser plug-in {for
Firefox and Internet Explor
er) puts colored icons next
to your search results so you
know the status of the site
before you click on the link:
green for safe, yellow for
caution, and red for risky.
The update adds a Secure
Search box to your browser
toolbar, so you can, say, ex
clude red sites from search
results but retain all yellow
alerts. This box works only
with Yahoo's search engine.
Such options aren't for
everyone. Though blocking
risky sites from kids or nov
ices may be a sensible idea,
other Web surfers will want
all search results to be listed.

Show alerts onlywhen polenHally harmful sttes appear (Yahoo!
SearchSGn)
0; Show all SlteAIMsor slle ratings

0
K1
P1r1n11 kMI our bk.es
WWW

loapsendboundr

Toy Bulldozer "
Cars. TNCk1 & Planu
Toys. Shoptilla.com

O

Blod< red sttes fiom Secur e Search Box resulls

In my web 1>1owser.

O

Se! the Yahoo! search page as my home page

D

Set my browsers default se arth proY!derto Yahoo!
(Recommended)

Toy Bulldozers .
Find the best pnct foe
..11ng1 fo< Toy Bulklo

shopplng.yahoo.c.om'-s:Toy

SITEADVISOR'S NEW Secure Search feature works only with Yahoo.

McAfee now labels some
sites as "McAfee SECURE "
meaning more thoroughly
tested and branded safe.
If you stick with Google,
Secure Search will have little
benefit. But you can still ac
cess the ratings. SiteAdvisor
remains worth insta lling.

- Liane Cassauoy

SlteAdvisor With Secure Search
McAfee
An excellent securily add-on de
spite Secure Search's limitations.
Free
find .pcworld.com/62162

r~ Achieves Up To

4 Times*

Regular Page Yield!
Ill>Ill>Ill>-

For HP, Canon, Dell, Epson & others
Dramatically reduce cartridge waste
Ideal for Corporate, Business and Home Users!

Save Money On Everything You Print!
Prints as many
pages as

One (1) ECO HP 15
1 x $11 .99 = $11.99

G7 Productivity Systems

877.872.1189
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Four (4) HP 15
4 x $29.99 = $119.96

Visit

eC04X.COm/pCW for details
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Buying Guide: Bluetooth Headsets Set You Free
WHEN PAIRED with a com
patible cell phone, a Blue
tooth headset allows you to
make calls without having
rn hold the phone in your
hand. And Bluetooth head
sets are more than just a
convenience-in some juris
dictions, it may be illegal for
you to use and talk on your
cell phone without a headset
while driving.
Bluetooth headsets typi
cally come in two styles:
over-the-car or earbud
(some can fit both ways).
Over-the-ear (aka earhook)
headsets can sport wide,
loopy hooks or thin, narrow
ones ; they can be plastic,
rubberized metal, or leather,
too. Some headsets have
earbuds that are completely
round, "".hile other earbuds
have tips that protrude.
In a perfect world for
headset makers , people's
ears would be identical.
They aren't, of course, and
that's why we prefer that
headset bundles include
multiple options to help you
find a good fit. Some manu
facturers are generous with
their goodies, providing
small, medium, and large
earbuds, along with an addi
tional earhook or two. Oth
ers give you an AC charger
and a user guide, but noth
ing else in the box.
Bluetooth technology per
mits two devices to talk to
each other wirelcssly over
MORE ONLINE

To see our in-depth reviews of
all the Bluetooth headset s we
tested this month . browse to
find .pcworld.com/62317.
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ALI PH'S NEW JAWBONE, our Best Buy pick, offers

THE NO-HOOK PLANTRONICS Discovery 925 is

crisp sound and several earpiece alternatives.

easy to position, and its audio is top-notch.

low-frequency radio waves
in the 2.4-GHz range. Both
of the devices, such as a cell
phone and a headset, must
be Bluetooth-enabled.
To start pairing between
a headset and a phone, you
use your phone's interface,
making sure that the headset
is turned on and in pairing
mode. The phone searches
for and locates the headset.
To establish a connection,
depending on the version of
Bluetooth that your phone
and headset support, you
may need to enter a PIN on
your phone's keypad; after
ward, your phone will recog
nize the headset.
Your paired Bluetooth
phone and headset don't
need to be in direct line of
sight to function properly
and maintain their connec
tion. Depending on your
headset's range, however,
you can't roam too far. You
can determine what a head
set's operating range is by
looking at its classification.
Most headsets on the mar
ket today are Bluetooth
Class 2, which limits you to
a working range of up to
roughly 33 feet. Headset
models supporting Blue
tooth Class 1 offer a range of
up to 328 feet, but currently

they are far less common.
In addition to the classifi
cation, you should keep the
Bluetooth profile in mind.
This specification defines the
standard capabilities of a
Bluetooth-enabled device.
For any Bluetooth headset
that you consider, look for
the followin g two common
profiles in the product's
specifications list.
HeadsetProfile(HSP): You
can talk on the phone
through the headset, and
you can accomplish basic
things such as accepting
incoming calls, hanging up,

JABRA'S VERSATILE AND light·
weight BT530 comes with ear
hooks and several ear gels so
that you can find the right fit.

and adjusting the volume.
Hands-Free Profile (HFP}: A

headset's support for this
profile enables you to talk
on the phone and operate it.
For example, you can redial
the last number, handle call
waiting, and dial by voice.

Buying Tips
The last thing you want is to
commit LU a Blucrnoth head
set and discover that it's a
bad match. Herc are a few
pieces of advice to remem
ber as you shop around.
If you talk on your cell
phone a lot in your car or on
public transportation , or in
other potentially noisy sur
roundings , look for a head
set with a good reputation
for noise cancellation. Try
different designs, too, since
it's hard to know what will
feel comfortable until you
put on both types. If you
wear glasses , remember that
using an carhook can be a
real pain-your glasses and
headset compete for space
in the same spot.
If you 're the kind of per
son who will pop a heads et
on and off a bazillion times a
day, consider a headset that
goes straight into your ear
no over-the-car jockeying
required. On the flip side, if

you plan to leave the head
set in your ear for extended
periods of time, think about
whether an earhook model
would be more your style.
Such a design might make
the fit more secure.
Make sure, too , that the
headset you plan to buy will
support the cell phone you
own; some Bluetooth head
sets do not support all Blue
tooth phones . Many headset
manufacturers provide com
patibility lists on their Web
sites, where you can search
for your mobile phone's spe
cific make and model.

Our Test Re sult s
We'd like to say that call
quality through a Bluetooth
headset is consistent and
comparable to-or better
than-what you get from a
cell phone on a good day.
But it isn't. In my testing,
even the best-sounding
headsets overall still had
their off moments , produc
ing faintness , voice distor
tion , echoes , and disap
pointing background-noise
cancellation , for example.
l looked at ten headsets
across a range of prices and
designs, and l discovered
that you can get many great
features , but only if you' re

MOTOROLA'S MOTOPURE Hl5
has a flip-open microphone,
which turns the unit on and off.

PC WORLD TOP 5 BLUETOOTH HEADSETS
MOOEL

Performance
•Audio quality: Superior
•Comfort:Very Good
•Design:Very Good
•Button placement: Good

lllJlil Aliph J awbone
.:ll!1ll' S130
find.pcworld.com/62106

Features and specifications
• Earhook
• 0.35 ounce
• 2.1by0.6 by 0.9 inches
•Included USB adapter

BOTTOM LINE:The rugged·looking Jawbone offers excellent audio quality, multiple earpiece options, and a clean design.

2

• Audio quality: Very Good

Plantronics Discovery 925
$150
fin d.pcworld.com/62109

• Earbud

•Comfort: Superior

• 0 .28 ounce

•Design: Very Good
•Button placement: Good

• 2.7by1.0 by 0.9 inches
•Included USB adapter

BOTTOM LINE: Agreat·sounding headset. the 925 is easy to lit In your ear. and it comes with a rechargeable carrying case.

3

Jabra BT530
$100
find.pcworld .com/621 10

• Aud io quali ty:Fair

• Earhook or earbud

•Comfort:Very Good

• 0.35 ounce

• Design:Very Good
•Button placement: Good

• 1.0 by 0.6 by 0.5 inches
• Included USB adapter

BOTTOM LINE:Jabra's BT530 provides a secure fit-with or without the earhook-but audio quality was inconsistent in tests.

4

Motorola Motopure H15
$130
find.pcworld.com/621 l I

••

• Audio quality:Good
• Comfort: Good
•Design:Superior
• Button placement: Good

• Eerhook
• 0.49 ounce

• 1.5 by 0.9 by 0.5 inches
•No USB adapter included

BOTTOM LINE:Compact with a flip mic, the H15 keeps out background noise and responds reliably to voice-activated dialing.

5

•Audio quality:Fair

Nokia BH -8 04
520
find.pcworld.com/62108

•Comfort: Good

•Design:Very Good
•Button placement: Good

• Earbud or earhook
• 0.25 ounce
• l.7 by 0.5 by 0.2inches
•No USB adapter included

BOTTOM LINE: The tiny, lightweight BH·804 lits well, but call quality was consistent only when we were close to the phone.
CHART NOTE:Prices and ratings are asof 1211/0B.

willing to pay top dollar for
a headset. And even if you
cough up $100 or more, you
may find that your chosen
model has some drawbacks ,
depending on your fit pref
erences and usage habits.
Our Best Buy choice, the
new $130 Aliph Jawbone,
delivered superb audio:
Voices sounded crisp gener
ally, and the headset did
remarkably well at reducing
background noise . In addi
tion, the package includes
multiple earpiece compo
nents , which improves your
chances of finding a good fit.
TI1e second-ranked head
set, the $150 Plantronics
Discovery 925 , felt comfort
able and snug in my ear.
Since it uses no hook, the
Discovery didn 't interfere
with my eyeglasses. Though
conversations sounded clear,

in noisy environments the
Discovery failed to mitigate
background noise as well as
the Jawbone did.
My experiences with some
other models on the chart
underscored our find ing that
you can' t have it al l in a sin
gle headset. For example,
you can use or remove the
earhook on the $100 Jabra
BT530; either way, the fit

THE NOKIA BH-804 fs small and
light, but audio quality suffered
a few feet from our cell phone.

feels secure. But in my tests
the call quality was unreli
able, with superclear calls
one minute and voice distor
tion and annoying echoes
the next. Meanwhile, the
hook-based, $130 Motorola
Motopure H15 , despite
some voice breakups during
calls, impressed with its
elimination of background
noise. Its unique flip micro
phone helps conserve bat
tery life when closed.
Nokia 's BH-804, in fifth on
our chart, is the lightest of
the models I tested. Factor
in its dainty size, and this
headset feels even lighter
and not surprisingly, very
discreet. Unfortunately, its
call quality varied, deterio
rating rapidly when l moved
about 9 feet or farther away
from my mobile phone.
-Aoifc M. McEooy
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Samsung, Cowon Audio Players Sound Good
THERE'S CLEARLY no stop

PC WORLD TOP 10 FLASH-BASED AUDIO PLAYERS

li!f!d

ping the iPod-but
_ _ _ _ m our latest Top

Performance

MODEL

10 list, the versatile, great
sounding Creative Zen X-Fi
(our longtime number one
pick) still edges out App le's
latest audio players .
New and in fifth place is
the $80 Samsung S3, a sleek
and pockctable 4GB flash
player that offers excellent
sound quality and an intui
tive interface. Though the S3
isn't as reature-packed as the
iPod or Microsoft's Zune, it
is a great value. Ranking just
below the S3 is the $200,
touch-screen Cowon 02 , a

•Overall audio quality: Very Good
• Slgnal·to·nolse ratio: B3d8
•Overall design:Superior

ll!ll Creative Zen X·Fi
.:il!l'J' S280

lincl.pcworld.com/61434

Features and specifications
• 32GB
• FM tuner and voice recorder
• Displays photos and videos
• 2.4 ounces

BOTIOMLINE: The Zen X·Fi has great sound quality, plus good fea tures, headpho nes. and sto rage options- for a nice price.

2

•Overall audio quality: Superior

Apple iPod Touch
$399
find .pcworld.com/62151

• 32GB

• Signal·to·noise ratio: 81dB

• No FM tuner or voice recorder

•Overall design: Superior

• Displays photos and videos
• 4.1 ounces

BOTIOM LINE:The iPod Touch remains the class of the field, with beautiful design. useful apps, a touch screen, and Wi·Fi.

3

Creative Zen

S250
find .pcworld.com/60161

~·• :·

• Overoll audio quality: Very Good
• Slgnal·to·noise ratio: 77dB
•Overall design:Superior

I II

• 32GB
•FM tuner and voice recorder

•Displays photos and videos
• 2.1ounces

BOTIOM LINE:This gadget-lover's player lacks Wi·Fi but has lots of other features and wide format support, and takes SO Card.

4

Apple iPod Nano
S199
'ind.pcworld .com/61813

II

•Overall audio quality: Superior

• 16GB

• Signal·to·noise ratio: 83d8
•Overall design:Very Good

•Displays photos and videos

I

• No FM tuner or voice recorder

• l.3 ounces

BOTIOM LINE: Despite its new design, the fourth-generation iPod Nano is an evolutionary update. not a major overhaul.

5

•Overall audio quality: Very Good
• Slgnol·to·nolse ratio: 81dB
•Overall design:Good

Samsung S3
SBO NEW

find .pcworld.com/62153

•4GB
•FM tuner

• Displays photos and videos
• 1.B ounces

BOTIOM LINE:With its sharp design and high sound quality, the Samsung S3 is a great value·priced flash player.

6

COWON'S 02 OFFERS terrific

Cowen 02
$200 NEW

find .pcworld.com/62154

audio and video playback.

II

•Overall audio quality:Very Good
• Signal·to·nolse ra tio:85d8
•Overall design:Very Good

I

•SGB
• Voice recorder

• Displays photos and videos
• 7.2 ounces

BOTIOM LI NE: The Cowan 02 supports an astonishing number of formats, but its lack of IOJ tag support is disappointing.

hefty SGB player that sup
ports a wide array of media
formats but lacks ID3 tag
sorting and can' t play DRM
protected files .
Microsoft's S179, 16GB
Zune just barely remains on
the chart, in desperate need
of a redesign and sound
quality improvements to help
it keep pace with the other
flash players on the market.

7

8

SanDisk Sansa Fuze
$120
finrt .pcworlci.com/60673

•Overall audio quality: Very Good
• Signal·to·noise ratio: 80d8
•Overall design:Good

Creat ive Zen
Mozaic (2GB)

•Overall audio quality: Very Good
• Signal·to·noise ratio: 82d8

• 2GB

$60

•Overall design:Good

•Displays photos and videos
• 1.5 ounces

fi nd.pcwor ld .com/61706

9

10

fin d.pcworld .com/62319 .
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• FM tuner and voice recorder

iRiver Spinn
$290
find .pcworlrt.com/61927

•Overall audio quality:Good
• Signal·to·noise ratio: 77dB
•Overall design:Very Good

Microsoft Zune 16GB
Sl79
find .pcworld .com/61815

•BGB
•FM tuner and voice recorder

•Displays photos and videos
• 2.5 ounces

•Overall audio quality: Good

• 16GB

• Signal·to·noise ratio: BOdB

•FM tuner

•Overall design:Very Good

• Displays photos and videos
• t.7 ounces

BOTIOM LINE: Though it has new features and a capacity upgrade. the Zune needs a redesign to keep up with flash competitors.

ranked in this chart. browse to

58

• Displays photos and videos

BOTIOM LINE: The Zen Mozaic is a good low-priced portable audio player, but it comes with a few quirks.

MORE ONLINE

flas h-based audio players

•FM tuner and voice recorder
• 2.1 ounces

-Gimry Mies

To read our rev iews of all the

•SGB

2009

CHART NOTE:Prices and ratings are as of 12/30/08. For signal·to·noisera tio, hig her is better.

You Suspect It's Happening. Now Here's the Proof!
Spector 360 is the world's first monitoring solution that makes it easy
to detect inappropriate employee behavior. At the touch of a button,
you will see ALL PC & Internet activity for your entire company and
find out which employees are working, playing, doing their job
efficiently or putting your business at risk by engaging in illicit or
illegal behavior.

c.5
~

O

Which employees spend the most
time working and which spend the
most time goofing off.

@

Which employees spend t he most
time surfing web sites and see
EXACTLY what they do on them.

@

What employees search for on
Google, MSN, Yahoo and more.

0

Wh ich employees are posting
resumes on Monster.

0

Who is leaking company
confidential information via chat,
web mail or removable media.

Spector 360 Records All Your Employees'
•
•
•
•
•
•

Web Sites Visited
Chats & Instant Messages
Keystrokes Typed
Network Traffic
Google Searches
Files Saved to Removable Media

Usm Saving the Mast Files to us8 or1ve5

.•. and much more'
PLUS:
Our Powerful Screen Snapshot Recorder
(a video surveillance-like recording tool
with easy-to-use VCR-style playback)
shows you in exact visual detail what an
employee does every step of the way.

THINGS YOU
WILL DISCOVER

More than SO charts and reports allow you to
quickly and easily identify your top achievers.
productivity wasters, and anyone engaging in
inappropriate or potentially damaging cond uct

PC Magazine
Editors' Choice
June 17. 2008

"Spector 360 is the most
mature surveillance
offering for business use:'

Spector 360

Stamp Out Internet Abuse Today!
Visit Spector360.com or call (888) 598-2788

Spector 360()

Company-Wide Employee Monitoring Software
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Lightweight
Alternative
to Adobe
LOOKING FOR A light
weight alternative to Adobe
Reader? Foxit Reader fits the
bill. Version 3.0 adds multi
media hand ling, so you
don ' t need Adobe's app to
see graphics-intensive PDFs.
I was concerned when I
read the list of new features
in 3.0; after all , I started
using the tool for its speed
and lack of bloat. But it's
still only a 4MB downl oad ,
and it's still pretty fast.

DOWNLOAD THIS
Navigate Data and Edit Video the Easy Way
THINGS COULD STAND to go a lit
tle more smoothly, couldn't they?
We couldn't agree more, so we've
lined up some simplifying software.
A free Windows Explorer add-i n
helps you navigate data quickly. A
free video editor spares you long
and unnecessary reencoding. And
with all the time that those tool s
Rtttore p1tvious~

help you save. you can afford to

St,nd To

cut loose w ith a game demo that
turns tunes into a racetrack and
lets you ride the music. Surfing to

C 1 ut t ~wt

'I"

Qdctt

Santana sou nds about right.

Rtntme

~ Custom
f'dl P>g< IV.ti«

• fl!l,ll AllP•g< l 5xl

FilerFrog
I f you're looking to improve on

Welcome to Foxit Reader

Windows Explorer (and who isn't?),
give FilerFrog a try-it offers a ton

ID;

Mll P•gd.J
FillP•ge. 8•.1.0

"

Mll P• g<9d2

P•ge 320..&6'. Photo £ll6

been built into the operating sys-

FILERFROG LEAPS TO the rescue with an array of practical

tern . It works as an add-in to Win -

context-menu features missing from Windows Explorer.

SPEEDY AND COMPACT, Foxit

dows Explorer: Simply right-click a

Reader handles PDFs capably.

fi le or folder, and FilerFrog appears on the con

The application is also straightforward and

text menu, givin g you access to a variety of

easy to use, assuming you have a fair knowl

new file- and folder-management features.

edge of the process. find .pcworld .com/6232 1

As with many free pro
grams, you have to endure
some advertising. The in
staller asks to add a Foxit
toolbar and an eBay short
cut, and offers to set yo ur
home page to Foxit Soft
ware. And though the free
version lets you alter content
handily, it adds watermarks
that vanish only when you
buy the $40 Pro Pak version.

-Jon L. Jacobi

Foxlt Reader 3.0

-Jo11 L. Jt1cobi

The complete feature list is far too lengthy to
mention here, and some of the options you may
never use. But for starters. you 'll be able to re

Audiosurf

size any image quickly, as well as create your

What's cooler than listening to your music while

own album of favorite photos. You can encrypt

playing a video game? The answer: Having your

your files to keep them private, and then de

music become the game. Audiosurf uses data

crypt them at any time. Want to rename multi

in music files (it supports most common for

ple files in one swoop? FilerFrog makes that

mat s, such as MP3. M4A, and Ogg) to create a

task a snap, too. find .pcworld.com/62320

"racetrack." You pilot one of many ships (in the

-Presio11 Gra/la

demo. wh ich allows ju st five plays, only a hand 
ful are unlocked) along the curving track, scoo p

Avidemux

ing up colored sq uares. As you do so, patterns

Every vid eo editor I've tried insists on reencod

form . and when three or more touch, they "pop."

ing my video even if all I di d was cut or trim

60

Rll P•g<'-5

~ Pog'3l!Jol6<, Photo WO

of features that you'll wish had

::::::.J

irl
"

The game ca lls for quite a bit of strategy

until Avidemux. If you're saving to the same

"hot" colors, like red and yellow. are worth more

type of video, it simply copies all t he unedited

points, bu t "cool" colors are more common. But

material to a new file. Talk about a time-saver·.

the neatest part is that the track, the pacing, and

Avidemux also reencodes in a va riety of for

the block placement are all dynamically gener
ated from your music. This is not the first game

Foxit Software

mats such as MPEG-2 and MPEG-4, and for rne

PDF reader takes up far less space

it proved quite fast and stable in that regard.

to use files on your disk to generate an environ

than Adobe's, and runs much faster.

Though the program isn't perfect, it's the best

ment, but it is one of the most fun I've seen to

Free

video editor and encoder I've run across in

use the technique. find .pcworld.com/62322

fi nd.pcworld.com/62149

overall usability. usefulness, and performance.
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-la11 Harac •

Where do you find
the best technology
solutions for your business?
pcworld.com/
businesscenter
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Security Threats
If you use a social network a

ow to Fix Them

Web browser a public computer,
or a cell phone, you're in grave

danger of falling victim to attacks
on your PC your bank account,
your personal privacy, and more.
Here are 17 common threats and
the fixe s to defend yourself. »
BY ANDREW BRANDT
ILLUSTRATION BY BRIAN STAUFFER
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The Tell-Tale
Browser Cache

'. · Settings

Sove Settings (

SheUir.teQ:rdtlon - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - --

User interfa ce language·

-

::J

jEng l1t h

~ Integrate Eras.er into Wind~ Explorer

Erase setbngs 

-

---

---

-

-

-

-

---

-

---

-

Maybe you 've just received some bad
loutmann (35 paues)
Oef.,ult file erasure method:
news from your doctor-a diagnosis of
Defauft unused space erasure method
jPseudorandom Data (1 par s)
a serious medical condition, something
Rondomneu data 1ource:
you may not be ready co reveal to others.
P" Allow locked file s lo be era t ed on syUe m uut.ar1
P Confirm tMth u ser belore doing ao
You decid e to do a little Web research
r Replace erased files wi1h the lollowing files to a ll ow plausible deniabilib' ~ Add Folde r I Remo~ I
on t he top ic, but you don 't want any
trace of w hat you were doing to remain
Overwrite sensitive system data with the free Eraser utility.
on the computer, lest someone stumble upon your secret. Or
perhaps you've been shopping for the perfect engagement
Designed to speed up surfing, a browser cache keeps cop
ring. If the intended recipient were to see the names of jewel
ry Web sites included in the list of fragmented files displ ayed
ies of text, images, and snippets of code from the Web pages
a person visits . Obviously, you could learn a lot abo ut some
during a defrag session, it could spoil the whole surprise.
one's su rfing habits and interests by
dumpster-diving in this collection
much more than by looking at the History li st. Other saved content might
includ e the text of e-mail messages read
You may have nothing to
private browsing features
via Web mail. For some time, Firefox,
gives users of Firefox 2.x
hide, but that doesn't
Safari, and a few other browsers have
and 3.x a way to manage
to the browser itself. Two
add
-ons-'Private
Brows
given users considerable control over
mean that your browsing
their browsing history:
history won't get you in
Pri
vate
cache
trashing, but Intern et Ex plorer 8
ing'
and
'Toggle
some files that Firefox
be
the first version o f IE to offer a se
Browsing'-provide
gran
uwill
trouble. Ou t of context,
temporarily writes to disk
entries in a list of
lar control over set
cure browsing feature, called InPrivate,
~
sites you recently
tings to help users
designed to eliminate any tra ces of his
Distrust Prtftf"enc-H
visited are easy to
manage the new
tory when you shut down IE .
Preferences
...
misconstrue.
features. (Warning:
lnPrivate deletes browsing history,
P' ~
a\IJSl>ar~
I
cookies, and Registry traces that wou ld
In recent testing by
(fix) Try using
r - start Oislrust """"' M-eFox starts
your browser's pri
a security firm to
enable someone to retrace your online
P' Alert abo<t ~downloads on dsk
vate browsing fea
steps. It doesn 't p revent the cache from
~ see which brows
~ertlg Options
ture-but don't
ers' tools do best at
collecting content, however.
P' llrowsi>Q tistory
depend on it. Long a
protecting against
(fix ) The best way to kee p a truly
P' Downloads Hstory
~ tracking by visited
feature of Apple's
clean
slate is to prevent the browser
~
p Olske..che
Safari browser, pri
Web sites, Firefox,
from leaving anything o n the hard drive .
P' Form Information
~·
vate browsing lets
You can do this in two ways: Instruct
p CoolOes
Ii Google's Chrome,
you surf the Web
Microsoft's Inter
P' IXdo Tobs Menu
IE to save its cache to a portable drive
without leaving a
I• P Close New Tabs and Wr.dows
net Explorer 8 beta,
that you keep plugged in when you use
' and Safari all fared
trail of Web site
the browser, or us e a software utility to
~ Flash
.
..
addresses behind.
poorly, with Safari
wipe the cach e securely after you 're
P' Flash CoolOes
Once you turn on
in last place.)
through su rfing. You can do the former
~
Flash CoolOes Dr J .c:~s and Seim
Private Browsing in
(using IE) in four steps: Open the lmer
But no browser
Safari, Apple says,
Distrust, a free add-on, can hide
can completely pre
nct Oprio11s control panel , click the Scr
you'll leave no trace
vent inquisitive sites
surfing trails lett in Firefox.
1i11gs button in the Temporary Internet
of the sites you visit.
from tracking you r
Files section , click the Move Folder but
Add-ons for the Firefox
aren't erased until the
visit. For maximum ano
ton , and navigate to a fo lder o n your
browser otter Windows
nymity, try the fee-based
browsing session ends,
external drive. For the latter, try an
Anonymizer (ano nym izer.
users the same benefits:
however. Firefox 3.1 (now
excellent free tool called Eraser (find.
com ) or the free Tor (find.
An app called Distrust
in beta form) is likely to
pcworld.com/62346); it secure ly deletes
(find.pcworld.corn/6234 7)
pcworld.corn/62344).
add more-comprehensive
browser cache files (and other data) by
overwriting the files numerous times.

Browser History Snooping

.
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Card Skimmer Scams
Caroline Knorr usually trusts
ATMs, especially those at her
credit union's Daly City, Cali
fornia, branch. Unfortunately,
a criminal
Inset: Don't
had placed a
swipe here.
card skimmer
Skimmers like
d evice on her
ATM-aplasthis one fit over
ATM card slots.
tic housing
stuck on top
o f the ATM ' s card slot. The
skimmer's internal memory
records data from a card's
magnetic strip, while another
device monitors the ATM 's
keypad and records the PIN
code. Using that data, a thief
can manufacture a card and
use it at another ATM . This
is what happened to Knorr.
Within 24 hours of a de
posit, the crook made two
$500 ATM withdrawals from
her account at different

banks , 25 miles away. "I had
a sleepless night because
we' d had $1000 stolen from
us. How do you prove that
an ATM withdrawal wasn't
done by you?" she says. The
next morning brought anoth
er $500 withdrawal-this one
from a bank in Santa Barbara,
300 miles to the south.
The credit union rep to ld
Knorr to file a police report
and said that 200 or so other
customers had had their card

How often do you scrutinize the card
slot on your ATM? But I did notice that
something didn't look right ... I definitely

numbers stolen , too .
registered that it looked different. '
'
"They said they 'd
Caroline Knorr
credit our account
for the money that was taken
ing and aren't covered by
out," a relieved Knorr notes.
security cameras. Your safest
bet: Familiarize yourself with
an ATM 's outward appear
The police officer
who took Knorr' s crime re
ance, and pay attention to
port told her that scammers
the card slot itself: If you no
tice an unexpected part or
with skimmer devices usually
target card slots at gas pumps
sheath surrounding the card
but sometimes target ATMs
slot, either use a different
at small, loca l banks whose
ATM or make your transac
ATMs are outside the buildtions inside the bank.
»

(fix )

Online Pricing Dodgeball
Prices at online stores may fluctuate while you are shopping. How can you lock in a good deal?
Amazon PriceWatch (find .pcworld.com/62329), an IE/Firefox plug-in, monitors an item
you're interested in and alerts you when its price falls below an amount you specify. Similarly,
Price Protectr (priceprotectr.com) warns you if the price of a product that you recently bought
online is reduced, so you can claim a partial refund under the store's price guarantee policy.

(fix)
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Discoverable Passwords
As Alaska Governor Sarah

Palin found out last summer when a hacker broke
into her Yahoo mail account, having a strong
password is not enough.
If your answers in the
"secret questions" section
of your online profile are
easy to find, a bad guy
may be able to convince
the Web mall service's
password-recovery mechan ism to hand over the
password on a platter.
These days everyone
has a Linked!n account, a

I

Facebook profile, and a
Twitter feed, each of
which is studded with
answers to commonly
used security questions
such as your high school
and your dog's name:
Us e a password
(
manager religiously, and
be sure to back up your
password files. Bruce
Schneier's Password Safe
(find.pcworld.com/62335)
and PortableApps.com's
version of KeePass Password Safe software (find .
pcworld.com/62334) are

X)

f" Kr.eP.rns P.1r.:;word S.ife
Elle 'dlt !Liew Iools tielp

.c'.41••1

.--~~~~~~~1

Title
.:;irw-rid;;p;;~~ci

two good places to start.
Once you've created a
random. unguessable
password, generate a second, different password in
the password management utility to use as the
answer to the inevitable
"mother!s maiden name"
question (or questions).
Mom may not appreciate
being identified in some
password bank as Miss
7#BrE_r, bu t no one wi ll
guess that that's how you
listed her in your "secret
questions" data sheet.

Public PCs
That Slurp
Passwords

Public PCs located in places
like schools, cybercafes, trade
shows, and libraries tend to
be infected with password
stealing Trojan horses more
Control password security with KeePass. This free
frequent ly than most other
systems. Many of these pub
open-source password manage r helps you keep track of a
lic PCs aren't closely moni
multitude of passwords In a single secure database.
tored by their owners, which
increases their vulnerability. And because scores of casual visitors use them to log
into e-mail or other services, data thieves view the PCs as an efficient source of har
vestable information, which they then sell to spammers and other unsavory types.
If you can reboot the PC, your safest bet is to carry a copy of the Knopp ix
bootable operating system (lind.pcworld.com/57261) on a CD, DVD, or flash memory
drive; you can customize your build with up to 2GB of Internet tools, productivity
apps, and utilities. If you have to use the machine's Windows OS, you 're better off
running your applications from a portable drive using the excellent suite of tools
available from PortableApps.com (find .pcworld .com/60201). This site hosts do ze ns of
apps that have been "portabilized" so that they store all temporary files , cache
files, and history on the portable drive itself.
To protect yourself from malicious software that may be lurking on a public PC,
scan the machine with the portable (and fre e) ClamWin antivirus software (find .
pcworld.com/60646), and carry your own customized browser, office apps, IM clients,
and secure file-transfer tools . Also , a password manager tool such as KeePass (see
the box above) lets you change passwords as soon afterward as possible.

Network
Internet
eMail
~ Homebanking

(fix )
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Online Credit
Card Exposure
An e-mail message from a large on
line retailer an nounces that an order
you recently completed is ready to
ship-except that you didn't order
anything. So you follow a link in the
message that supposedly leads back
to the site's log-in page. On it, a
Web-based form lists the wrong
credit card number and address for
your account and requests that you
confirm or correct the information
to initiate the company's dispute
resolu tion process. You enter your
card number, the card' s exp iration
date, your billing address, the card
verification value (CW) number
printed on the back, your birth
date, and your dog's favorite flavor
of Milk Bone. Uh-oh: You've just
delivered your card details right into
the hands of savvy phishers .
Co nsumers aren 't liable for more
than $50 of fraudulent credit card
charges, but all credit card users
bear the burden of fraud in the form
of higher fees and interest rates that
protect the profit margin of the
credit card issuer. In addition you 'll
spend considerable time canceling
credit card accounts , getting new
cards issued, checking your credit
reports, and changing the numbers
in various accounts if you use them
for automatic payments.
Some larger banks still offer
single-use, "disposable" credit card
numbers: You log in to your bank's
Web site and identify the total amount
of your purchase from the relevant
online shop, and the banking site
responds by spitting out a "credit
card " number that can be used o nly
for that amount and at that online
store. Bank of America's ShopSafe,
Citibank's Virtual Card Numbers,
and Discover' s Secure Online
Account Numbers are still going
strong, though American Express
killed off a similar service years ago .

(fix )

~

facebook

Antisocial Social
Networking

i::=i

_....

A message from one of your friends appears in your
inbox, sent via a social network site that you use reg
~.::!:--=.!..---=~~~ · ·~,
ularly. The mess age promises a big laugh and points
to a Web site you've never heard of. You click the
l'C:M"T01tfet7o'8t
....
link-and the next thing you know, your PC is mis
directed to a phishing page that steals your log-in de
tails or to a drive-by download site that infects your
Social networks try to coach their users to avoid phishlng scams.
system with a password-stealing Trojan horse. And
your friend says that she never sent you the message.
it was much easier to fool people into clicking bad links, open
Whether the culprit is a fake Linkedln profile page that
ing dangerous files , and running malicious software. They also
serves up URLs leading to dangerous Web sites or a bogus
figured out that the most effective place to exploit the trust
Twitter message that purportedly comes from a friend, social
that naturally exists between friends and colleagues was within
networks are rapidly becoming the newest medium formal
the mechanisms of the online social networks themselves.
ware attacks. As operating systems and applications became
By now, most Internet users are savvy enough to recognize
harder to hack directly, online criminals came to realize that
spam e-mail. But what about a spam tweet that seems to
come from someone in your circle
of friends and links to a page that
looks almost exactly like the one
you use to log in to Twitter? A
week may go by, and suddenly the
Google seems to be every- portfolios, home and work
prise with so much valu
d ata thieves who now control your
where these days. Aside
addresses, reading prefer
able information about you
account begin sending messages .
from its exemplary search
ences, video interests and
at its disposal to live up to
with URLs-some of which per
its "Don't be evil" corpo
engine, the company offers assessments, online pur
form drive-by downloads and
services for e-mail,
rate mantra? That
infect the recipients' PCs with
news feeds, and
remains to be seen.
malware-to everyone in your
Googl~
shopping. Further
social network.
You can part
Google
more, many of your
ly extricate yourself
Facebook and MySpace users
~ Yahoo
from Google, but don't
favorite Web sites
have already had to deal with a
number of worms and other nas
assume that the big G
probably use Google
a Amazon.com
isn't still all around
to serve ads, syndi
ties
that are designed to spread
!(~ Answers.com
you. Change the de
cate content, or even
independently of any action taken
@Creative Commons
by the account holder. You can ex
track their own per
fault (Google) search
aw eBay
settings in Firefox if
formance. Your
pect many more of these automat
Google account is
you must; and stop
ed attacks to occur in the future.
W Wikipedia (en)
like a diary of every
using Gmail, iGoogle,
(fix ) If you think that details
thing you do online,
and your Google Ac
of your social networking account
Add "Mozilla Add-ons"
count if you're really
tracking your surfing
may have been stolen or compro
Manage Search Engines ...
concerned. But so
behavior and noting
mised in so me other way, report
many sites now incor
your suspicions to the site' s sup
trends you may not
porate the company's
To choose a different search
port team immediately. Change
be aware of.
The sheer breadth
engine In Firefox, use a drop·down
AdSense, Analytics,
your password frequently, and
and syndication compo
of information that
menu next to the search field.
avoid clicking message links that
nents that completely
purport to transfer you back to
Google handles for
people is startling: e-mail,
chases, most frequent
the social network site. Instead, to
going off the Google grid
get back to your account, type the
may be virtually impossi
instant messaging, VoIP
searches, and clicked·on
phone calls, photos, maps, search results. Can you
site's address directly into your
ble for anyone who uses
browser (or follow a bookmark
an Internet connection.
finance and investment
trust a commercial enterthat you saved previously) .
»
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Your Privacy in Google's Hands
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Voice Phishing (aka 'Vishing')
You receive an e-mail or get a prerecorded voice message (supposedly from your
bank , or PayPal , or so me other fin ancial institution) informing you that a large
transaction-one you never performed-has been held up. The message includes a
toll-free telephone number that you should call right away to deal with the situa
tion. When you dial the number, a voice menu prompts you to key in your card
number before it transfers you to a company representative. lhe vishers ask you to
enter other data as well, such as the expiration date and/or the CW number print
ed on the back of your card. If you act without thinking clearly, you might provide
all of the information they ask for. At this point, they have your number-literally
and they may just hang up on you or put you on hold indefinitely.
If you get a fishy call or e-mail, ratchet up your suspicion meter. Don't call
the number provided in an unsolicited e-mail or voicemail message to follow up on
a mystery purchase; instead, dial the bank's number printed on the back of your
card. Report vishing attempts to the Internet Crime Complaint Center (www.ic3.gov).

(fix )

T-Mobile's
Nosy Gl Phone
Most of what you do on Google's
Android mobile phone platform
ff-Mobile 's G1) is mirro red to your
Google Account Web page. Every
e-mail sent, every calendar entry cre
ated, even every Web
T-Mobile's Gl
site visited becomes
phone: The
catalogued. Further
snoopiest smart
more, the phone 's
phone around?
ability to locate itself
via radio tower and
by GPS may make it highly trackable.
Among the downloadable applets
that you can use with the G 1 are
tools to track the phone 's position
on a Web page or via text coordi
nates you can plug into a map , and
tools to show you other Android
users within a 10-mile radius. Many
of the downloadable applications
have access to your phone logs and
phone book, and have permission by
default to connect to the Internet.
(fl.It ) For many people, these
potentially snoop-friendly features
are useful and welcome. But if you
are serious ly interested in privacy,
think twice before committing to
the Gl. We recommend waiting
until Google tweaks the Android
software to rein in the intrusiveness ,
or buying a different phone.
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Personal Data Loss by Phone
When the winding-down
GOP 2009 campaign sold
staffers' BlackBerrys with
e-mail messages, call
records, and contact lists
in place, there was egg on
the faces of everyone at
campaign headquarters.
Resetting a smart phone
to its factory-default state
takes only about 5 min
utes, but many people fail
to take this simple pre
ca ution. A used phone
could wind up anywhere,
and yet many sellers just
box it up and hand it over.

(fix )

Before ditching
an old phone, use its reset
codes or menu options to
clear its message archives
and contacts list. Visit the

ReCellular Data Eraser
page (find.pcworld.com/
50670) to learn how to re
set your phone- and fol
low the instructions!

Removable lnforroatjoo

.;. Phone Book
.;. Call Lists
•:- Voice Mail
<· Voice Memo
-!· Text Messages

.;. Calendar I Orgonlzer
.;. Camera / Video
.;. Oownloaded Medlo

ReC1!llular's free Data Eraser wipes phones clean.

Reversible Redactions
1l1e black bars that cover the names, locations , and dates in printed documents
work for a paper report, but not for digital documents. Anyone armed with the full
version of Adobe Acrobat can remove a black bar painted over text in a PDF file .
(fix ) NASA has clear online instructions for making irreversible redactions. For
Word documents , just save a new copy of the file that you plan to redact: Turn off
Rw isio11s Mode , and then type text over the text you need to redact. To redact con
tent in PDF files , either use a third-party plug-in suc h as Appligent' s $249 Redax
(lind.pcworld.com/62336) or cover the text in the PDF file with black bars, convert the
PDF to a TIFF image, and then reconvert the TIFF to a PDF. The only downside is
that readers lose the ability to search text in a PDF converted in this way.
»
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Experience the Core _Competence of Ad-Aware!
Blocking - Detection - Removal - Clean-up
Don't want to pay for your security software? Get it Free! with TrialPay. Get a full-powered version of
Ad-Aware Plus - Anniversary Edition by taking advantage of one of the offers at Tr·ialPay.
Visit www.lavasoft.com/pcworld fo1· more information.
LAVASOFT
WWW . LAVASOFT .COM

Hidden Data in
Your Documents
The d raft of a collaborative report writ
ten in Microsoft Word is riddled with
notes, questions, and a few impolitic
gripes inserted by various participants.
You clean up the document before sub

°""""··

H1111111T11•11111111m1
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Zero-Day Attacks
In the final quarter of
2008. Microsoft released
two security patches for
Internet Explorer-known
as MS08-067 and MS08
078- immediately, rather
tha n waiting until the next
"patch Tuesday" (the first
Tuesday of each month)
rolled around. The release
date for each was rushed
forward when experts de
tected attacks in the wild
that exploited vulnerabili

ties that the patches fixed.
Microsoft delivered the
two IE patches with com
mendable speed. But the
occurrence of two high
profile "out-of-band" re
leases within two months
is a bit worrisome.
Obviously, Win·
dows' Automatic Updates
will eventually install the
patches you need. But its
Automatic Updates tend
to roll out slowly. leaving

(fix )

your PC vulnerable during
the critical time between
the public release of the
patch and the moment
when you install it.
There is no technical fix
for this danger. You just
have to keep up on the lat
est security news and visit
update.microsoft.com as
soon as you hear about an
out-of-band patch, rather
than waiting for Automatic
Updates to kick in.

M icrosoft's

mitring it to the boss,
but the comment "Do
Data tool lives up
they really expect peo
to its name with
ple to buy this crap?"
Office documents.
(along with the name
of the person who
added it, and when) hasn' t vanished
it's simply hiding. Besides its potential
embarassment value, embedded infor
mation makes d ata theft easier for a
corporate spies. Ignore it at your peril.
For Office XP and Office 2003
files, you can download Microsoft' s Re
move Hidden Data tool (find.pcworld.com/
59904). For Office 2007 documents, you
can use the Document Inspector com
mand to view and (optionally) delete un
wanted metadata remnants from your
Word, Excel, and PowerPoint files.

Remove Hidden

Fake Antimalware Offers

Fraudulently advertised, ineffective antimalware ranks among the fastest-growing
types of online scams . Online ads that simulate Windows alert messages tout prod
ucts with names like DriveCleaner, WinFixer, Antivirus XP, and Antivirus 2009, warn
ing you that your computer is infected with some sort of malware and advising you
to buy the named product to fix it. Some purveyors of these sham utilities embed
warning messages directly into the Windows desktop or pop up messages from a
System Tray applet to convince you the problem is serious.
But these scareware tools only pretend to scan your computer for malware. They
detect either innocuous, commonly used Regi stry keys or nonexistent (or planted)
alien files. Even worse, many of the programs disable key components of\Vindows
such as the Registry editor or Task Manager-or deactivate options within the OS 's
Display Properties settings to prevent you from killing the programs or removing the
alert messages . People are especially susceptible to these snake-oil packages because
the sneaky sellers charge a seemingly reasonable fee (often $40 a pop) for them.
A legitimate malware
remover-one that indepen
dent testing has determined
Norton AntlVlrus
.
-.- . . . . ' 4
is effective-should be able to
St1U1Uu
take care of the immediate
- -• •-i...ako .... I..
problem of having an ad ware
program that won 't let you
Automatk Protu:don
Advertising touts the Mac's supposed invul
remove it. Check your securi
nerability to invasive attacks, but Macs are
ty software to see if it will do
Manual V1ru1 Sunning
subject to many kinds of security problems,
the
trick. But the real fix may
~ :1
... ....,_uiuo_ ,.,,_.......
- ........ Ll.,1
... ..... .
including malware that employs deceptive
be concerted government
' -......
action: Late last year the Fed
techniques to fool users into installing it.
Antlvirus apps are optional on Mac systems.
If you use a Mac, don't assume that
eral Trade Commission asked
your system is impregnable. You need to keep
a federal court to stop some
up with security updates just as Windows users do-both the automatic updates that Apple
perpetrators of this type of
releases and various patches for third-party software (such as Adobe Reader, Flash, J ava, and
scam. It may be that prison
Office) whose makers may not automatically alert you that a new version is available.
terms or massive fines are the
only useful deterrents. •

(fix )

(fix )

Malwarefor
Mac Users

e
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I
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(fix )
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LCD Back Cover
LCD Panel

LCD Harness

LCD Front Bezel
LCD Inverter

System Board

LCD Hinge

Palm Rest

Ribbon Cable

Battery
Battery Latch
Bios/ Cmos Battery _ _ ___,
CD-ROM/DVD/ RW

WHY REPLACE YOUR LAPTOP?
.

.

~

IMPACT®
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Introducing IMPACTCOMPUTERS.COM as a Source for
Laptop, Desktop, Server, Printer Parts and Upgrades

COMPUTERS &ELECTRONICS

Keeping up with technology is a daring mission. As a global distribution
company, Impact Computers and Electronics' goal is to supply hard-to-find,
critical , quality parts and upgrades to expand the life of computer equipment
through its services. Leading manufacturers may lead consumers to believe
parts are irreplaceable and obsolete. However, maintaining, upgrading, and
repairing yourcomputerequipmentefficientlycan bean effortless operation .

1.800.797.7164
1.954.920.3100
2021 Coolidge Street
Hollywood, FL33020
sales@ impactcomputers.com

Vi sit our webs ite to order from a sel ection ofover 200,000 parts!
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Buy Today,
Ship Today!

Place your order before 5PM EST and
IMPACT COMPUTERS will ship the same day!
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secure data

Government grade data encryption .
The Honeywell SecuraDriverM RFID hi-speed portable hard
drive is designed to prevent unauthorized access to your data by
using a combination of RFID , or radio frequency identification ,
and government-grade data encryption. The SecuraDrive™
incorporates AES 128-bit encryption with a unique identification
code located in the included RFID Keys to securely protect all of
your sensitive files , music and videos. Only with the included, unique RFID Key
Tags can you unlock the drive and access the data. Available in 250GB and
SOOGB sizes. To learn more, visit our homepage at www.honeywellce.com .

Honeywell

For product information please visit our website WWW.HONEYWELLCE.COM or call 1·888-773-HWCE (4923)
SOYO, Inc. 1290 East Elm Street . Ontario, California 91761-4584 Cop yright C 2008 SOYO, Inc. All rights reserved .
The Honeywell Trademark Is used under license from Honey-.'Vell lntornatlona1 Inc.

SECURITVSPECIALRE~T

Internet
Security
Suites
Paying fo Protection
The ever-increasing number and
frequency of attacks on your PC
make using security software
more impo1-tant than ever. Our
tests of the latest all-in-one
security suites show that good
protection can shut down the
nastiest viruses, spyware, ad
ware, and phishing schemes. »
BY ERIK LARKIN
ILLUSTRATION BY BRIAN STAUFFER
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In the early days of computer viruses, you could get by with care
ful surfi ng-and without antivirus protection. Now, crooks love nothing more than
to discover a nasty zero-day security fl aw for which there's no defense, and then to
infiltrate otherwise benign and popular Web sites with hidden, malicious program
ming made to attack that security fl aw. While re latively uncommon, such tactics
can ensnare even t he most cautious surfer. Like it or not, you need security tools.

PC World put nine comprehensive
su ites through the wringer. We poked
and prodded, surfed and scanned until
one of the contenders- Norton Inter
net Securi ty 2009-came out on top.
Symantec's suite did a fi ne job, start-

Security Suites Compared: Norton Leads the Field
Antlvirus and antispyware detection
PCW
Rating

SECURITY SUITE

Performance
score

Malware cleanup

Detection of
backdoors,
bots, Trojan
horses, and
spyware

Heuristic
detection
with two·
week-old
signatures

Rootklt
detection
(active and
Inactive
rootklts}'

Rootkit
removal '

Detection of
adware samples

Successful
elimination of
malware

Sym an tec Nor ton
Intern et Security 2009
570 (SSO renewal price)
find .pcworld.com/62138

Superior

99%

48%

95%

100%

97%

80%

2

BitDefender Internet
Security 2009
540 (SSO renewal price)
find .pcworld.com/62139

Very Good

97%

55%

100%

100%

96%

70%

3

Panda Internet
Security 2009
550 (560 renewal price)
find .pcwo rld.com/62141

Very Good

95%

45%

90%

100%

76%

55%

4

McAfee Internet
Security Suite 2009
560 (560 renewal price)
find .pcworld.com/6214 0

Very Good

97%

49%

95%

100%

97%

55%

5

Avi ra Prem ium
Security Suite 8.2
554 (554 renewal price)
find .pcworld.com/62143

Supe rior

99%

55%

100%

44%

100%

55%

6

Kaspersky Internet
Security 2009
580 (5120 renewal price)
find.pcwo rld.com/62144

Superior

96%

52%

85%

78%

98%

70%

7

F·Secure Internet
Security 2009
S60 (546 renewal price}
fi nd.pcworld.com/621 45

Very Good

97%

54%

95%

89%

100%

65%

8

Webroot Internet
Security Essent ials
560 ($50 renewal price)
find .pcworld.com/62146

Very Good

90%

40%

95%

100%

90%

55%

9

Trend Micro Internet
Security Pro 2009
570 ($70 renewal price)
fi nd.pcwo rld.com/62147

Good

69%

22%

95%

100%

68%

75%

II

•
•

CHARTNOTE: Prices and ratings are os of 12/24/08. FOOTNOTES:'Test conducted at default settings. ' Time toscana 741MB file:lower is better.
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ing with an overall malware-detection
rate just shy of 99 percent. It sports an
attractive and well-laid-out interface,
and its automatic updates send new
malware signatures to your PC every
few minutes. Symantec has also incor
porated cloud computing, with on-the
spot online checks to supplement local
scans. Another feature compares a new

program on your PC against a database
of known apps , a step meant to im
prove the suite's performance by pre
venting it from scanning safe programs.
Harnessing the immediacy of t he In
ternet is a trend this year. The F-Secure,
McAfee, and Panda packages all use
online checks to attempt to detect new
malware more quickly, without waiting

for a scheduled signature update.
Though Norton deserves its top spot,
it isn' t for everyone. Norton can't per
form backups, for instance, but four
other suites here can. Also, while Nor
ton's detection rate is very good, it
isn' t the best: Avira's suite took top
honors in identifying both known and
unknown malware. What's more, at $70
for three PCs , Norton is the second
costliest suite ~e tested; only Kasper
sky's package costs more.

How We Tested the Suites

Yes

Yes

46

104

Superior

This strong security suite costs a
little more tha n most alternatives.
but it's easy to use and good at
blocking malic ious software.

Yes

Yes

82

101

Good

BitDefender's suite gives you good
protection for a great price, if you're
willing to put up with a couple of
interface ann!lyances.

Yes

Yes

126

61

VeryOood

The Panda security suite covers all
the bases with its features, and it
scans quickly, but in tests it lagged
some rivals in malware detection.

Yes

No

69

115

Very Good

Its mix of pluses (such as good
detection rates) and minuses (such
as slow scan speed) lands McAfee's
offering in the middle of the pack.

Yes

Yes

60

78

Good

Avira's suite is a good choice for
mo re-technical users who want the
best detection but don't need phone
support or parental contro ls.

Yes

No

47

82

Good

If Kaspersky wants to charge the
highest price, the suite should have
the best protection and a smooth.
intuitive interface. It doesn't.

Yes

Yes

83

163

Very Good

F-Secure's package provides decent
detection and a clear. informative
interface, but other suites offer
stronger protection.

Yes

Yes

69

94

Good

Webroot's first foray into security
suites needs some work- and better
malware detection-before it
becomes worthy of consideration.

Yes

Yes

63

94

Very Good

Trend Micra's latest security suite
fails at the most basic task of
detecting and blocking malicious
software. Not recommended .

To evaluate the suites, PC World again
partnered with AV-Test.org. lhis Ger
man group pitted each suite against its
"zoo" of 654,914 backdoor apps , bots,
worms, Trojan horses, and password
stealers, as well as against 46,246 ad
ware samples. Each suite was allowed
to connect to the Internet to use online
checks, where available. In addition to
detection, tests determined each suite's
ability to clean up malware infections.
Rootkit tests had each suite detect and
remove active and inactive rootkits
stealth malware that hides criminal soft
ware on you r PC. Heuristic and behav
ioral detection tests determined how
well a suite could spot malware for
which it didn't yet have a signature.
The heu ristic tests used two- and four
week-old signature files to simulate
encounters with new malware, while
the behavior tests examined how well a
suite could fl ag malware solely by how
it acted on a PC. AV-Test also assessed
scan speed, both on demand (for scans
kicked off manually or on a schedule)
and on access (for scans of files as the
PC opens or accesses them).
After AV-Test scrutinized the innards,
we tested the design and interface. We
determined how well each suite han
dled alerts and phishing-site blocks . We
then looked at whether settings were at
appropriate defaults, and whether ad
vanced users could easily change them .
For security apps, however, perfor
mance and effectiveness outweigh de
sign, so our scoring depended largely
on each suite's malware detection
»
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and disinfection rates, pl us the scan
speed. We also considered price, sup
port, and features in the final rankings.

(1) Symantec Norton
Internet Security 2009
Symantec Norton Internet Security
2009 ($70 for three users) came in as
the clear winner. It wasn't tops in every
tested category, and it is pricey. But if
you're seekin g a solid product to pro
tect your PC, Norton is a great option.
In AV-Test.org's malware-detection
tests, NorLon did very well , identifying
98.9 percent of the samples. The suite
took top honors in eliminating malware.
It got rid of 80 percent of the files and
Registry changes, thou gh it failed to
scrub all the files from two out of ten
infections. It was similarly strong in
detecting and removing rootkits, clean
ing away all nine active rootkits.
For adware, Norton was average with
a 96.8 percent detection rate. But it
didn't produce any false positives (mis
identifying safe software as harmful).
In heuristic tests with two-week-old
signature files, it tagged just 48.2 per
cent of samples. The new "pulse" up
dates, which send malware signatures
to the progra m every 5 to 15 minutes ,
could help offset that lackluster perfor
mance; Symantec responds quickly to
new wides pread attacks, typically in
less than 2 hours, according to AV-Test.
The new Norton Insight feature uses
Internet elements to identify trusted
apps, which Symantec says can help
scan speed. This suite was the fastest at
on-demand scans, but the sixth fastest
at the more-important on-access checks.
76 I WWW. P C WO RL D . CO M
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scan for missing application or Win
dows patches- a function that 's fairly
common among its competitors .

(2) BitDefender Internet
Security 2009
BitDefender Internet Security 2009 fin
ished in second place. Its low cost gave
it a boost (at $40 for one user, it's th e
least expensive suite here), as did its
strong showing in heuristic tests. But
while BitDefender fixed some annoy
ances
that marred the previous version,
The antispam
Symantlc Nor·
this edition still has some rough edges.
feature adds a
ton Internet
In detecting malware, BitDefender
Security 2009
too lbar to Out
performed reasonably well, catching
look and Outlook
proved to be the
97.3 percent of AV-Test.org's collec
Express , and the
best suite overall.
tion . It did a nice job in proactive tests
firewall will auto
that use two-week-old signature files ,
matically allow known, trusted apps to
acc;ess the Net. The wireless-security
spotting 55 percent of the samples.
feature correctly warned about a test
The suite tossed out only one false
network that used no encryption.
positive warning, and it found and
removed all active and inactive rootkits.
To use the parental controls and pri
vacy features, you must download a
It also cleaned well , eliminating all of
free add-on. Then you can assign access
the files for every infection but one . For
profiles to Windows user accounts, or
half the infections, though, it left some
define types of information your PC
Registry changes in place (these are less
likely to hurt when not cleaned up, how
shouldn't send without authorization .
While the default settings and inter
ever), and scan speed was average .
face are largely well done, in our testing
This version introduces some helpful
features . After installation it
Bitoefender has detemd a ne>.v
warned th at our test laptop
•
storage device.
was on an unencrypted wire
less network. It can also recog
Would you like to scan it for viruses?
nize when you plug in remov
Device type: Removable drive
able storage, and it will ask
Device path: F: \
whether to scan the device .
Although the firewall refrains
0 Never ask me aoain about this type of device
from bugging you about allow
0 Disable automatic device scanning
ing some trusted apps to go on
line, we saw a warning for the
Norton turned off Fire
lesser-known FileZ illa FTP tool.
BitDefender Inter
fox 's antiphishing pro
Also, an apparent bug caused
net Security 2009
tection without any
the Windows Security Center
can scan removable
to declare the suite out-of-date,
warning. Symantec says
storage devices .
despite its updating 40 minutes
the move is meant to
prevent duplicate alerts. Other suites
prior; a reboot cleared the false alarm.
left Firefox's feature on in addition to
A vulnerability scanner can identify
their own, however, and keeping both
missing Windows or app patches, but
means you have two opportunities to
BitDefender appears not to update its
ca tch and block a phishing site.
version list as quickly as it should. The
In spite of all its strengths, Norton
too l reported th e correct ins talled Fire
lacks a backup capability, and it can't
fo x version, 3.0.4, but said that the »
Smonflrawou
lnllUsloo Prevenuon
Emllll 1Uessage ScannlnO
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we protect your digital worlds'

Imagine what
you could do
if you could
predict the future .
We did.

Today, 15,000 new malware threats will attempt
to attack your computer system. Predicting and
intercepting those threats is what we do. ESET" Smart
Security, with ThreatSense Technology, provides faster.
more precise. proactive protection against threats in
one fully integrated solution.
To learn how you can upgrade your security software. or
for a free 30-day trial, visit www.eset .com .

ESET

Smart
Security
A New Way To Think Smart
Antivirus + Antispyware + Antispam + Personal Firewall
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Internet Secl!rity ;uv9 .
Sto

to steal passwords and financial details.
Offering parental
latest version avail
Scan of viruses and other threats
Artemis, a new Internet-based detec
controls
,
backup
,
able was 3.0.1. We
feature, sends a signature of to-be
tion
antispam,
and
anti
likely wouldn 't
Scan all my comput er
files to McAfee servers, which
scanned
phishing,
Panda's
have been notified
then
compare
the files against a data
suite
also
has
a
vul
if we had had an
-~
Scan hard disk
base.
The
feature
likely contributed to
nerability
scanner
outdated browser.
the
McAfee
suite's
decent showing.
that
can
check
for
The parental
Scan mad
In
contrast,
this
suite's
performance
missing patches.
control feature lets
in
behavioral
tests
was
dismal:
It warned
Though some of the
scan ottu~r items
you restrict access
extras could use pol
about some aspect of malware behavior
to Web sites and
Det ect vuln erabllltl es
only 13 percent of the time. All of the
ish , this suite was
programs, and it
other suites but one (F-Secu.re, at 33
the only one of the
can watch for key
words in Web ·
percent) issued a behavior-based warn
group with all of
them. The vulnerabili
ing at least half the time. McAfee's suite
Panda Internet
pages and e-mail or deny IM chats
ty scanner is especial
also failed speed tests, placing second
with particular contacts. When
Security 2009 has
ly welcome, but you
to last for on-access scans. It did better
we tried to download Zango
the widest array of
will need to launch
adware, the parental-control fea
extra features.
in on-demand speed, finishing in fifth.
The interface organizes features intui
ture prevented the action but
the scan manually
tively. But if you click the help link
(you can't schedule it), and the overall
didn't indicate that it was doing so.
while viewing the network map, say,
When we turned the parental controls
security-status report won't change
you won't see the relevant section ; you
even if you' re missing a critical patch.
off, the suite's regular file protection
With the parental-control feature , you
blocked the download from saving
have to hunt for the help you need.
make a log-in and password-distinct
That said, McAfee does offer some
and it displayed the expected pop-up.
from those for Windows accounts-for
convenient touch
es. On the neteach person . Each log-in has a profile
(3) Panda Internet
McAfee Internet
that defines site restrictions.
Security 2009
Security Suite
work map, you
The backup feature can work by file
At S50 for one license, Panda Internet
can click the rout
2009 otters a useSecurity 2009 has a roughly average
er's icon to open
type or by selected folders or drives .
ful and informative
It's easy to set up, but you can schedcost. It detected about 95 percent of
its configuration
network map.
the malware in AV-Test.org's library,
McAfee' SecurityCenter
' Help
ranking seventh out of the group of
nine. The suite attained the same dis
AC!R-47C8UA5fD'1 netwarl<
Upd•l•
appointing rank for its 45.3 percent
detection rate in heuristic tests that
(;) Connt <l • d
~ Seo:__)
use two-week-old signature files .
~
f·'"
Common Tasks
Panda's suite had problems with spy
) Home
I
ware made for banking-info and pass
)
W R.tcttl t f VtnlJ
> G tt ~tNow
word theft, stopping just 69 percent of
> MyA.ccouit
> Manage Network
those particularly harmful varieties. It
) Ml:ntain Cotro.itel
1i'2.1681.101
192.l&S.1.65
LOKI
did a bit better in behavioral detection,
> Bao: up and Res tex t ~ti
catching 8 out of 15 malware samples.
An Internet-based addition, Collective
ule a daily backup only to another hard
page in your browser. McAfee's suite is
Intelligence , sends a hash, or signature,
drive or to a CD or DVD. The antisparn
the only one of the group to offer this
of a to-be-scanned file, along with info
option adds a toolbar and spam folder
minor but well-conceived feature.
about its behavior, to Panda servers . By
to Outlook and Outlook Express .
Less well designed is McAfee's han
comparing the signature against an
dling of a common ad ware file. When
online database, the feature attempts
we tried downloading a Zango screen
(4 ) McAfee Internet
to bolster the suite's scanning and to
Security Suite 2009
saver, the suite correctly displayed a
ramp up its ability to flag new malware.
McAfee Internet Security Suite 2009
warning, but the only remediation
The suite clocked in with the best on
($60 for three users) tagged 97.4 per
option was to remove the program.
access scanning speed, though it was
cent of the malware in .AV-Test's "zoo,"
Electing to do so brought up a McAfee
the slowest for scans kicked off manual
though it lagged with a 90 percent suc
uninstaller, which failed since the
ly or according to a schedule .
cess rate on spyware specifically made
Zango app was not actually installed. »
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* Unlimited webSites
.

Total flexib·1
i ·ity-creat
web hosting sol . e your own
white-label pla utf1ons or resell our
ns rom $0.99/mo

* Unlimited BandWidth
.

·

Unlike other
·
providers
'we
don't
limit yo ur
we site traffic or ch arge
you
extra
b

* Unlimited Web Space

·

Host
large web sites
.
n
kn ·
ever have to
'
owing you'll
pay1ormore
space again.

* U 1·

.
n1m1ted Email

Resell unlimited PO
and offer complete ~3/IMAP mailboxes
Exchange solutions osted Microsoft

Great Features and B.

.

· C1eate your
enefits
• Loa d balanced
ownw;plans and custom sol ·
mdows and Li
unons
. Fast U
•
S web servers in ou
nux options
Private-labeltools - use your
r world·dass data center
Sci>
website for details
own brand name

World Class Web Host1ng
.

~

~

Activated

AntiVir Guard

Enabled

• Onlino protection

Other features include backups,
parental controls, and antispam, plus
smaller tools such as a file shredder.

(5) Avira Premium
Security Suite 8.2

~

Though the suite
Avira Premium
has good help files
Security Suite
8.2 was tops in
and pop-ups are
clear, if you have a
catching malware.
complex question,
you must send an e-mail; the German
company offers no U.S . phone support.

Avira Premium Security Suite 8.2 ($54
for one user) beat all rivals in detection,
spotting 99 .2 percent of AV-Test's mal
Kaspersky Internet
ware. In catching adware, it was an even
Security 2009
better enforcer, tagging 99.6 percent.
Kaspersky Internet Security 2009 is the
priciest suite here ($80 for three users).
111e sweep continued in heuristic tests
with two-week-old signature files, where
That cost might be justified if it deliv
it caught 55.3 percent of the samples.
ered top performance and a smooth
It identified au active and inactive
user experience-but it doesn 't.
rootkits , too. But in a surprising about
The suite picked out 95 .6 percent of
face, it cleaned up only four out of nine
AV-Test.org's malware. It did better in
active rootkits, a last-place finish.
heuristic tests that used two-week-old
signature files (with a 52 percent suc
111e scan speed was good, putting
cess rate), and in a test of its ability to
Avira 's suite in second behind Panda's
for on-access scans and nabbing a
warn about an infection based on the
third-place finish in on-demand scans.
malware's behavior (60 percent).
The interface needs polish . Techies
Kaspersky says it rewrote its anti
virus engine this year to boost scan
will recognize terms , but typical users
might not. Plus, the
speed, but Avira and
interface divides set
Panda beat it in on
(;3 Threats
tings into a basic
access scans, and
Malicious programs
view and an expert
only Norton topped
mode . The former
Kaspersky for onhides a lot of set
demand scans .
tings; to access the
For adware, this
antispam settings ,
Russian-made su ite
Adwar~ and other programs
for example, you
had a 98.1 percent
0M.are
must enter expert
detection rate-a
0 Autn-dalers
mode . The antis pam
third-place finish. But
D
Other programs
feature also stands
to get that kind of
out as the only one
Compresffd files
performance, you
tested that doesn 't
may have to tweak
add a toolbar to any
the settings.
e-mail program.
Kaspersky Internet
In our tests using default set
The backup feature
Security 2009 stops
tings, this was the only suite that
is decent. You can
adware decently- ii
did nothing when we tried down
choose one or more
loading a Zango adware screen
you tweak its settings.
directories or drives ,
saver. After asking Kaspersky, we
pick a destination, and schedule it to
found that to block it we'd have to en
work d aily, weekly, or whenever you
able checking for 'other' adware, which
insert a specific USB storage device.
isn' t on by default. But it should be.

(a)
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When you enable parental controls , it
sets every Windows user account to the
'child' filter by default. Figuring out
how to change that isn't intuitive.
We give Kaspersky credit for trying to
use data from Secunia, a partner security
company, to identify unsafe system set
tings, plus software and OS patches
whose absence can create big security
holes. But the suite's unintuitive Secu
rity Analyzer will leave you scratching
your head with its recommendations .
The suite has an antispam feature th at
integrates with several e-mail programs.
It has no backup options, however.

(7 ) F-Secure Internet
Security 2009
F-Secure Internet Security 2009 ($60
for three users) has multiple scanning
engines : its own, plus two others
licensed from Kaspersky and Norman.
The DeepGuard 2.0 feature sends a sig-

Whli t Lhouid t do?

0 Quor-.....

o- ..... nl<Clad Ne
O E.-~om....,

0 Oo ftOthlng

nature for sus
F·Securelntemet
pected malware
Security 2009
to F-Secure
gives clear, descrip·
servers, where
live pop-up alerts.
it's scanned
against a database of known bad actors.
Unfortunately those features don' t ·
translate into an especially good mal
ware detection rate . F-Secure's suite
identified 96.6 percent of AV-Test.org's
zoo of nasties, a fifth-place result.
The suite did well with adware, as its
99.5 percem detection rate was second
best in that test. In heuristic tests with
two-week-old signature files , its rate of
54.1 percent ranked th ird. But it caught
malware based solely on the invader's
behavior only a third of the time.
»

"25 Products
We Can't Live Without"
March 2008

Is This Your
Password System?

Ours is Better!

Amazingly fast and easy to use, RoboForm
automatically:

--

------

./ Remembers your usernames and passwords .

./ Logs you into all your favorite websites .

./ Reduces your many passwords to just one .

./ Increases security and helps protect your identity.

./ Fills long forms and so much more!
We've been saving you time and making your
life easier since 1999. More than 26 million
downloads, and over 100 five star ratings
later we are by far the World's #1 Rated
Password Manager.

RoboForm has earned prestigious recognition
including PC Magazine Editors' Choice, CNET's
Best Software of the Year, and PC World's
"25 Products We Can't Live Without."

-'.'"'i-----~-~

lfJ !"~~~ Internet Security Pro

.

~
It was by far the slowest for
on-access scan speed; results
were a little better for on[J
demand speed. It was like
wise poky in quarantining
malware, taking several min
utes (during which time the
suite checks for any addition
al, related files , the company says).
The pop-up displayed before the pro
gram takes quarantine action is clear
and informative. The overall interface is
well laid-out and easy to use, too.
F-Secure's parental controls work a
bit differently. Instead of assigning a
profile to each Windows user account,
you create a password for each profile
so that any profile is accessible within
any Windows account. Anyone opening
a browser starts on the 'small child'
profile. Entering the 'teenager' or 'par
ent' password switches to that profile.

------- --
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Protected
Pro now

(9 ) Trend Micro
Internet Security
Pro2009

Trend Micro Internet Securi
ty Pro 2009 ($70 for three
Person11Flrow..
users) fails at any security
Protktlon SllllUS:
Conlrolt
suite's
most important task:
Sullscr1ptlon:
Identifying malware before it
can attack your PC. The suite's
Trend Micro
scanner, a Privacyware fire
dismal 69.3 percent detection
w~ 11 , and on line backup
Internet Security
rate was 20 percentage points
using Webroot's own serv
2009 offers good,
behind the next worst score.
plain-English fea 
ers. But it lacks parental
It let three out of every ten
controls, antispam, and
ture descriptions.
browser-based antiphish
pieces of AV-Test's malicious
software go by untouched .
ing capabilities , and it struggled with
It likewise fell flat in heuristic tests
the core task of identifying malware .
using two-week-old signature files , as
In AV-Test.org tests, it identified only
89.56 percent of the ma]ware "zoo .'' It
well as in catching annoying adware,
likewise disappointed in heuristic tests
ranking dead last in both categories .
using two-week-old signature files, with
The company says it emphasizes pro
a detection rate of just 39.8 percent.
active protection that tries to block
threats before they can install malware.
The suite did a good job identifying
Trend Micro uses its own Web crawl
and removing dormant and
active rootkits , and it missed
ers, download tests, and user reports
1
only one active rootkit. But
to maintain a database of malicious
1( AntMrus and
.
surprisingly it lagged at iden
Web sites , and will block those sites
Last fun sweep: To<lay
from loading on your PC. It's a valid
;::::======: .,/ Shiekls: 13of1 3 Reconmended s tifying adware, tagging only
approach-one that could supplement
90.4 percent of the junk.
Sweep Now
The licensed firewall uses
scanning for malware-but it can't yet
an
old-school
approach
:
It
replace that core detection task.
Backup
starts out in a training mode
Trend Micro's package did shine in
Firewnll
J
:=:======::: X Last badwp: Never
for
seven
days,
after
which
it
cleaning
up, removing all the files from
deenup
J
& !S tatus: Ho badwp account dete
will
nine
prompt
you
on
any
new
out
of ten infections . It was almost
Actlv&te Ac~unt
software
it
notices.
as
good
in
dealing with Registry chang
l~@f
--pUons
0----~l
Webroot's backup feature
es, placing second in th at test.
flrewaa
offers 2GB of free online
Interesting features include a scan for
The antispam feature
storage, but we weren't able
Webroot Internet
missing Windows patches (assigning a
adds a button to Outlook
risk level for each one). You 'll also get
Security Essento create an account and test
Express, Outlook, and
a useful Wi-Fi advisor button in a brows
it because ofWebroot server
tlals contains comWindows Mail that per
problems. The suite also had
ponents licensed from
er toolbar that can warn you if your
difficulty keeping Windows
mits allowing or filtering
several vendors.
wireless network lacks encryption-a
senders, but it has no
Security Center notified; we
smart tool placed in a good location .
twice got false alerts about the absence
option to label a specific message as
Trend Micro also did well with its
spam . Missing are an integrated system
of a firewall and the suite's being out
interface, and clearly took time to pro
backup function and the ability to block
of-date. One of the firewall false alarms
vide good descriptions for features and
known phishing pages as you surf.
persisted until we rebooted.
options. Right away we noticed the use
While the interface looks good and
of plain English throughout the suite.
But the company went too far with its
has a clear presentation, some aspects
(8 ) Webroot Internet
need tweaking. For one thing, locating
Security Essentials
desire to simplify, as we saw no alerts
activity logs is a challenge-and you may
Webroot Internet Security Essentials
when it blocked our attempted Zango
($60 for three users) marks the antispy
go searching for those logs to learn the
adware download. You can change the
ware company's first foray into security
file names and locations of quarantined
defaults to display warnings about mal
suites. It consists of a Sophos antivirus
items, since alert pop-ups list neither.
ware, but you shouldn't have to . •
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I'm Todd Davis, CEO of Lifelock, and 457-55-5462
is my real Social Security number.
Each week brings new headlines of yet another
major identity breach: 260,000 Social
Security numbers released in Wisconsin,
45.7 million credit and debit card records
stolen from anational retail chain, and the list
goes on. The fact is another identity is stolen
every three seconds, but I put my information
out there because of my complete confidence
in Lifelock's ability to protect my identity.
As the leader in proactive identity theft
protection, Lifelock works to help stop identity

theft by reducing your risk  even if your
information falls into the wrong hands. And
what we don't stop, we'll fix at our expense,
up to $1 million. So whatever happens,
you're protected.

Special offer .
For a limited time, I'd like to give you Lifelock
absolutely free for 30 days so you can have
the same peace of mind I have. Call now and
protect yourself today.

EXCLUSIVE OFFER

30 DAYS FREE

ToddDavis,
CEO ofLifd.<xk

call 1-866-247-2763
NiNer ~your &Jcial Security number unnecessarily. No payment, no obliga ion tor 30 days. Mer 30 days, your e1edil card will illlomalically be billed. You can cancel at any time without penalty. Tllis otter Is exclusive
to new members ooly and does no! apply to exisling Llfelock members. See web sile for Terms and Conditions of Guarantee (Wairanty).

Ad provided by MediaBids.com • 1-866-236-2259

Forget boring tech:
Here are some of the most innovative,
interesting products we've seen
(or are waiting to see) this year.
BY DAN TYNAN
PHOTOGRAPH BY MARC SIMON

Innovation: San
Disk's inexpensive
Sansa SlotRadio
music player is tiny
and trendsetting.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--<O

[ HP Mini 1000 Netbook
In this year of the netbook, few will be as stylish as
Sony's 1.5-pound VAIO P or HP's Vivienne Tam
designed Mini 1000 (right) , with designer handbag
looks-and a price tag to match ($700). Basic black
versions running XP Home or HP's own Mobile Inter
net (Mi) interface built on top of Ubuntu Linux start at
$360. All three 2.5-pound base models feature surpris
ingly spacious keyboards, 9-inch screens, and up to
16GB of solid-state storage or 60GB hard drives . One
option lets you access high-speed 3G wireless networks.

Available: Now; $360+

HTCs743
Handset

Available:First quarter;
$500 to S600

Is even a netbook too hefty for your
high-flying lifestyle? Try this Windows
Mobile smart phone on for size. HTC's
s743 packs more features into its slim
4.6-by-1. 7-inch frame than most full-size
notebooks offer. In fact, you get two of
nearly everything. Two keyboards, for
instance: a 12-key pad for making calls
and a slide-out QWERTY unit for two
handed texting. And two cameras: a
3.2-megapixel CCD for still images plus
one with VGA resolution for video calls .
Also, the s743 's Wi-fi and 3G antennas
give you two ways to connect.

Linksys by Cisco Wireless Home Audio
Move over Sanos. Linksys by Cisco enters the Wi-Fi hi-Ii business with its Wireless
Home Audio system, which lets you distribute high-quality music in two rooms for
less than SlOOO. It uses your existing 802.lln network to transfer the music,
whether you're using the Conductor (a stand-alone player with a CD slot
and built-in speakers) , the Director (a 50-watt amp that connects
your speakers), or the Player (which streams digital music to
an existing stereo). The Controller (shown here) lets you
pick which music you want to hear in what room .

Available: First quarter; SlOOO+ (for Direc
tor, Player, Controller, and two remotes)
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Novatel
Wireless MiFi
Why hunt for a hotspot when
you can carry one in your pock
et? Novatel's slender, cigarette
case-size MiFi lets you build a
portable Wi-Fi network around
a high-speed 3G cellular con
nection. You can share a single
mobile broadband account be
tween multiple users and/or
devices, whether you' re at
home, in a hotel room, or in
some dark region of the world
where even a Starbucks hot
spot can't be found. (You will,
however, have to supply your
own lattes.) Available for EvDO
Rev A and HSPA (GSM) net
works from selected wireless
carriers , as yet unannounced.

Available: By midyear; $200+

Microvision
ShowWX

lpevo
Kaleido R7
More than just another pretty pic
ture holder, Ipevo's Wi-Fi-enabled

Available:
Second
half of the
year; S300
to SSOO

7-inch digital frame displays Flickr
photo streams, biogs, and other
Web sites via a built-in RSS feed
reader. Install Ipevo's EyeStage
software on your iPhone or your
Windows Smart Phone, and you can
snap pix with your cell and beam

Tired of squinting at videos on a
tiny handset? Connect your phone
or laptop to Microvision's pocket
size projector to display photos , movies , and more on the walJ
at image widths of 6 to 100 inches . Roughly 4.5 inches by 2 inches
and just 0. 5 inch thick, the Show WX is a fraction of the size of
most business projectors, yet it can project DVD-quality images
in wide-screen format . Road warriors can take their dog-and
pony shows anywhere-without feeling like a pack mule. Still
just a prototype, but expected to go into production this spring.

them directly to the frame. Buttons
on the bottom let you choose the
source of photos and launch them
in your PC's browser. Flip the screen
90 degrees to view images in land

Location-Based Technologies
PocketFinder

scape or portrait mode. Use a USB
cable to add pictures to its 512MB
of internal memory or plug in the
usual variet y of memory cards. Or
just place it on
the shelf with the
power switched
off; it looks good
all by itself.

Available:
March; $199
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Locate your luggage, your pets , and/ or people
anywhere on the planet with these cookie-size
GPS devices. Just hook one to your cat's col
lar, a suitcase, or your child 's keychain; then
log on to the Web or dial a number to find
out where they are , within 30 feet of their
location. The PocketFinder ca n tell you how
fast your leadfoot teenagers are driving and send
you a text message when they enter or leave predes
ignated areas (like the school library or the mall).
Batteries run for 7 days on a single charge, and you
get a text message when the juice is running low.

Available: March;
Sl29, plus $13
a month for
locator service

SanDisk Sansa SlotRadio ]
Why pay 99 cents a track for music when you can get the player and 1000
songs for $100? The 1.5-inch-square SlotRadio takes fingernail-size, high
capacity memory cards ; the base model ships with a card that contains
1000 songs handpicked from Billboard charts in six ge nres (alternative,
country, urban) , or grouped by theme ("chillout" or "workout"). Addi
tional 1000-song slot cards will be available later this year for $40 apiece.
The catch? Someone else picks the songs, not you. But with artists like
Keith Urban, The Killers, and U2 on the bill, there is
sure to be something for everyone. The device's
touch screen and side buttons enable you to jump
between genres and skip songs you don 't like; or
you can tune in the built-in FM radio.

Available: Early this year; SlOO

»
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Silicon Mountain
Allio High-Definition
LCD TV
It's like having a big-box store in a sin
gle box. Silico n Mountain's Allio com
bines a big-screen HDlV with a Blu
ray/ DVD playe r, an integrated DVR,
and a Vista PC. The fl ags hip 42-inch
model features an Intel Core 2 Duo
E8400 processor, 4GB of memory, a
terabyte of storage, a wireless key
board , and 64-bit Windows Vista Home
Premium for around $2800. A 32-inch
LCD set with less hefty specs starts at
$1699. Picture-in-picture and split
screen features allow you to integrate
Internet content with broadcas ts and
disc-based entertainment, so you can
watch NFL games while scanning stats
at NFL.com, or keep up
with a ga me while you
watch a Blu-ray disc.

I

Available:

First quarter:
51699 to 52799

j Olympus Stylus
Ll-ough-8000

This ruggcdized 12-megapixel camera takes a licking and keeps on clicking.
Go ahead: Knock it off the table, or sit on it. The T-8000 can withstand 6--foot
drops and 220 pounds of pressure. Accidentally drop it in the drink? No
sweat. The T-8000's interi or rubber gaskets seal out seawater down to 33
feet, while its water-repellent coating keeps droplets from forming on the
lens. Take it snowboarding-the T-8000 operates at temperatures as low as
14 degrees Fahrenheit. Even if your hands arc shaking from the cold, your
photos won't show it, thanks to the camera's dual image stabilization.

Gefen Wireless
for HDMI Extender
For years vendors have been promising (but not deliver
ing) wi reless high-definition streaming. Now Gefen has
fi nally cut the cord. I ts HDMI Extender uses ultrawide
band (UWB) technology to beam 1080p HD video and 7.1
surround sound audio 'rom any HDMI device to high-def
displays up to 30 feet away- without interference from
Wi-Fi, cordless phones. or other wireless signals. No
need to run cables behind the walls or to squeeze your
DVR, Blu -ray player, PlayStation 3, or Xbox 360 into an
overcrowded component console.
And if you want to move your play
er or screen, you won't have
to tear it all out and start
from scratch.

Available:Now; S999

BB
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Available: February;

$400

lnnergie
mCube90G
lnnergie

Tired of schlepping separate
AC adapters for each cell
phone, media player, camera,
laptop, and every other por
table gizmo you own? So are
we. That's the reason we' re
so excited about the lnnergie
mCube 90g, which promises
to be the first one-plug-fits
all solution for gadgets. The
Available: Second quarter;
mCube converts electricity
under SlOO (estimated )
from wall outlets (65 to 240
volts) to the DC power your
device requires. It even adapts to DC power sources such as
those in cars and commercial airliners. The caveat? Devices
must support the Greentalk protocol; at launch, qualifying
products will include some HP TouchSmart PCs, NEC laptops,
Panasonic cordless phones, Ricoh cameras, Canon printers ,
iPods , and iPhones . Could be more, but a good start.
»

.• neat™
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Free the information
trapped on your paper
"//////////////////////////////////,

Transform paper into information you can use.
Our software and scann ing solutions identify and free the
information that's trapped on paper so you can organize,
store and use it. You can manage your financial informati o n,
org anize import ant documents electronica ll y, eve n convert
business ca rds into contact files. After all, what you reall y
want is the information on the paper, not the paper itsel f.
..,.. Vis it www.neatco.com to learn how to free
the information trapped on your paper.

Psyko 5.1 Gaming Headset ]
In onlinc games, sometimes the only difference between nailing a
perfect kill shot and being a stain on the pavement is a few miJli
seconds of latency. Psyko claims that its gaming headset delivers
"instant positional awareness," so you can hear your opponent's
movements moments before he or she hears yours. The secret?
The company's proprietary psychoacoustic technology simulates
S.1 surround sound without the use of digital signal processors,
reducing delays to almost no thing and permitting real-time game
play. So go ahead, kill or be killed-it's up to you .

logear Wireless USB Audio/
Video Kit
Looking for an easy way to watch YouTube on the boob tube?

Available:
First quarter;

5299

Iogear's Wireless USS AudioNideo Kit Lets you transmit the
wealth of media content stored on your PC's hard drive-or
pulled from the Net-to any
display Located up to 30 feet
away. Connect the Wireless
USS Host to your PC, and the
audio and VGA adapters to
your display; it will transmit

Pioneer AVIC F500BT
It's not the destination; it's how you get
there that counts . Pioneer's first das h
mounted navigation and entertainment
system gets you there in style-without
your having to rip out your factory-

Available:
Now; 5600

installed stereo. Just connect
it to your car radio's auxiliary
port; the FSOOBT gives you
voice control over your cell phone and an
Apple iPod via Bluetooth connections. A
5.8-inch touch-panel display offers big,
easy-to-read maps, along with turn-by-turn
directions and aU of the other things you
expect from a world-class GPS device.
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stereo sound and HD images up
to 720p. Now you can listen to Pan
dora and watch Hulu without having to
strap your Laptop to the idiot box.

Available:
March; S350

D·Link Xtreme N DIR-685
Is it a Wi-Fi router, a network-attached storage device, or a digital
photo frame? It's all three at once, and a lot more. D-Link throws
everything but the kitchen sink into its next-generation 802.11 n
router. Plug a 2.S-inch drive into the DIR-68S's open slot, and
it's a NAS device that lets you access files from anywhere on your
home network or on the Internet, thanks to D-Link's FTP server
software. Plug a printer or a hard drive into one of its USB ports,
and you can share that device across your home network. The
3.2-inch LCD doubles as a status
gauge and as a digital photo frame
that supports Framechannel , so
you can display RSS feeds, weath
er or news headlines , or online
photos from services like Flickr
and Picasa.
Available: First quarter;
price to be determined

»

NEW
GoodSync
Version 7!
Now with FTP!

Synchronize
Your Life!

~utomatic

backup and synchronization made easy...

Now you can automatically compare, synchronize,
3nd back up your emails, precious family photos,
contacts, MP3s, financial documents, and other
important files locally - between desktops, laptops,
5ervers, and external drives, as well as through FTP.

GoodSync Version 7 will:

I
I
I
I
I

GoodSync's powerful technology is years ahead
of the pack. Excellent reviews by industry experts
and customers alike solidify GoodSync as a
leader in file backup and synchronization.

Automatically synchronize and backup all your data.

PC World Readers
Download GoodSync Today

Prevent file deletion and data loss, remove duplicates.

It's FREE!

Organize/transfer files between multiple devices.
Sync and back up files locally or through FTP.

,

Help you achieve complete peace of mind!

---......._

www.GoodSync.com/PCW
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Samsung 8000 Series LCD ]
How green is your lV? Because they use low-power LEDs for
backlighting instead of fluorescent lamps, models in this line
of Samsung HD1Vs use 40 percent less energy th an equivalent
LCD sets. LEDs also offer greater contrast ratio, deeper blacks,
and crisper colors. The 8000 series adds a 240-MHz refresh
rate-four times the rate of standard LCDs-for blur-free fast
motion scenes. An ethernet port lets you hook the set to your
home network and access content from Yahoo, YouTube, or
Flickr (selected via widgets at the bottom of the screen) . And
did we mention that it's barely more than an inch thick?

Acoustic
Research
ARW51
Despite the hype about surround
sound home theater, most people
never connect all five (or more)
speakers because they don't want
to run wires all over the room.
Acoustic Research's modular wire
less speaker conversion system
fixes that. Connect the ARWSl's
transmitter to your AN receiver and
wireless receivers to each speaker
and subwoofer, and then place them
wherever you want; a 60-watt digi
tal amp in each receiver gives
plenty of audio oomph. The
transmitter's circuitry
avoids interference
from other devices.

Available: First half of the year; pricing to be determ in ed

Telenav
Shotgun
This two-way GPS
device is for strang
ers in strange lands
or at least business
travelers in unfamil
iar cities. Using the Telenav Connected Service, you
plus SlO to
can track how many miles you've driven merely by
Sl2 a month
clicking the Start Capture button, assign the mileage
to a client or project, and then download reports from the My Telenav
site in Excel or PDF format, making ex pense reporting a snap. A browser
plug-in lets you grab addresses off the Web and send them to the device.
The service also displays the cheapest local gas prices and reviews of
local restaurants and hotels, and lets you rate the businesses yourself.

Available: First
quarter; $599

0
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The Palm Pre smart phone-which will mark the long-awaited debut of the
new Palm operating system called WebOS-emerged as one of the most
talked-about items unveiled at January's 2009 Consumer Electronics Show
in Las Vegas. Slick looking, with an ergonomic curved body, a slide-out ver
tical QWERTY keyboard, and a multitouch screen, the Pre (which will roll
out first on Sprint's EvDO network) could pose a major threat to both the
iPhone and T-Mobile's Gl (which is based on Google's Android OS) . Palm 's
WebOS can handle full multitasking-something that the iPhone can't doand the Pre can save pages for offiine viewing on
Available: By midyear;
the Webkit-based browser, another feature that
price not set
competing smart phones lack. •
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ere's
Secure Your Vista PC With 10 Easy Tweaks
You don't have to
invest in an expensive
security suit e to lock
down Windows Vista
on your PC. Here's
how to protect your
computer using free
software and a few
simple adjustments.

judicious changes using the
security tools within Win
dows Vista-and in some
cases by adding a few pieces
of free software-you can
lock down your operating
system like a security pro .

Consult t he Windows
Security Center

BY ROBERT VAMOSI

For a quick overview of your
security settings, visit the
Windows Security Center,
where you' ll find the status
of your system firewall , auto
matic update, malware pro
tection, and other security
settings. Click Scan•

WINDOWS VISTA may be
Microsoft's most secure
operating system ever, but
it's a far cry from being com
pletely secure. In its fresh-

SECURITYSPECIALRE* T
from-the-box configuration,
Vista still leaves open the
possibility that your person
al data may leak out to the
Web through Windows Fire
wall, or that some nefarious
bot will alter your browser
settings without your know
ing it. But by making a few

Comrol Pa11el•Secun·ry
Ce11tcr, or just click the
shield icon in the task tray.
If you see any entries with
red or yellow shading, you
are not fully protected. For
example, if you haven' t yet
installed an antivirus prod
uct, or if your current anti
virus product is out-of-date,
the Malware section of the

Serurity essentials
To help protect your computa, ma ke sure tht fo ur security essentials bdow are m.nked On or OK.
Us1ng Windows S«unty ( -'.ntCJ

Automatic updating

On

Malware protec11on

Check settings O

VIrus protf!CUon

\"lin dows d id not find antivirus soft w1rr: on this
Show m t- "")' av11Uble opba ns..

comput ~.

Spyw.re ...i other.-., p«>tection

Mii

Wtnd<>M Oef'Cf'ldts is actively p<ettcting your comput~.

How does o1nb· mffw1rf: scftware hdp protf'Ct my ccmp.zterr

IN WINDOWS SECURITY Center you'll find the status of your system's
firewall, auto update, malware protection, and other security settings.
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SOFTWARE EXPLORER, WHICH you can reach through Windows
Defender, displays lists of applications from several categories.

Security Center should be
yellow. Windows doesn' t
offer a built-in antivirus util
ity, so you must install your
own. For free antivirus, I
recommend AVG Anti-Virus
8 (find.pcworld.com/61327).

Use Windows Defender
as a Diagnost ic Tool
The Security Center's Mal
ware section also reports on
antispyware protection, and
for that security component
Vista relies on Windows De
fender. Though the antispy
ware protection in your anti
virus utility usually trumps
the protection that Micro
soft supplies , there are sev
eral good reasons to keep
Windows Defender enabled .
One is that every antispy
ware program uses a differ
ent definition of what is and
what is not spJ"vare, so
redundant protection can

offer some practical benefit.
Another reason to keep
Windows Defender enabled
is diagnostics. Click Tools,
and choose Software Explorer
from the resulting pane. You
can display lists of applica
tions from several catego
ries, including Currently
Running Programs , Network
Connected Programs, and
Winsock Service Providers,
but Startup Programs is per
haps the most useful. Click
on any name in the left win
dow, and full details will
appear in the right pane. By
highlighting any of the pro
grams listed, you can re
move, disable, or enable it.

Disable Vi st a's
Start Up Menu
Windows Vista keeps track
of all the documents and
programs you launch in the
Start Up menu. This can be

convenient for some users,
but on the other hand it can
compromise your privacy if
you share a computer within
an office or household. For
tunately Windows Vista pro
vides an easy way to cweak
this setting. To protect your
privacy, follow these steps:
I. Right-click on the task
bar and select Propenies.
2. Click the Stan Menu tab.
3. Uncheck Store anddisplay

AdoancedSccun"ry
icon. This manage
ment interface dis
plays the inbound
and outbound
rules. Click Win

Domain
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f'ldjo
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Lockout Policy.
3. Choose Accoum
Lockout Threshold.
4. At the prompt,
enter the number of
invalid log-ins you 'll
accept (say, 3).
5. Click OK and
close the window.

dows Firewalls Prop
e11ies. You should

now see a dialog
box that contains
several tabs. For
Audit Your
each profile
Attackers
OK
II Um! I :wr
Domain, Private,
With the Account
a list ofrecemly opmedfiles .
and Public-first
THE WINDOWS FIREWALL located within the Vista
Lockout policy in
4. Uncheck Store and display
change the setting
operating system blocks all Incoming traffic that looks
place, you can now
a list ofrecemly openedprograms.
to Block and then
malicious or suspicious. Unfortunately, by default, the
enable auditing to
5. Click OK.
click OK.
firewall's outbound protection is not enabled.
see any attempted
Enabling the
attacks on your
Ultimately, I recommend
Arrange for Two -Way
two-way firewall will, how
account. To turn on auditing
Firewall Protection
introducing a more robust
ever, block all applications
for failed log-on events, per
No desktop should be with
third-party firewall for bet
from accessing the Internet;
form the following steps:
out a personal firewall , but
so before you leave Windows
ter protection. Go with
1. Click the Start. button,
even if the Security Center
either Comodo Firewall Pro
Firewall with Advanced Se
type secpol.msc, and then
says you're protected, you
(find.pcworld.com/61961 ) or
click the sccpol icon.
curity, scroll down to and
may not be. The Windows
ZoneAlarm (find .pcworld.com/
click 011tbo1111d Rules and then
2. Click Local Policies and
Firewall that Vista comains
New Ruic in the uppc::r-righL
62327), boLh of which are
then Audit Poliry.
blocks all incoming traffic
free and have fared well in
corner. Select Program, and
3. Right-click the Audit ac
that might be malicious or
on the next screen browse to
independent firewall testing.
co11m logo11 cocms policy option
suspicious-and that' s cer
the program path for Inter
and then select Properties.
net Explorer, iTunes, or
tainly a good thing. But out
Lock Out
4. Check the Farlurc box,
bound protection is not
whatever applications you
Unwanted Guests
and click OK.
enabled by default. That 's a
If you share your PC with
5. Right-click the Audit log
have that require access to
the Internet. For each one,
others (or even if you don \t),
dangerous situation if some
011 eDellls policy option, and
new malicious software finds
on the next screen, select
Windows Vista includes a
then select Properties.
its way onto your PC.
Allow the co111tcctio11, and then
convenient way to prevent
6. Check the Failure box,
name each rule you create.
unwanted guests from cor
Microsoft did include the
and click OK.
tools for Windows Vista to
You will need to create a
rectly guessing your system
1. Close the Local Security
have a true two-way firewall ,
new rule for every app that
administrator password.
Policy window.
but finding the setting is a bit
When you set up users and
At this point you can use
accesses the Internet.
complicated . (Hint:
declare one user as
the Event Viewer (by run
Don't bother look
ning eventvwr.msc) to view
admi nistrator (with
ing in the Win
the logs maintained under
full privileges),
•O Startlntf"U
dows Firewall set
Windows Logs and Security.
Windows Vista
ICus1l>om... I
Tl"is monu s"1to gves you.....,. aci:= tD yc.1
folders, favonte IJ«9"aTtS, and ~ eard"I .
tings dialog box.)
allows outsiders
0 Oossic: St.YI menu
unlimited guesses
Secure Your Internet
To get two-way
Ths monu style~ yeu the lool: llnd
fi.nctionalty of preo.'10US versions of lVndows.
protection in Win
at the password
Explorer Settings
Pnvocy
dows Vista, click
that you chose.
The Windows Security Cen
S!Dre and display a lis t of re<:enlly ~ files
the Stan. button;
Here' s how to
ter will also report whether
Store and display a lis t of re<:ently opened programs
in the search
limit the guesses .
your Internet Explorer 7 (or
1. Click Sra1T, and
IE 8) security settings are at
space, type wf.msc
Cl(
II Car>c2I I L ~
and press <Enter>.
then type Local
their recommended levels.
Security Policy.
WINDOWS VISTA KEEPS track of all of the documents
If the screen shows this sec
Then click the Win
2. Click Accormt
»
and programs that you launch in the Start Up menu.
tion highlighted in red,
dows Firewall with
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Here's How
aga inst that, since UAC is
you can adj ust the set
mea nt to wa rn you o f
tings within th e browser.
Tu rn on User Account Control (UAC) to make your co mputer mo re secu re 
1
potential dange r. Instead ,
1. In In ternet Explorer's
User Ac count Contr ol (UAC) can help prevent una uthouzcd changes to your computer.
install TwcakUAC ( find .
We recommend th at you leave UAC turned on to help prote ct yo ur computer.
men u bar, click Tools.
you leave UAC turned on to help protect your computer.
pcworld.com/61960), a fr ee
2. In the drop-dow n
utility
that allo ws yo u to
list, click Imcrnct Optiom.
0 UsoUs
turn UAC on o r off and
3. Select the Smnity ta b.
offers an intermedi ate
4. Within the Security
"q uiet" mode that kee ps
DESIGNED TO PREVENT rogue remote software from automatically installing
tab, cl ick Custom Level.
(among other things), UAC tends to thwart legitimate software installations
UAC on but suppresses
Here you 'll sec a win
by interrupting the process several times with useless messages.
adm inistration elevation
dow with all the brows
prompts. With Twcakcr' s security options. If
working with OpcnDNS .
Live With User
UAC in quiet mode, UAC will
any are below the recom
mended level (perhaps
Go to Sta11•Co11trol Panel•
seem to be off to users with
Account Control
because malware reco n
Network a11d lntcm ct, and
administrator accounts, but
One area where so me peo
fi gured your browser set
then click Network and Shar
those with standard user ac
ple might want to see the
tings) , these options will be
ing Cenrcr. Under the tasks
counts will still be promp ted .
Wi ndows Security Center
highlighted in red . To alccr
listed on th e left , click Man
turn red is in Vista 's User
an individu al setting, click
age Network Co111tectio11s. In
Account Control (UAC) , per
Check Your Work
the appropriate radio but
the Manage Netwo rk Con
haps the most co ntroversial
Now that you have tweaked
ton. To reset them all, use
nections window, perform
Windows Vista, yo u can
securi ty fea ture within the
the button nea r the bottom
Vis ta opera ting sys tem. De
kee p tabs on your machine's
the followin g steps.
of the tab. You can change
1. Right-cl ick t he ico n rep
signed to keep rogue remote
security with the System
the overall security setting
software from automatica lly
resent ing your netwo rk card .
Health Report. lllis diagnos
for Inte rnet Explorer from
2. Click Propenics.
installing (among o ther
tic too l takes in put from the
the default Med ium-High
thi ngs), UAC has a tende ncy
3. In the Properti es list,
Performance and Reliabili ty
setting to the recommended
click !111cn1ct Protocol Vcrsio11 4.
to thwart legitimate soft
Monitor and turns it into an
High or Med ium, if you li ke.
4. Click the Properties but
ware insta llations by inter
informat ion-packed report
Click OK to save and close.
ton in the ensuing screen .
rupting the process seve ral
that can spotlight po tential
tim es with useless messages.
5. Select the Use t!1cfallowing
secu rity problems.
Use OpenDNS
In Wi ndows 7 you 'll be able
DNS serveraddresses button .
1. Open Comrol Pa11d.
Domain Name System (DNS)
to set UAC to the level yo u
6. Type in a primary
2. Click System.
servers act as a phone book.
address of 208.67.222.222 .
want. Unti l then, yo u do
3. In the Tasks list , click
When you type a d o main
7. Type in a seco ndary
have so me options.
Peifim11a11cc (nea r the bot
name such as 'pcwo rld.com '
address of 208.67.220.220 .
One possibility is to d is
to m of the list) .
in the address bar, for in
8. ClickOK.
able UAC. I would cautio n
4. In th e resulting Tasks
stance, Internet Exp lorer
list , click Advanced 100/s
sends that common(near the top of the list) .
name reques t to your
5. Click the last item o n
In tern et service prov id
the resu lting list: G mc1~
er's DNS servers, which
ate a !)'Stem health rcpon .
then convert the alpha
The report wi ll list any
numeric character string
miss ing drive rs that
into a series of numbers,
might be causing erro r
or an IP address . DN S
codes, will tell you
servers have come under
whether your antivi rus
Initialize and script ActiveX controls not marked
attac k in recent years, as
protection is installed ,
0 Disable (recommended)
enterprisi ng online crimi
wi ll declare whet her
and
@ rm~.,~4,11141
nals seek to red irect com
UAC is turned on. You
0 Prompt
mon DNS preferences to
may wa nt to run this
servers that t heir inter
report once a month just
ests control. One way to
THE WINDOWS SECURITY Center will report whether your Internet Explorer
to make sure that every
prevent such abuse is by
security settings are currently adjusted to t heir recommended levels.
thing is still good .
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Here's How
Rip Studio-Quality Audio From Your CDs
MOST ONLINE music mer
chants , including Apple's
iTunes Store, use lossy codecs
such as MP3 and MC with
bit rates that max out at 256
kilobits per second. They
want you to cram as much
music as possible onto your
PC or portable d~vice , re
gardless of audio fidelity.
When you listen to music
encoded in this way, you' re
not hearing everything that
the recording artist created .
I'll show you how to rip
tracks from CD and encode
them to FLAC (Free Lossless
Audio Codec), which deliv
ers compressed but bit-by
bit accurate copies of your
music (much as zipping a
text file with a compression
algorithm can reduce the
size of the file without los
ing any text). All you need is
a PC with an optical drive,
some free software, and your
collection of audio CDs.

Get Exact Audio Copy
You'll need to download and
install the free Exact Audio
Copy (exactaudiocopy.de) for
this step. EAC is powerful
and flexible, and it delivers
extremely a·ccurate results.
The EAC installation will
also automatically install the
included free FLAC codec
(unless you tell the program
otherwise). You 'll find sup
port for FLAC in some of the
best music-streaming devic
es on the market, including
the Sonos Digital Music Sys
tem, Logitech 's Transporter
and Squeezebox series , and
Olive 's Opus No. 4. Finding
FLAC support on portable
music players is a little more
difficult, though nearly every
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USE THE FREE Exact Audio Copy utility to ensure that you're getting perfectly accurate rips of your CDs.

mation to create !D3 tags for
the results that other people
player that Cowon America
the files you create. In the
obtained for the same CD .
manufactures can handle it.
next step use the default file
(A rainbow-colored CD icon
If you 'd rather not replace
in EAC's bottom-right cor
your current player with one
name value (you' ll change it
later) ; then choose the ex
ner informs you if the CD is
that supports FLAC, you can
pert option and click Finislr.
in the AccurateRip database;
reencode or transcode FLAC
if it isn't, you can contribute
files to another format, such
your results later.)
as MP3, that your player
Install AccurateRip
When the ripping process
Audio purists want rips to
does support.
Accept the EAC installa
be as accurate as possible.
is complete, EAC will gener
ate a confidence report: If
tion wizard's default choices
AccurateRip (accuraterip.com),
by clicking the Next button
your results are in line with
a third-party Exact Audio
everyone else's, your rip was
at each prompt; then allow
Copy plug-in, helps achieve
the program to test your CD
entirely accurate. But if the
that goal. EAC enables Accu
drive's features. You don't
rateRip by default. Each time
comparison indicates that
you rip a CD, AccurateRip
need to make any decisions
your results differ signifi
until the installation wizard
compares your results with
cantly from many other peo
reaches its encoder
ples' (the program
Status and Error Mcssaccs

[g) will report 'cannot
selection step, at
T1aek stolus ond emn
which point you
be verified as accu
T1aek 1
should select FLAC.
rate'), your disc may
Pe.ok level 89.1 :t
Track quaiy 100.0 :t
be faulty. Cleaning
If you'd like to use
Accuooteb> riiPed (coriidence 13) (A05A2483]
OK
the free online data
the
disc may resolve
T1ack 2
Peak level 100.0 Z
base service Freedb
that problem.
Track
99.B:t
to download details
about the CDs you
Set Extraction
rip (album and song
Options
titles, for instance),
Exact Audio Copy
enter your e-mail ad
has a deep bag of
dress when prompt
tricks for yielding
ed; this won't lead
highly accurate re
to spam, but feel
sults . Some of these
free to use a fake
tools are native to
address if you are
ACCURATERIP IS A free third-party plug-In for
the program; others
paranoid. The pro
Exact Audio Copy that will compare the results of
are plug-ins created
gram uses this infor
your rip with the results that other people got.
by outside develop

Encode:> Selectio<i

ers. I use a few of each to
achieve the best possible
rips-even from badly
scratched CDs. Here I'll
mention only the ones
whose default values I rec
ommend changing. To get
started, click t he EAC menu
and choose EAC Options
from t he drop-down list.
Uncheck the item labeled

No use ef1111ll samplesfarCRC
cak11latio11s. This will deliver
more-accurate resu lts and
ensure that your ripped
tracks are compatible with
the widest array of software
players. Uncheck Lock dri{le
tray d111i11g e:aracrion so that
you can open the drive if the
program freezes or crashes
during the ripping process .
Last, change the values for
'Extraction and compression
priority' and 'Error recovery
quality' from their default
values to High. That may
slow the ripping process ,
but it will produce better
results . Leave everything
else at its default value.
Click the Gmeral tab, click
the check box next to 011
1mk11oam CDs, and select the
option to access the Freedb
database automatically.
Leave everything else at its
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Exact Audio Copy

EAC

Edit

PBOS

D

..

Action

default value, skip over the
Tools tab and the Normalize
tab, and select Filmame. This
is where you' ll tell EAC how
to name the files that it rips
for you and how to organize
them on your hard drive.
Type the following character
string in the ' Naming scheme'
box: %A\%C\% N-%T
Check the box labeled Use
{lan'ous artist 11a111i11gscheme and
type the following character
string in the box beneath it:
The instructions in the
previous two steps tell EAC
to create a nested directory
structure in which each art
ist has a dedicated subdirec
tory, with subdirectories for
each album title (compila
tion CDs and soundtracks
will be stored in a subdirec
tory labeled 'Various Art
ists '). Click the Dircctorit·s
tab and enter t he mai n direc
tory where you want to
store your ripped CDs (My
Music, for instance). If you
were to rip the Dire Straits
CD Lo{lt O{lerGoldto your
My Music folder, for exam
ple, the resulting directory
(and the first track) would
look something like: C:\My
Documents\My Music\ Dire

H~lp

Tools

Copy Selected Tracks
Test & Copy Selected Tracks

II

Copy Rang~
ftl

Test Selrctcd Tracks
Copy Image &

Cr~

Test & Copy !mag~ &
Catalog

Sel~cted

CUE Sheet
Creat~

5

CUE Shttt

45

Tracks

Copy Selected Trades Ind~-~

F4

Detect Gaps
Test Gap<; On
Creat~

Betides the poss0Ry ol ~eued -action.. I would lb to be <Ible
t o~~fies

.wt. marginoj ~ lcme. [e.g. la port4lllo ployeis)

OI

0

MP3fies(afound 1.5 MB/nft.Ce)

~

\llMA (around 1.5 MB /rrinute)

for archiving

~es

@ FLAC (around 6 MB/minute)

0

WMA Lossless (around 6 MB/minute)

I

< Back

ll

Ne.cl >

I I Ca.m

Various Artists\%C\%N- %A %T

Un~ Mi~ I ~ri

-

Data~

A. de:ai>ed an the prevK>us page, J'OU die now <Ible to select between
the two nm! often used ~ =ion""-· Fa useis w'1o just would
li<e lo hamlet CO s to patable oudio piayei• . the choice ol MP3 i1 n'OSI
often the ained one. If J'OU want to O<c:tive your CD s. in orde< to be ol:le
to wde"" exacl copy back to a CO.fl whenevef ~ is needed you
Pl~·- go wih FlAC.

Detect Gaps

F3

CUE Sheet

TO INSTRUCT EXACT Audio Copy to find the gaps between tracks
automatically, click 'Action' and select ' Detect Gaps', or pr ess <F4>.

DURING THE SETUP process for t he Exact Audio Copy software,
choose FLAC to serve as the program 's default aud io for m at.

Straits\Love O ver Gold\01 
Telegraph Road .nae. Ignore
the rest of EAC's extraction
options and click OK.

Mind the Gaps
Commercia lly recorded CDs
usually have gaps in between
their tracks . Most gaps con
ta in digital silence, but some
contain a fade from a previ
ous track, an introduction to
the next track, or even an
entire song (a so-called hid
den track) . A CD player will
play a gap 's content only
when the tracks are auto
matically played in sequen
tial order; in other words , if
you skip to Track 3, you
won 't hear anything that
might have been encoded in
the gap preceding Track 3.
When you rip the CD, EAC
wi ll default to append ing
each gap to the previous
track. If you want the pro
gram to append th e gap to
the next track, or if you
want to omit the gap entire
ly (despite poss_i bly losing
important audio material),
press <F4> to have EAC
detect ga ps on the CD. Click
the Ac1io11 menu, and then
select the option you prefer.

Rip Some Tracks
The great majority of the
work involved in using Exact
Audio Copy to rip CDs takes
place during the setup pro
cedure. The actual ripping
process is amazingly simple:
Drop t he disc of your choice
into the drive tray, click the
Acrio11 me nu, and then select

Test and Copy Selected Tracks
(using the Compressed option
from the submenu). EAC
will sequentially test, rip,
and compress each of the
tracks on the CD to a FL.AC
file. Then, after each com
pression step, the program
will delete each .wav file .
At the end of the ripping
process , EAC will generate a
'Status and Error Messages '
report. The most important
informatio n contained in
this report is the assessment
of whether each track was
accurately ripped, based on
findings from the Accurate
Rip database. You may want
to save the log in the folder
with the ripped tracks for
future reference. Repeat this
step with your entire CD li
brary (or as much of it as you
think you' ll want to stream).

- Michael Brown
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Here's How
Get Into Free Sites
Without Registering
ARE YOU TIRED of having
to register on a free Web site
just to read a news article or
view some pictures of your
relatives? Rather than regis
tering on such sites (and
risking a barrage of annoying
spam) , many people forget
about the news item or put
off seeing how their nieces
and nephews are doing until
their next vacation .
But I have an easy way to
get members-only content
without enduring the hass le
of signing up for an account.
Whenever fam ily and friends
send me links to registration
required sites, I turn to Bug
MeNot (www.bugmenot.com)
to slip past most of these
requirements . BugMeNot is

a free site that stockpiles
user-generated account log
ins and passwords so that
users don ' t have to provide
their own personal info.
If you use Internet Explor
er, go to t he BugMeNot Web
site and type in the URL of
the site that you 'd like to log
in to. BugMeNot will return
a list of user names and pass
words that you can use to
log in successfully.
The BugMeNot Firefox Ex
tension automates the service
for Firefox users. On the in
stallation page (find.pcworld.
com/62311), click Add to Fire
fox. Click Accept aud ilmall,
and a new window will open.
When it does , click lnswll
Now . Then restart Firefox.

ANSWER LINE

t;1

f-t

BugMeNot offers you a list of valid log-in credentials to choose from.

After you install the Bug
MeNot extension , the next
time you encounter a re
quired log-in prompt for a
free site, right-click the user
name or e-mail address box
and select Logiu with BugMc
Not . Repeat the process if

the initial attempt doesn ' t
work; the plug-in might have
used old information the
first time around. Other
wise, you should slide into
t he registration-required
content wit hout a hitch.
-ZackSrcm

ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS . PCWORLD.COM

How do I delete some but not all of
my browsing history?
- Anonymous

SE LECTIVELY ERASI NG your online tracks is usually simple. For
Internet Explorer users, PCW forums member Adama suggests this
method: Click Tools • History for a list of visited sites. Right-click an
entry you want to lose. and choose Delete from the context menu.
In Firefox. press <Ctrl>-H on your keyboa rd to open your History
panel. Find the offending page. right-click it. and select Delete.
To get rid of a listing in the add ress bar's drop-down menu, point
at the item with your mouse and press <Delete> on your keyboard .
If you use Firefox 3.0, the item may lurk in the history long after
it disappears from the visible list. If you start typing the unwanted
domain name in the address bar, thoug h, the drop-down screen
will display the tell-tale page. Delete as described above.
The next generation of browsers will eliminate the need to do
this. They all come with a special mode that lets you surf in secret
The versions of IE and Firefox containing the privacy-mode fea
ture are still in beta. so use them at your own risk. I'll include the
instructions here in case you're willing to try beta software.
To enter IE B's private mode, select Safety (in the upper-right
corner) and then InPrivote Browsing. A second browser window
will open, with an 'InPrivate' logo next to the address bar.
100
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Page .,.. [ Safefy .... J
Ctrl+Shift+Del
~CD

InPrivate Browsing
inf'1• ar:: E'

·~o

,

Ctrl+Shift+ P

:i

LU Webpage Privacy Policy,,,
Se<.. unt 1 Rt:port

lnte·r auc.nal , _b,1te Address
SmartScreen Filter
Windows Update
THE PRIVATE SURFING mode in coming versions of Internet Explorer
(pictured), Firefox, or Google Chrome can help you hide your tracks.

If you use Firefox 3.1 and wish to surf privately, choose Tools •
Private Browsing. Firefox will save and close your current tabs and

bring you to a blank one. Uncheck Private Browsing to close your
current tabs and reopen the ones Firefox saved earlier.
Google Chrome is out of beta, so it may be safer. To enter its In
cognito Mode, click the Tools icon and select New incognito window.
-Li11co/11 Spector

Microsoft Exchange
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with unified communications
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PBX
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Full presence
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Unison is a client-server system for e-mail, IM, telephone and
scheduling - all in one. It runs on Windows or Linux and replaces
legacy servers like Exchange, Lotus and your PBX system . Unison is
powerfu l, fully-unified communications software. And it's free.
Download and deploy Unison free of charge at www.unison.com .

Here's How
OMG RU TXTING FRM UR OUTLK? 2COOL!
IF YOU'RE addicted to text
~ O pen Contact

tiny keypad , take heart: You
can send and receive texts

Save to J ournal

t_-

your password. Click OK.
To finalize your new ac

x

~

Forward
~---

~

,,

Messages

straight from Microsoft Out
look, just as you can regular
e-mail. It's great for dashing
off a message to a group of
people-or for keeping tabs

Messages you enter here are delivered to a mobile phone or
pager. Your contact may be charged for this service.
········-·················----··
I Kostas Nasis: Hey, I can send te~t messages from Outlook now!

I

on mobile colleagues within
your normal workflow.
First, though , you must
configure Outlook for SMS .

-

<:.) Kos ta s f\la sis -Joopz for Outlook

messages but not to typing
comments o n yo ur phone's

·:.>:nd

count settings, restart Out
lo ok and t hen choose File•
New •Text Message to send a
text. By definition, text
messages are lim ited to 160
characters each; watch the
preview on the left p ane of
the texting window to see
whether your text will re
main in one piece or will be

JOOPZ LETS YOU send and receive SMS text messages In Microsoft

automatica lly split up into

Outlook, so you don't have to type them on your phone's tiny keypad.

multiple messages .
Fill out the To: field with
one or more cell phone

Choose Tools •Acco11111 Smi11gs,
click the E-mail tab , and se

(www.smsofficer.com), Red
Oxygen (www.redoxygen.com),
and Joop z (www.joopz.com).

lect New. Click Orlrcr, and
choose Ourlook Mob11c Service
(Text Messaging) . Click Next.
You 'll have to link Out

Of the three, Joopz is the
best bargain: For a monthly

look to a third-party service
responsible for sending the

fee of $3 , it permits you to
send an unlimited number

messages. Among the avai l
able options are SMSOfficer

of messages; alternatively
Joopz offers a free account

ANSWER LINE

that allows you to send SO
messages and to receive an
unlimited number of them.
Enter t he service's URL,
your user ID (which is either
a user name or your mobil e
phone number plus its
country code, d epending on
t he service yo u use), and

numbers (or with contacts
taken from your address
book) , and Outlook will
route the message to those
numbers. Replies will come
to you r inbox, ju st as if they
were regular e-mail replies.

-Zack S tem
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Is it safe to ignore Windows

fil

service packs?

- Don Dalton. via e-mail

WINDOWS SERVICE PACKS- the major updates download
able via Windows Update- pose a dilemma. Do you let Mi cro
soft conduct a major. potentially damag ing, remote-control
overhaul of your operating system? Or do you ignore a service
pack that promises to plug serious security holes and is like
lier to fix something broken than to break something new?
Besides. if you don't update Windows now, th e OS may not

Tad.y it lloJ1 A! I
lJ6/YS it 5-.l!) PM.

v..,. updilc twsa.y

Autam.Uully inrul1 n.,. updltes &"'! dll'f it 3Dl Aid
(r«ommcndcd)

For Vlind0-ws ind othtt products from Microsoft Upd•tit

be able to accept later updates or run some new programs.
I usually wait about three months after a service pack a pHAVE YOU BEEN holding off on installing the Latest Vista service pack? It's a
pears before I install it. By then, subsequent updates have
good idea to wait until other users have worked through any possible bugs.
squashed most bugs. and all problems are fixed or reported.
But take a few precautio ns whe n you let Windows change itself:
even if the update tells you that you can safely continue working.
I. Scan for malware, preferably with multiple programs. Use
If you still have problems after wa iting some months and install
your installed antivirus program. and then try SuperAntiSpyware
ing the update carefully, search the Web for solutions specific to.
(find .pcworld.com/62312) or Malwarebytes (find .pcworld.com/62315).
your hardware and installed programs. Check forums. too. includ
2. Make a fresh image backup. just in case. If you don't have an
ing ours at forums.pcworld.com. A reader recently posted a simila r
image- back up program. see "Reinstall and Restore Your Windows
question on the Answer Line forum . mentioning that he had an HP
PC in Eight Easy Steps" (find .pcworld.com/62313) for advice.
system with an AMO processor. Fellow reader Tech4me then rec
3. Close all of your apps before starting the update. and don 't try
og nized the problem and pointed to a solu tion on HP 's Web s ite.
to work on your PC until ifs done and Windows has rebooted
-Lincoln Spector
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Here's How
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RICK BROIDA'S HASSLE-FREE PC

r_ l . ., '

Easy Fixes for Internet and Touchpad Hassles
Send yourself handy Web bookmarks.
speed up your Internet connection, and
prevent accidental t ouchpad touches .

you laptop users overcome the annoying accidental bumps that

l

make your text cursor move around the screen whi le you 're typing.

less router, consult "How to Troubleshoot Your Home Ne twork"

Send Web Sites to Your Inbox With Toread

and/or modem in need of rebooting. For th e record, my neighbor

You fi nd a cool Web site that you want to revisit, but how do you

told me the power-cycling trick worked like a charm.

I'M ALWAYS ON the lookout for ways to get more done online,
whether from a handy online service or a quick tweak to my sys
tem se tting s. This month, I'll show you one of each. Plus, I'll help

(find .pcworld.com/62314) for help. Often, thoug h, it's just a rou ter

remember that you want to revisit it? You could bookmark it, but
then it might get lost or forgotten among your other bookmarks.
Toread.cc is a handy site that sends bookmarks to your e-mail in

Stop Accidental Touchpad Touches While Typing
You're typing along on your laptop, when suddenly you notice that

box to keep the site on your radar. Think of it as a welcome e-mail

your cursor has jumped somewhere else in your document, seri

reminder from your favorite Web site that says, "Hey, look at me!"

ously fouling up the text. What happened? Most often you acciden

Using Toread is a snap. After registering for the free service, you

tally brushed the touchpad with your thumb, relocating the cursor
in the process. One option is to plug in a USB mouse, but some lap
tops leave the touchpad enabled even when a mouse is present.

l.J {torud• J

Suggu ttd ~ ts

-

-

...

. ,'

Pmontli:tt • l:;;JJ PCWorl:t.<om

By delving into Wi ndows' Mouse settings, you may be able to find

Sites to Your tnbcl with T0tud • PC w_ i

a fix. Unfortunately, different laptops have different touchpads and
touchpad drivers, so the solution isn't universal.

Hassle-Free PC
PCWoAl.t'MI lllo;;ff Ri:l 8rotdl Dtfm ilT"'1
f«n kif al yt\lf J'C hliU JH

.. cu 2009
..

'Sutaaht:i1Mtt:»9

Start by opening Control Panel and double-clicking Mouse. Click
th e Device Select tab if you see one, and enable Disable TouchPad

Pe rs onal Prooucttvtty

when USB pointing device is present. No such option? On my Win

CK]

......--~----- ~

dows XP- ba sed Acer Aspire One, I had to click the Device Settings
tab and then the Setting s button, and t hen pore over Synaptics'
extensive touchpad options. I found what I needed in Sensitivity •
PalmCheck: Moving the slider closer to Maximum made the touch 

Common dilemma. You

TOREAD LETS YOU send onllne finds to your inbox, w ith short notes,

pad more resistant to accidental brushes during typing.
On a Vi st a notebook, I found a Tapping tab in the Mouse Proper

so you can r emember gr eat sites w ithout cluttering your toolbar.

ties w indow. There, I enabled 'Tap off when typing', which prevents

get a cu stom "bookmarklet" that you can add to any browser.

top doesn't have this option, look for something similar.

the touchpad from recogn izing taps while I'm typing. If your lap
When you land on a site that you want to send to yourself, you just

The Samsung 0310 laptop comes with a convenient function

cl ick the Toread bookmark. A minute or two later, the link and the

key togg le that lets the user turn the touchpad on or off with a sin 

full page you were viewing arrive in your inbox.

gle click. Hey, laptop manufacturers: Steal that feature! •

If you Like that, check out Toread's Tomobi. which converts Web
OdorUlao
OU-

A Quick Fix for Slow Internet Access

T-S!Peod

Recently a neighbor asked me if my I nternet access had been
slow. (We subscribe to the same ISP.) I said no, it's been just fine.
Then I offered him the suggestion I give most folks who complain

..

~

pages into text-only content suitable for reading on your phone.

~

~

Teti

~

0
Slow

Fml

about connectivity problems: Power-cycle your modem and router.
In other word s, disconnect the power cords from both, wait 10
seconds, and then plug them back in. In a minute or two, your net
work will be up and running again, and your Internet access might
be its good old speedy self. I say "might be" because there are
many other possible culprits for pokey Internet connections.
For example, you might have a spyware problem. Or Windows'
Internet settings might be faulty. If you 're connecting via a wire-
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ON MANY LAPTOPS you can disable t he touchpad's tap sensor while
you're typing, t hereby reducing t he number of accidental taps.

•_More Sale~!_• More &u&:.tomers! - -- - Save Time, Reduce Theft, _S_peed Checkout, Increase Accuracy,
Re11uee_Costs, ~ake:B£f!_!er:Business Decisions by_Computerizing your Re!aiLStoce
The World's Fastest Cash_RegiSter _  _
e:f!A~ ll1

-

• Single or MOiii-User
• One Store:or Multiple-Store
•Credit Caril Authorization in 2-3 Seconcj~
• GifrCards & Loyalty Cards
··Jrack Your lnvenfury and Customers
•:'Detailed sates Reports
_. FAST and EASV-CheckoUt
• Convenience Stores & Grocery Stores- :
;:Gift Shops
- • t-ll@el I C,!91hlng
.• Liquor & Tobacco Stores
• Cellular & Bectonics...
• Restaurw.its, Delis
•.Any Store Requl~g a-:
Cash Register

Credit & Debit Card.P!iicessing.$348
PC Ct@rge
_
_
Credlt:Card . Readers, . P-ln.l~ads,.Slgnature

un1teeh, MagTek, '.verttone,Topaz-..HHP

Pads .. ~
-

This event is co-sponsored by:

• IDG InfoWorld
l:li1'4f[,]iGI acwor

I NTERNAT I ONAL OATA GROUP

COMPUTERWORLD NETWORKWORLDONIT
MAXIMIZE YOUR RETURN

1STANNDARD l(ll[IJI
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PCW Marketplace

iBooks

MacSook 1.83GHz, 1Gb, Combo

1.a· Drives
USS 2.0 - 5Gb
$19

G3 500Mh z 12"

$249

G4 1Ghz 12"
G4 1.2Ghz 12"

$379
$-449

G4 1.33 Ghz 12"

$479

External

USS 2.0 - 15Gb

$9

USB 2.0 - 20Gb

$34

USS 2.0 - 30Gb

$39

starting at

$59999
price includes keyboard & mouse

$14'9

B

4Gb USS 2.0
Mircrodrive HOD
eMacs
eMac G4 700Mhz
eMac G4 1Gh z

$99
$149

eMac G4 1.25Ghz

$179

eMac G4 1.42Ghz

$199

The grim reality is that sooner or later all digital
media-from hard drive to flash memory-will
fail. When this happens there are only two things
you can do:
1. Restore your data from your backup system
2. Call DriveSavers 800.440.1904 (2417)
At DriveSavers , "We can save it!" is not only
our slogan, it's our solemn pledge. And we have
the track record to prove it.
We've invested over 20 years developing
proprietary techniques and millions of dollars
creating an advanced facility to
save the most valuable data in
the world- Yours!
You can find other alternatives,
but you won ' t find a better one .
Take our Vi.J.tual Tour and see for
yourself: drivesavers.com
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• Keys work during days
and times you specify
• Keys cannot be duplicated
• Each opening is recorded
• Locks cannot be picked

Our Service Pledge to You - The HeiferCratic Oath

FatCow takes professiona l and friend ly support to an udderly new
level: we pledge to honor our loya l customers by meeting the
highest custom er service standards. No bull!
The HeiferCratic Oath Is just on e more thing that
sepa rates us from t he rest.

Visit us today. fatcow.com/beefup
, .866.544.9343
108
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DON'T MISS OUT!

Huge savings on top brand software and hardware!
Adobe Design Premium

lntuos3 6"x8"

Inspiration 8

Save570/o

QuarkXPress 8

s23900

s199s5

s59ss

Check out
our incredible
academi c pricing
just for students,
teachers and
schools.

Use Promo Code 795877 and get

4'@h\ilb!1#
#PC71 9771

$5 off your purchase of $50 or more! o ffe r ends 3121109

Save up to 850/o now! 1-800-580-9237

ACADEMICE

www.AcademicSuperstore.com/pwmr SUPERSTOR

The #1 academic reseller for Adobe,Wacom, Total Training, Sony Creative Software, Native Instruments, M-Audio, Sibelius, Leapfrog,and many more!

Real results.
Bluebea m customers reduce pa per
usage and distrib ution c osts by 803.

-

..
-

PDF markup and editing software
(with substance)

1.51

blu ebearn •
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STUDENTS!
New LOW Adobe pricing!
For College Students Only
• Photoshop CS4 Ext.
· Illustra tor CS4
• lnDesign (54
• Acrobat Pro 9
• Dreamweaver C54
· Flash Pro C54
· Fireworks CS4

' ::='!!'.!:._ ·Photoshop C54
·I llust ra tor C54
·InDesign CS4
• Acrobat Pro 9
5RP S1200

SRPS1 799

'il4@:1
• Dreamweaver CS4
• Flash Pro C54
• Photoshop CS4 Ext.
·Illustrator CS4
• Firewo rks CS4
· Contribute CS4
• Soundbooth CS4
·Acrobat Pro 9

The indu stry
standard image
editing software
for print and Web.
SRP $999

SRP 5 1699

Adobe Student Editio n• is available to hl9hl'f ed (college· level) "udents
only. Proof of academic status required. Prici ng subject to change.

't!i»i:I
._..._
. ._lill-iliill.liil"~

Q ~;~::;i""

'"""""'"'°j'~·:;~-;;eyE d
.com

www.Journe Ed.com/PCW

1.800.874.9001

-·-·-
(Wow!)
Qty3+
Qty 2: $7.99
Qty 1: $8.99
nufactured HP 5t645a
Rem:S) ink cartridge.
• -

·

(No.

• -

• -

• -

Org3nizc and protect your copies o( PC World. Slipcases
are dc-signcd to hold more than a yeal's worth of issues and
arc ideal for protectjng and organizing your va lu.ihlc copies.
Attractive and durable, Cllth slipcase is CO'lcrcd wi th a blue,
lc;ather-like material. A custom label dc.-cor.atecl in silver with
the PC \Vorld logo is included for person:illzing. Crc:J.t for
Gifts! SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

ONE - $15

THREE • $40

ORDER ONLINE AT

• Cost-effective prototypes
and production runs
• Wide range of materials or
customization of provided
material
• Automatic price calculation
• Fabrication in 1• 3 or 7 days

Sample price:

r

f.__ _J "
t1· rrrT
..:. r:E" rn

$43.78 plus S&H ---~---d

SIX • $80

www.tncenterprises.net/pcw
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TOUCH SCREEN
Touch-enabled displays and high-contrast

A Digital Photo Frame

That Goes Beyond Image

OLEO panels are two emerging trends for digi
tal photo frames. Recently Kodak was first with
the latter, but our 10.5-inch dream device uses
both. In our case, touch permits intuitive navi
gation of image, video, and music files, as well
as of VoIP services, widgets. RSS, and the Web.

CONNECTIVITY
Built-in 802.lln Wi-Fi to
stream multimedia via
networked PCs or the
Web. Optional: 3G data or
femtocell signal boosting.

PRINTING

SHORTCUT STRIP

Some real-world digital

A touch-sensitive short

photo frames- SmartPart's SPSPRT

cut strip features Blue

(sold in the U.S.) and Keian's P71-A2

112

LED-backlit icons to

JP (Japan only)- can print We'd print

CAMERA/WEBCAM

switch power on or off,

4-by-6-inch photos using a similar

An integrated tilt-adjustable camera and microphone

to access VoIP-phone

dye-sub method, or maybe employ

for multiparty VoIP video calls, Web conferencing,

and Web screens easily,

Zink 's zero-ink technology, as Pola

intercom use, and quick, happy snaps. The camera

or to adjust the volume.

roid did for its portable Pogo printer.

and frame can also work for basic video surveillance.

Wave-Hom I iRiver

NIMblcconcept ITouch Revolution

Femtocell 9100 i Motorola

SPBPRT I SmartParts

What we took: Sleek design,

What we took: Google Android

What we took: Femtocell cell-

What wetook: Built-in 4-by

touch screen, three-way VoIP

OS, multitouch screen. VoIP

phone signal boosting, touch

6-inch dye-sublimation printer.

video/voice phone, Web features.

video/voicephone. Web widgets.

screen, VoIP phone features.

multiformat card reader.

find .pcworld.com/62343

find .pcworld.com/62343

find .pcworld.com/62348

find.pcworld.com/62342 •
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Every business could use a little help these days. So Intuit? the makers of QuickBooks ~ is giving you
the tools you need most right now: Free QuickBooks Simple Start software, free payroll services for
six months, and a free website for a year. Just go to SmallBusinessUnited.com and start today.
Because we want you to do more than survive. We want you to thrive.

TO GET YOUR FREE TOOLS TODAY GO TO:
Online
Payroll

(/

QuickBooks Simple Start
financial software

Payroll services for
six months

Website for
one year

•

•

lnTUIT

BACK

September 9, 2008
Norton Internet Security'" 2009

Filing your taxes shouldn't be taxing on your system. Neither should your security software. The new Norton Internet
Security 2009 is the fastest secu rity suite anywhere . using under ?MB of memory and delivering fewer, faster, shorte r scans.
With pulse updat es every 5-15 minutes. you'll get in stant defense aga inst the latest on lin e threats. Plus, you can use Silent
Mode to avoid interruptions while you're playing games, watching movies , or doing your taxes. Get the revo lutio nary Norton
Internet Security 2009 now, and you'll also receive up to $5Q back. To learn more; visit norton.com/t~x
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SMART SECURITY, ENGINEERED FOR SPEED .. "'' _
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